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Kurzfassung
Komplexe Webapplikationen werden zunehmend konzeptuell mit Hilfe
eines Schemas entworfen, das schrittweise erweitert und verfeinert wird.
Dabei kristallisieren sich Muster von Entwurfsschritten heraus, nach denen Schemata unabhängig vom Anwendungskontext immer wieder in sehr
ähnlicher Weise erweitert und verfeinert werden. So wird etwa nach dem
Definieren eines Entitätstyps im Datenschema häufig eine entsprechende Seitenklasse im Hypertextschema eingefügt, die festlegt, wie die Instanzen dieses
Entitätstyps auf einer Webseite darzustellen sind. Es wäre daher von Vorteil,
wenn Anwender wiederkehrende Entwurfschritte automatisieren könnten,
anstatt sie immer wieder manuell durchzuführen. Dieses Automatisieren von
Entwurfsschritten wird durch “Transformer” ausgedrückt, die, wenn man sie
auf ein Schema anwendet, dieses entsprechend erweitern und verfeinern. Der
Einsatz solcher Transformer beschleunigt den Entwurfsprozess, unterstützt
prototyping-orientierte Entwicklung von Webapplikationen und verbessert
deren Qualität. Zu diesem Zweck ist es allerdings notwending, dass Transformer sowohl einfach zu definieren als auch einfach zu verwenden sind. Dazu
kommt, dass Muster von Entwurfschritten zwar immer wieder ähnlich aber
doch leicht unterschiedlich durchgeführt werden. Deswegen sollten Transformer entsprechend adaptierbar sein.
Diese Arbeit stellt die Sprache TBE (Transformer-by-example) für das
Definieren und Anwenden von Transformern vor. Ein Spezifikum von TBE
ist, dass ein Transformer durch zwei generische Beispielschemata (d.h. “byexample”) beschrieben wird, die jeweils das Schema vor und nach der Transformation widerspiegeln. Dadurch wird ein Transformer im Wesentlichen in
der gleichen (grafischen) Notation definiert, in der auch Schemata definiert
werden. Aus diesen Beispielen leitet TBE ab, wie die Transformation
durchzuführen ist, wenn der Transformer auf ein Schema angewandt wird.
Eine weitere Besonderheit von TBE ist, dass das Verhalten vordefinierter
Transformer individuell angepasst werden kann. So kann etwa die Konvention für das Benennen der neu zu generierenden Elemente geändert werden.
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Weiters kann der Transformer individuell eingeschränkt werden, sodass er
nur Teilbereiche eines Schemas erfasst. Diese Flexibilität ist speziell für den
Einsatz im Entwurfsprozess notwendig.
Die Konzepte von TBE sind unabhängig von einer konkreten Modellierungssprache definiert, sodass verschiedene Sprachen für den konzeptuellen
Entwurf von Webapplikationen gleichermaßen um das Definieren und Anwenden von Transformern erweitert werden können. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird die Modellierungssprache WebML als Beispiel verwendet und eine
prototypische Implementierung von TBE für WebML-Schemata beschrieben.
Neben dem Webbereich lassen sich die Konzepte von TBE aber auch auf andere Bereiche übertragen, etwa auf Modellierungssprachen wie UML oder auf
beliebige Diagramme, wie sie beispielsweise in Microsoft Visio erstellt werden
können.

Abstract
When defining a scheme of a web application, modelers repeatedly perform
modelling tasks like “after having defined an entity type, add a page class
for displaying the entity type’s content”. Thereby, a scheme is extended
again and again in a similar manner. For such recurrent tasks, it would
be convenient for modelers to have web scheme transformers (short transformers) that, when applied to a scheme, automatically perform such tasks.
Extensive reuse of well-tested transformers facilitates the modelling process,
contributes to rapid prototyping, and improves a web application’s quality.
For this purpose, it should be easy for modelers to define and use transformers. Further, since the same modelling task is performed repeatedly in a
similar manner yet with slight variations, transformers should be capable of
considering particularities of individual applications.
This thesis introduces TBE (Transformers-By-Example), which is a language
for defining and applying web scheme transformers. In order to facilitate definition of transformers, TBE follows a by-example approach, where a modeler defines a transformer by giving a generic example of a web scheme before
and after transformation instead of specifying operations that perform the
transformation. These operations are derived by TBE based on the provided
generic examples. Transformers are defined graphically and in a notation
that is similar to one with which modelers are familiar. In order to facilitate
their flexible use, the behavior of a transformer can be individually adapted
for each particular application. For both, expressing transformer definitions
and (individualized) applications, TBE provides language constructs that
abstract from a scheme’s internal representation and that are particularly
useful for supporting modelling tasks as performed by modelers.
The concept of defining transformers by-example can be introduced in various languages and tools for modelling web applications. This is demonstrated
by WebML, which is a popular web modelling language, and by WebRatio,
which is a commercial tool for editing WebML schemes. A prototype of TBE
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is described, too. Further, besides enhancing web application modelling, the
concepts of TBE can be applied to other conceptual modelling languages as
well, e.g. UML. Further, TBE could serve as language for precisely defining design patterns, or it could facilitate the definition of diagrams within
general-purpose diagram editors like, for example, Microsoft Visio.
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Motivation for web scheme transformers

Web applications are information systems that are accessible via the web
basically through navigating between pages, entering data in web forms, and
triggering operations by traversing links [37]. Such web applications have,
since the early stage of Web development, continuously grown in size and
complexity. Today it is not uncommon that, for example, an e-commerce
application provides tens of thousands of pages usually generated out of an
underlying data source.
Designing such web applications is a complex task that requires to integrate
several aspects like, for example, defining the data source that provides the
web application’s content and defining the hypertext layer that presents this
content through navigable web pages. Development gets even more complex
3
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if the application shall support different front end devices or shall be customized, i.e. provide content specifically tailored to different users or user
groups.
A promising approach to manage this complexity is to develop web applications using conceptual web modelling languages like, for example,
[32, 37, 59, 70, 98, 123, 134]. Such languages usually integrate multiple
models that cover the different aspects of web application design. For example, most languages provide at least a content model and a hypertext model
that cover the aspects of defining the data source and the hypertext layer,
respectively. Note that these models are not independent as, for example,
the hypertext model depends on the content model. Thus, a web application is defined through a web application scheme which integrates particular
sub-schemes such as a content sub-scheme and a hypertext sub-scheme. The
web application scheme will subsequently be shortly referred to as scheme.
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Figure 1.1: WebML scheme of conference web site: content sub-scheme (left),
hypertext sub-scheme (right)

Example 1 Fig. 1.1 depicts the scheme of a conference web site defined
with the conceptual web modelling language WebML [32]. The left part
illustrates the content sub-scheme that defines the web site’s content
in terms of an entity-relationship diagram. Entity type Conf describes
information about the conference itself. This entity type is intended to
be a singleton, i.e. to contain only one member. Entity types Author
and Paper describe information about authors and submitted papers,
respectively.
The right part of Fig. 1.1 illustrates the hypertext scheme that defines
how the content is to be organized in web pages. This organization is
expressed by page classes that contain content units referring to entity types. Page class AuthorPage contains an index unit AuthorIndex
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and defines that a list of authors is to be presented, i.e. members of
entity type Author. Page class PaperPage is structured analogously.
However, for page class ConfPage, an index unit for presenting a list
of conferences is not appropriate because entity type Conf contains exactly one member. Thus, page class ConfPage contains a data unit
ConfDetails, which defines that this sole member is to be presented in
detail on a single page.
When defining a scheme of a web application, developers (modelers) successively extend or refine this scheme in order to cover the requirements that
have been specified for the web application. It is the task of a modeler to
specify proper configurations of scheme elements like entity types, attributes
of entity types, page classes, links, etc. such that requirements are met.
We use the abstract term modelling task for a process of extending or refining an input scheme in order to achieve an output scheme that then meets
particular requirements1 . Each such modelling task is characterized by a
configuration of scheme elements as before performing the task, i.e. an input
configuration, and an extended or refined configuration of scheme elements as
thereafter, i.e. an output configuration. For the purpose of this introduction,
we mention here just the following two examples of modelling tasks, but we
will provide more examples in the course of this thesis:
1. Modelling task “IndexPCForEnt”: The members of entity types are often to be listed on hypertext pages. Consequently, after having defined
an entity type, modelers often define a corresponding page class with
an index unit. However, this task only makes sense if the entity type
comprises at least one attribute2 . Otherwise, there would be nothing to
present on a page. Thus, the input configuration of modelling task “IndexPCForEnt” is an entity type that comprises at least one attribute.
The output configuration is a page class with an index unit that has
the entity type as content source.
1

In the context of software development, a similar term “programming task” is used
for the process of extending or refining a program in order to meet a particular design
pattern [72].
2
There may be entity types without attributes as well. For example, WebML does not
offer a model primitive for expressing ternary relationships. Instead, such a situation is
expressed through a “central” entity type that is connected through binary relationships
to each of the participants of the ternary relationship. The central entity type usually
does not comprise attributes but is only for connecting entities.

6
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2. Modelling task “AugmentPCsWithUserData”: In web applications that
are accessed by registered users, pages often display data of the user
currently logged in. Performing this task requires (i) to have an entity
type that defines user data and (ii) to have a page class that does
not yet display user data. Then, this page class is augmented by a
unit that retrieves the data of the user currently logged in from the
user-data entity type. Thus, the input configuration is a pair of an
entity type, which represents user data, and a page class, which shall
be augmented. The output configuration is an extended page class that
has been augmented by a unit as described above.

Many modelling tasks are, though applied in different contexts, performed
again and again in a similar manner. It would therefore be convenient for
modelers to have web scheme transformers (short: transformers) that, when
applied to a scheme, perform extensions or refinements as required. For
example:
1. Concerning modelling task “IndexPCForEnt”, it would be convenient
to have a transformer IndexPCForEnt that, when applied to an entity
type, generates a corresponding page class with an index unit according
to some naming policy. This transformer could then be repeatedly applied to various entity types. The transformer might also be applied to
a set of entity types such that corresponding page classes are generated
all at once. Further, it may also be desired that the transformer selects
all the entity types to which it can be applied, i.e. which comprise at
least one attribute.
2. Concerning modelling task “AugmentPCWithUserData”, it would be
useful to have a transformer AugementPCWithUserData that takes an
entity type representing user data and a page class as input and that
augments this page class by a unit for presenting data of the current
user. This transformer could then be repeatedly applied in order to
augment a particular page class or a particular set of page classes.
The transformer could also be applied such that is selects all the page
classes of a scheme and extends them as desired. Thereby, a single
application of this transformer could augment a possibly large number
of page classes all at once.
From a declarative point of view, a transformer is a generalized description of
a recurrent modelling task and is therefore characterized by the following two
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parts: (1) a generic description of the input configuration, i.e. a configuration
of scheme elements that the modelling task aims to extend or refine, and (2) a
generic description of how the extended or refined output configuration looks
like and how it depends on the input configuration.
From the viewpoint of assisting modelers in performing modelling tasks, a
transformer is executable in the sense that, when it is applied to an input
configuration, it performs extensions and refinements and achieves an output
configuration as intended.
The advantages of such transformers are manyfold: (1) Modelers are freed
from performing similar tasks again and again in the same manner. This
can be uneconomic, annoying, and cumbersome. With transformers, modelers can concentrate on the main goals, i.e. to chose a proper design for
fulfilling the web site’s requirements. (2) Transformers facilitate design reuse
because modelers can have well-proven configurations of scheme elements
generated rather easily. Consequently, the quality of web schemes is improved. (3) Transformers provide for fast development of prototypes and
contribute to shortening evaluation cycles. This is particularly appropriate
for the development of web applications where usability is a key success factor [32, 71, 105].

1.2

Requirements for web scheme transformers

In the following, we elaborate requirements that web scheme transformers
(transformers) should fulfill in order to assist modelers in performing modelling tasks. In the course of this requirement analysis, we first assume that
we have a library of predefined transformers available. Then, we discuss if
and how modelers should be enabled to define transformers on their own.
Understandability. As for any predefined procedure that is to be reused,
each transformer must provide a comprehensible and comprehensive description of its behavior. This description shall enable modelers to quickly grasp
for what the transformer is good for, i.e. in which situations it can be employed and which result it achieves. Understandability is basically a matter
of disciplined documentation and usually requires a description in textual
form as well as in form of typical use-cases.

8
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Flexibility. As already motivated in the examples of modelling tasks “IndexPCForEnt” and “AugmentPCWithUserData” above, the following two
scenarios of how a transformer is applied can be distinguished:
1. The modeler explicitly declares to which scheme element configuration
(or to which set of scheme element configurations) the transformer is
applied. For example: “apply transformer IndexPCForEnt to entity
types Paper and Author”.
2. The transformer parses the scheme to which it is applied and selects
all scheme element configurations that match the transformer’s input
configuration. For example: “apply transformer IndexPCForEnt such
that simply all entity types that comprise attributes are considered, i.e.
such that the modeler needs not to enumerate them explicitly”.
We argue that each transformer should support both scenarios. The modelling task that a transformer supports is the same, regardless of whether
the modeler explicitly declares to which scheme element configuration (or to
which set of such configurations) the transformer is to be applied or whether
the transformer by itself selects proper scheme element configurations. Thus,
it would be unreasonable if one had to define different transformers for different scenarios of their application.
Moreover, it may even be required that a transformer supports a
mix of these scenarios.
Reconsider, for example, modelling task
AugmentPCsWithUserData, which requires as input configuration (1) an entity type that represents user data and (2) a page class that is to be augmented. If all page classes of a scheme shall be augmented, it would be
convenient to have them selected by the transformer. However, within a
number of entity types of a scheme, usually only one entity type represents
user data. Thus, it makes sense that the modeler explicitly declares which
particular entity type shall serve for that purpose.
Adaptability. Though a modelling task is performed repeatedly in a similar
manner, the way it is performed in particular may vary from application to
application as follows: (1) The naming policies for the new scheme elements
often vary; (2) In some cases, the modelling task requires to embed new
scheme elements into existing ones, whereas in other cases the embedding
scheme element it to be generated, too. (3) In some cases, it is required
to embed a set of new scheme elements in one newly generated scheme element, whereas in other cases, a separate embedding scheme element is to be
generated for each of these elements.
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Example 2 Transformer IndexPCForEnt could be adapted as follows:
(1) The naming policy that defines how the newly generated page classes
and index units are to be named could be overridden; (2) The index unit
is to be generated within an already existing page class instead of generating this page class as well. (3) The transformer could generate two
index units for entity types Paper and Autor, respectively, but could
embed them in one page class, which is generated as well.
Of course, for all above mentioned variants, one could define a separate transformer. However, in order to avoid a number of transformer definitions that
support the same modelling task but in slight variation, it should be possible
to adapt the way a transformer generates new elements individually for each
application.
Usability. In order to be extensively reused, it should be easy for modelers
to apply transformers. For a scenario where the transformer selects proper
scheme element configurations and where no adaptations are to be defined,
usability is not problematic; the transformer only has to be activated, e.g. by
clicking on a corresponding icon. However, if the transformer is to be applied
to particular scheme element configurations only or if its way of generating
scheme elements is to be adapted, the transformer should provide an proper
way for specifying these individualizations.
Up to now, we have assumed that transformers are already defined and only
have to be used by modelers. It remains to discuss who shall be in charge of
identifying typical modelling tasks and, consequently, who shall define transformers. Depending on this target group, the language with which transformers are to be expressed is chosen.
To some extent, typical modelling tasks can be predicted by the developers
of the respective conceptual web modelling language and/or the vendors of
according CASE tools. For this target group, i.e. the developers of CASE
tools, it is legitimate to define the language based on operators that access
schemes in their internal representation, e.g. a representation in XML as
maintained by a CASE-tool.
However, many modelling tasks cannot be predicted because a large variety
of business requirements exist, and for each of them, various ways of defining
a scheme such that these business requirements are met may be found. Thus,
it would be beneficial if the users of a CASE-tool, i.e. modelers who develop
a scheme, could define transformers on their own. Then, a large variety of
modelling tasks repeatedly performed could be supported by transformers.

10
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Adequateness. Thus, the language with which transformers are defined
should target modelers who are familiar with defining schemes in a graphical
representation but who are usually not familiar with internal representations
of these schemes. To be adequate, the constructs provided by that language
shall fulfill the following requirements: (1) They shall widely abstract from a
scheme’s internal representation. (2) Despite the necessity of abstraction, the
language shall allow to express typical modelling tasks in a practical manner.
Of course, the criteria “typical modelling tasks” and “practical manner”
cannot be formalized. Moreover, both criteria may depend on the particular modelling language for which transformers are to be defined. Thus,
identifying typical modelling tasks requires to analyze modelling processes.
Then it becomes possible to evaluate whether the language’s constructs are
practicable for supporting these modelling processes.
Generality. Orthogonal to the requirements understandability, usability,
flexibility, adaptability, and adequateness, we should keep in mind that there
is already a large number of different conceptual web modelling languages.
It would therefore be beneficial if the way of defining transformers were not
tailored to one particular web modelling language but could be employed for
various web modelling languages.

1.3

Existing approaches for web scheme
transformers

Currently, only a few approaches for web scheme transformation exist, which
are usually provided in the context of CASE tools that support model-driven
development of web applications. The following two ways of supporting
transformations can be distinguished: (1) A tool may provide a set of predefined transformers that are to be used off-the-shelf, and (2) a tool may
provide, besides a library of predefined transformers, a language for defining
additional transformations. In the following, we briefly explain these approaches and discuss to which extent they meet the requirements introduced
in the previous section.
The web modelling language WebML [32] offers a single predefined transformation that generates a default hypertext scheme based on a given content
scheme. This transformation adheres to a fixed set of rules and aims to
quickly generate a first draft of the hypertext scheme and, consequently, a
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first prototype of the web application. Examples of such rules are “For each
entity type, generate a data unit” or “Data units over entity types are put
in different page classes”. However, the generated hypertext scheme is very
coarse and requires extensive adaptations. The predefined rules cannot be
parameterized, and defining new transformation rules or adapting existing
ones is not supported. Thus, besides offering an easy way of generating a first
draft, this predefined transformation cannot further support the development
process.
The web modelling language Araneus [98] also offers a set of predefined transformation primitives. One such transformation primitive is, for example,
PS-FROM-NE 3 that generates page classes from entity types. The name of
a page class is obtained by concatenating the name of the entity type with
the string “Page”. However, like in WebML, these primitives are fixed and
aim at generating a first prototype with a coarse structure but not at further
facilitating the modelling process.
The web modelling language OO-H [70] provides a language for defining
transformation rules [71] that drive web scheme transformations. Such a
transformation rule is a sequence of schema modification operations over the
internal representation of schemes of the conceptual web modelling method
OO-H. These scheme modification operations are expressed in OCL-like syntax [137]. For example, creating a new page class p named “head” in an
OO-H abstract presentation diagram4 (APD) named DList is expressed by
DList->addAPDPage (p); p.name="head". Adding links to all page classes
named “head” such that each such page is connected to a page named
“homepage” is expressed by home=DList->select(name="homepage");
Dlist->select(name="head")->AddLink(home).
However, defining transformations using OCL-like scheme modification operations has the following disadvantages: (1) Transformers are specified by
operations over an internal representation of schemes, e.g. a representation
in XML. However, in a conceptual web modelling language, modelers usually edit schemes graphically and do not specify operations at the level of an
internal representation. Further, defining transformers that comprise many
scheme modification operations can be difficult and error prone. Thus, modelers might hesitate to define their own transformers. (2) As the semantics of
3

In Araneus, “PS” stands for a page scheme and corresponds to a page class. “NE”
stands for navigational entity and corresponds to an entity type.
4
An OO-H abstract presentation diagram corresponds to a hypertext scheme enhanced
with presentational features.
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transformers is defined in terms of textual operations over an internal representation of a scheme, extra documentation is required for each transformer
to describe how it behaves and how it is to be applied. Otherwise, modelers
might hesitate to use existing transformers. (3) Transformation rules, once
defined, can be applied only as they are; they do not provide an interface
that allows modelers to individually adapt the rule’s behavior.
A straightforward approach to define transformers would be to use a macro
language for specifying sequences of scheme modification operations. Many
productivity tools like, for example, Microsoft Word or Excel, already provide a macro language for manipulating their respective documents, and such
an approach could also be employed for web development CASE tools. Such
macros usually are parameterized by a “selection”, i.e. a set of scheme elements a user has selected in the editor at the time when the macro is called.
Of course, one can define macros with additional input parameters, but the
way for gathering these parameters at the time when the macro is applied
must be encoded in the macro.
However, the flexibility and adaptability of transformers defined in macrolanguages is limited. If the scenario where the transformer collects proper
scheme element configurations shall be supported, then this collection procedure must be hard-coded in the macro and can therefore not be adapted
at the time when the macro is applied. If the way the transformer generates
new scheme elements shall be adaptable, the macro must provide additional
input parameters that are then considered in conditional expressions like
IF-statements within the macro. Further, macro languages also require to
specify operations based on an internal representation of schemes. Thus,
apart from supporting parametrization, defining transformers with macro
languages has the same disadvantages as the scheme modification operations
of OO-H.
Transformers could also be expressed through programs or scripts specified in
a general purpose programming or query language like Java [130], XSLT [36],
or XQuery [14]. However, these programs or scripts again require to access
schemes in their internal representation such that defining transformers that
way compares to defining them with a macro language.
Fig. 1.2 summarizes how existing approaches for web scheme transformation
fulfill the requirements that have been identified in the previous section. All
approaches require to specify operations over the internal representations of
schemes such that requirement understandability is only moderately fulfilled.
None of these approaches except that of using macro languages allows for
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Figure 1.2: How existing approaches for web scheme transformation
fulfill identified requirements.

parameterizing predefined transformers such that requirements flexibility and
adaptability are not fulfilled. Transformers specified in a macro-language
can be parameterized, yet requirements flexibility and adaptability are still
fulfilled only moderately.
Of course, in absence of parametrization, transformers are easy to use as they
simply have to be activated. Transformers specified in a macro-language are
easy to use if they are parameterized by a “selection”. If additional input
parameters are required, usability depends on the way these input parameters are to be provided. WebML and Araneus do not support user-defined
transformers. OO-H and macro languages allow for specifying user-defined
transformers, but they require knowledge of the internal representations of
schemes. Thus, requirement adequateness is fulfilled only moderately. For
the same reason, requirement generality is not fulfilled, because different
modelling languages use different internal representations of schemes.

1.4

By-example web scheme transformers

In this thesis, we present TBE (transformers-by-example) as a concept for
defining web scheme transformers. We will subsequently refer to web scheme
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transformers that are defined in TBE as by-example transformers or shortly
as transformers. TBE adopts a visual by-example approach, where the
transformer’s semantics is substantially defined in a declarative manner. As
a novelty, we adopt the graphical notation used for defining schemes now
for defining transformers. This has already been motivated in previous work
which this thesis builds on [90, 89]. The rest of this section is organized as
follows: We start with explaining TBE’s basic principles. We then show how
the identified requirements understandability, usability, flexibility, adaptability, adequateness, and generality are addressed by TBE.
Defining by-example transformers. In the definition of a transformer, we
explicitly distinguish the following two parts: (1) One part defines the input
configuration. It is specified through constraints that a particular configuration of scheme elements must fulfill in order to get extended or refined by the
transformer. Based on this declarative specification, TBE derives a query
that retrieves from a scheme all scheme element configurations that match
the input configuration. Thus, we refer to this part as the transformer’s
query part. (2) The other part generically defines the output configuration
based on the input configuration. For each scheme element configuration
matching the input configuration, the output configuration defines how to
generate new scheme elements and how to modify existing ones. We refer to
this part as the transformer’s generative part.
As we adopt a visual by-example approach, a transformer’s query part and
generative part are both expressed by giving an “example” of what is desired
instead of specifying operations for achieving the result. These “examples”
are expressed basically in the same graphical notation as used for defining
schemes. However, the “examples” are generic specifications from which the
TBE -system derives an executable transformer. Thus, we will refer to these
examples as templates, and for expressing a transformer’s query part and
generative part, we consequently distinguish between a query template and a
generative template, respectively. A pair of a query template and a generative
template makes up a transformer definition.
Example 3 Fig. 1.3 depicts a by-example definition of transformer
IndexPCForEnt in terms of the web modelling language WebML. Thus,
the transformer defines a√transformation of WebML schemes and is,
apart from the symbols “ ” and “⊕” and the string concatenation expressions, graphically notated like a WebML scheme.
Without having explained the semantics of these symbols, one should
quickly grasp the transformer’s purpose: The query template shown in
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IndexPCForEnt
ENT

ATT

⊕PC
⊕IU

ENT

Q

PC := strcat (ENT, ”Page”)
IU := strcat (ENT, ”Index”)

Figure 1.3: Transformer IndexPCForEnt:
example definition in WebML notation

G
by-

the left part marked with “Q” looks like an entity type comprising an
attribute; it defines that entity types that comprise at least one attribute
are to be selected. Similarly, the generative template shown in the right
part marked with “G” looks like a page class comprising an index unit;
it defines that a page class comprising an index unit is to be generated.
Each template is defined by using the same scheme elements and the same
notation as used for specifying schemes. However, there are the following two
differences: (1) Instead of concrete values, the entries in scheme elements
are variables. In order to express this characteristic, we will subsequently
refer to scheme elements comprising variables as scheme element skeletons.
(2) Additionally, a template contains symbols, comparison constraints, and
expressions. A fixed set of symbols is used for tagging variables in order
to distinguish, for example, variables representing parameters from variables
representing scheme elements to be generated. Comparison constraints are
used to constrain variable bindings. Expressions define how to derive new
property values, e.g. by means of string concatenation.
Example 4 Reconsider the transformer shown in Fig. 1.3. The query template has the following meaning: Variables ENT and ATT represent entity
types and attributes, respectively, because they are placed in the name
section and in the attribute section of a graphical shape representing an
entity type. In the context of a template, this shape is referred to as an
entity type skeleton.
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When applied to a scheme, the query looks for valid bindings of variables ENT and ATT out of the domain of entity types and attributes,
respectively. Since variable ATT is placed in the same entity type skeleton as variable ENT, only those bindings are valid where the attribute
represented by ATT is defined with the entity type represented
√ by ENT.
Variable ENT is a result-variable as it is preceded by symbol , whereas
variable ATT is a non-result variable. Thus, the query’s result comprises
only the entity types but not the attributes.
The generative template has the following meaning: Variables PC, IU,
and ENT represent a page class, an index unit, and an entity type as
expressed by the graphical placement of these variables. Variables PC
and IU are new-element variables as expressed by symbol “⊕”; they represent a new page class and a new index unit to be generated.
Variable
√
ENT is a parameter variable as expressed by symbol ; it represents an
entity type that is to be provided as parameter each time the generative
template is instantiated. This parameter is usually provided through a
corresponding result variable of the query template.
Due to the graphical arrangement of variables IU and PC, the new index
unit is embedded within the new page class as represented by these variables, respectively. Variables IU and ENT are placed in the same index
unit skeleton, where the former represents the index unit’s name and
the latter represents the content source. Hence, the entity type provided
as parameter becomes the content source of the new index unit. The
names for the new page class and the index unit are defined by attaching
literals "Page" and "Index" to the entity type’s name, respectively, as
defined by the respective strcat-expressions denoting string concatenation.

Applying by-example transformers. A transformer, once defined, can
be applied to various schemes, each time extending or refining the scheme
as defined by the transformer’s templates. We first explain how a transformer behaves if it is applied off-the-shelf and then show how to adapt a
transformer’s behavior with each individual application.
An off-the-shelf application of a transformer is processed as follows: First,
the query template is evaluated in the context of the scheme to which the
transformer has been applied. It achieves a relation whose tuples represent
configurations of scheme elements that match the transformer’s input configuration. In a second step, the generative template is iteratively instantiated
for each such tuple t, each time having the generative template’s parameter
variables bound to the corresponding scheme elements in t.
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Example 5 Suppose that by-example transformer IndexPCForEnt depicted
in Fig. 1.3 is applied to the content scheme illustrated in the left part
of Fig. 1.1. Then, entity types Paper, Author, and Conf are selected because they all match the pattern “Entity type comprising an attribute”.
For each of these entity types, the generative template is instantiated
separately. For example, for entity type Paper, a page class PaperPage
comprising an index unit PaperIndex referring to entity type Paper is
generated. Similarly, page classes with index units are generated also
for entity types Author and Conf.
Besides applying transformers off-the-shelf as explained above, TBE offers
the following alternatives for adapting a transformer’s behavior individually
for each application: (1) Modelers may individually constrain query template
variables in order to control which parts of the scheme shall be considered.
Such an individual constraint will be referred to as an application-specific
constraint and is comparable to specifying additional WHERE-clauses when
applying a predefined SQL statement. (2) Modelers may specify expressions
that override those defined in the generative template in order to adapt the
transformer’s outcome. Such an individual expression will be referred to as
application-specific expression.
In order to facilitate the specification of application-specific constraints and
expressions, a transformer is applied graphically through a graphical shape
representing the transformer. Thereby, commonly used types of constraints
and expressions can be expressed graphically in a convenient manner.
Paper

Conf

title
abstract

title

Tapp IndexPCForEnt

≠

IU
ENT

AuthorPage

PaperPage

List of Authors

List of Papers

* submission
Author

1
contact

name
email

(a)

IU := strcat (
“List of “, ENT, “s”)

Author

Paper

(b)

Figure 1.4: (a) Individualized application of transformer IndexPCForEnt:
page classes for all entity types except Conf; (b) Result of (a)

Example 6 Suppose that the application of transformer IndexPCForEnt
shall be individualized such that (1) entity type Conf is not considered,
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and (2) the names of index units follow a naming policy of the form
"List of " + ENT + "s", e.g. as in “List of Papers”. Fig. 1.4(a)
illustrates this individualized application.
Transformer IndexPCForEnt is represented by a graphical shape, which
repeats the scheme element skeletons of the transformer definition. For
reasons of conciseness, however, many details from the transformer definition have not been taken over, e.g. the expressions and the variables
ATT and PG. Note that abstracting from details does not influence the
transformer’s behavior.
The application is individualized (1) by application-specific constraint
ENT 6= "Conf", which is notated graphically by the line from entity
type Conf to the entity type skeleton represented by variable ENT, and
(2) by application-specific expression IU := strcat ("List of ",
ENT, "s"), which overrides the expression defined by the transformer,
i.e. IU := strcat (ENT, "Index"). The result of this application is
depicted in Fig. 1.4(b).

Understandability. By-example transformers facilitates understandability
because the transformer definition by itself is a comprehensive and comprehensible description of the transformer’s behavior.
Comprehensibility is achieved in two ways: (1) The language for defining
transformers extensively reuses the graphical notation of schemes. Thus,
modelers are familiar with this notation. (2) Further, the query template
and the generative template represent generic examples of a scheme as it
looks like before and after performing a modelling task, respectively. Due
to this separation, the transformer describes a typical use-case, i.e. a typical
situation where it can be applied and a typical result that it then achieves.
Thus, we argue that a by-example transformer enables modelers to quickly
grasp the transformer’s purpose.
Comprehensiveness is achieved in that the templates expose all the transformer’s semantics and there is no “hidden code”. Of course, for analyzing
the detailed meaning of by-example transformers, one has to understand how
query templates and generative templates work together and how the symbols are to be read. However, TBE requires only a few such symbols, far less
than the large number of operations usually provided by macro languages.
This is possible since TBE ’s “language constructs” are for the most part
scheme element skeletons, which are directly taken over from the modelling
language at hand.
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Flexibility By-example transformers can be flexibly applied because they
support off-the-shelf applications as well as individualized applications. By
default, a transformer selects all proper scheme element configurations by
itself. However, the same transformer can be applied with application-specific
constraints that individually constrain the transformer to consider only a
particular scheme element configuration or a particular set of scheme element
configurations.
Adaptability. By-example transformers achieve adaptability through the
following constructs that can be specified with each individual application
of the transformer: (1) Each generative template expression that derives a
value for a new scheme element can be overridden by an application-specific
expression. (2) Each new-element variable can be turned into a parameter
variable such that a scheme element that would be generated is replaced
by an existing scheme element that is provided at transformer application.
(3) Each new-element variable of the generative template can be pinned and
is instantiated only once per transformer application rather than iteratively
for each tuple of the query template’s result.
Usability. By-example transformers are easy to use because their graphical
application is specifically tailored to specify the individualizations mentioned
in the paragraphs Flexibility and Adaptability. Of course, a simple off-theshelf application can be expressed easily, too.
Adequateness. As mentioned in the requirements analysis, the langauge
with which transformers are defined should (1) abstract from a scheme’s internal representation and (2) allow to express transformers for typical modelling
tasks in a practical manner. These issues are discussed in the following.
TBE abstracts from a scheme’s internal representation because it substantially adopts scheme elements as skeletons but keeps the number of additional
language constructs like symbols, comparison constraints, and expressions
rather small. Thus, we argue that modelers who are familiar with defining
schemes and with using existing transformers will quickly be able to define
their own transformers. Actually, for many modelling tasks, defining a transformer is just like performing the task once in a sample scheme. However,
instead of entering concrete values, one chooses proper variable names. Further, one annotates symbols for distinguishing different kinds of variables
and, if necessary, specifies comparison constraints and expressions that are
not yet expressed through the graphical arrangement of the scheme element
skeletons.
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Whether TBE can assist average modelers in the modelling processes depends on TBE’s practicability. We have already argued that our visual byexample paradigm, which substantially builds on the notation of scheme
elements as provided by a modelling language at hand, targets modelers who
are familiar with exactly that notation. However, practicability has to be analyzed from the viewpoint of which modelling tasks are typically performed
and, subsequently, which language constructs are appropriate for defining
scheme transformers supporting such tasks.
In order to figure out typical modelling tasks, we have taken the following
approaches:
1. Analysis of own projects. Many modelling tasks have been drawn from
our experience in web application modelling; whenever we have extended or refined a scheme repeatedly in a similar manner, we have
tried to describe these extensions and refinements as a general modelling task. We suppose this as the primary way of how modelers will
define modelling tasks and, subsequently, scheme transformers.
2. Analysis of third-party projects. We have analyzed web schemes of third
party development projects, although only a few such web schemes
are documented or publicly available, e.g. the ACME furniture example [139], the Web Forum example [140], and the conference management use case [5, 25, 33, 125].
3. Analysis of web modelling languages. Web modelling languages already
suggest many modelling tasks in form of “design patterns” or “common
use cases”, e.g. as in [29, 71].
4. Analysis of hypertext patterns. A great pool of well-documented hypertext patterns [12, 115, 114, 116, 64, 124] already exists, each describing
a recurrent hypertext design problem and an abstract solution, i.e. independent of modelling languages. Of course, these patterns are not
yet transformers because they are neither “executable” nor are they expressed concretely, i.e. as well-proven configurations of scheme elements
in terms of a particular modelling language. However, such patterns
motivate the definition of such configurations and, consequently, the
definition of transformers that generate such configurations.
Most of the identified modelling tasks are of the form “if a configuration of
scheme elements matches a particular input configuration, then extend this
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configuration by a set of new scheme elements”, where most input configurations are rather simple. They are usually of the form “there must be a set
of scheme elements that are arranged in one particular manner”. Most extensions and refinements are simple, too. They basically require to generate
exactly one set of new scheme elements in one particular arrangement.
Example 7 Examples of simple modelling tasks are: (a) For each entity type
comprising attributes, generate a page class with an index unit; (b) For
each pair of a page class with a data unit du and a page class with an
index unit iu, create a link from iu to du. (c) For each page class with
an index unit iu, extend this page class by an index of categories such
that the items displayed in iu can be constrained to those of a selected
category.
However, some modelling tasks are more complex for the following reasons:
(1) The input configuration may require to express alternatives, negation,
or universal quantification. Further, if the input configuration comprises a
large number of scheme elements, modularization may be required. (2) Some
of the extensions and refinements may be conditional, i.e. to be performed
only if some precondition holds. Further, if a large set of different scheme
elements are to be generated, modularization should be provided. (3) The
modelling task may require to generate scheme elements in nested loops.
(4) A modelling task may be composed of smaller, subsequent ones such that
the result of the first task is input for a second task.
Example 8 (1) Examples of complex input configurations are: (a) entity
types that comprise no attributes; (b) page classes where no incoming
link exists; (c) page classes that are reachable from every other page
class; (d) page classes that contain an index unit or a data unit or
both.
(2) Examples for complex extensions and refinements are: (a) depending on a relationship role’s cardinality, generate either a data unit or
an index unit; (b) generate a pair of connected page classes and, as a
detail, embed index units in this page class.
(3) Examples for generating scheme elements in nested loops are:
(a) For each entity type comprising a set of attributes, generate a page
class with an entry form, and for each of the respective entity type’s
attributes, embed an entry field in this entry form. (b) for each entity type comprising a set of attributes, generate an index unit and, for
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each attribute of the respective entity type, generate an entry in the
index units “list of shown attributes”.
(4) Examples for subsequent modelling tasks are: (a) First, for each
entity type, generate a page class with an index unit (cf. example 7(a)).
Second, for each pair of a page class with a data unit du and a page class
with an index unit iu, create a link from iu to du (cf. example 7(b)).
Note that finding pairs of data units and index units in the second step
requires to query the scheme after having performed the first step.

According to this classification of modelling tasks, TBE distinguishes
between basic concepts and advanced concepts: The basic concepts are
those that have already been outlined in the example of transformer
IndexPCForEnt above. They cover simple query templates and simple generative templates. A simple transformer is a simple combination of a query
template and a generative template in the sense that the generative template
is instantiated once for each tuple of the query template’s result relation. As
mentioned above, most modelling tasks can be expressed with these basic
concepts.
Just for giving the reader an impression of the expressive power of these
basic concepts, we draw the following analogies: Simple query templates
are comparable to SQL-queries of the form SELECT ... FROM ... WHERE.
Simple generative templates are comparable to a set of parameterized SQL
INSERT-statements. The combination of a query template and a generative
template can then be seen as if the set of INSERT-statements were processed
iteratively for each tuple t of the SQL-queries result, each time parameterized
by the values provided by t.
For supporting more complex modelling tasks, TBE offers advanced concepts
that increase TBE’s expressive power. These advanced concepts are assigned
to categories complex query templates, complex generative templates, and
complex transformers as follows:
• Complex query templates support disjunctive queries, (possibly
negated) sub-queries, and universal quantification. In order to facilitate modularization and reuse, query templates can be predefined and
reused later on.
• Complex generative templates support conditional scheme element generation and delegation of details to generative sub-templates. Again,
generative templates can be predefined for later reuse.
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• Complex transformers concern the matters of (1) scheme element generation in nested loops and of (2) defining a sequence of modelling
tasks where the scheme as extended or refined by the first task is input
for a subsequent task. Item (1) is supported through nested relations,
where the complex query template achieves a hierarchy of nested relations and the complex generative template processes this hierarchy
correspondingly in preorder traversal. Item (2) is supported through
cascading transformers, i.e. transformers that initiate the application
of subsequent transformers.
Generality. The concept of defining transformers by-example can be applied to different modelling languages the same way. This is achieved in
that TBE is composed of (1) a set of scheme element skeletons as provided
by a modelling language, and (2) a set of symbols, comparison constraints,
and expressions for specifying transformer’s semantics. Of course, the set of
scheme element skeletons varies between different modelling languages. However, the set of symbols, constraints, and expressions is fixed, such that several web modelling languages can be extended towards defining by-example
transformers for their respective schemes the same way.
Further, the semantics of TBE ’s language constructs is precisely defined in
terms of a calculus over a relational representation of schemes. TBE abstracts thereby from different storage structures and internal representations
of schemes as used by the various CASE tools. The TBE-calculus, which is
introduced in this work for that purpose, extends the relational query language domain relational calculus [87, 93] (short DRC) by simple operations
for manipulating relations. DRC has been chosen as basis for TBE-calculus
because DRC has a strong formal foundation and has proven successful as
basis for other by-example query languages.
Note, however, that TBE-calculus is used only for defining TBE ’s formal
semantics but not for providing an efficient implementation. Efficient implementation would require operations and optimizations that consider the
internal representation of schemes. Yet this would contradict our goal of
defining semantics precisely and independent of a particular modelling language.

1.5

Outline of the thesis

Chapter 2 surveys related work that does not actually concern web scheme
transformation but that has either motivation or realization in common with
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TBE. Approaches for web scheme transformation have already been discussed
in Section 1.3.
Chapter 3 demonstrates how web scheme transformers can facilitate the process of conceptual web application modelling. We illustrate the process of
web application development in general and the phase of conceptual modelling in particular, and we describe abstractly how transformers support this
process. We then introduce a sample web scheme, which serves as running
example throughout this thesis.
Chapter 4 introduces the basic concepts of by-example transformers. The
chapter starts with an overview over TBE’s basic architecture. We define
TBE-calculus, which is used for precisely defining TBE ’s semantics, and
then introduce query templates and generative templates, both informally
based on examples as well as precisely based on TBE-calculus. The chapter
concludes with defining transformers as a combination of query templates
and generative templates.
Chapter 5 covers graphical applications of transformers, and both off-theshelf applications as well as individualized applications are addressed. The
chapter particularly addresses the concepts supporting individualization,
i.e. application-specific constraints, application-specific expressions, turning
new-element variables to parameters, and pinning new-element variables.
In Chapter 6, we develop advanced constructs that increase TBE’s expressive
power, namely complex query templates, complex generative templates, and
complex transformers as categorized at the end of the previous section.
Chapter 7 describes how TBE can be realized. In particular, we illustrate
(1) techniques for specifying transformer definitions and transformer applications for a given conceptual modelling language and CASE-tool, and (2) an
implementation of TBE-calculus.
Chapter 8 demonstrates the use of by-example transformers by means of
an extensive use-case, i.e. by demonstrating the use of transformers in the
development of a real web site.
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and gives an outlook to future activities.
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK

In Section 1.3, we have discussed work that particularly deals with web
scheme transformation and that is therefore directly related to our approach.
In this chapter, we describe related work that does not actually deal with
web scheme transformation but that has either motivation or realization in
common with TBE. There are several fields of related work:
• In TBE, transformers are defined by-example such that our approach
compares to by-example manipulation languages.
• For defining transformers, TBE uses the graphical notation of modelling languages such that it is related to visual languages.
• Web scheme transformers express recurrent modelling tasks and compare therefore to design patterns.
• TBE is about transforming web schemes, and scheme transformation
has a long tradition in the database field.
• Due to the by-example approach of TBE, the process of defining a
transformer is similar to that of defining a scheme. This resembles
programming-by-demonstration approaches.
For each of these fields, we summarize the basic principle, usually by picking out one representative approach for explanation, and then discuss the
differences to TBE.
Further, TBE deals with transforming schemes of web modelling languages
such that approaches for conceptual web application modelling form the context of this work. A brief overview over such approaches is given at the end
of this chapter.

2.1

By-example approaches

In a by-example approach, users express queries or data manipulations by
giving a generic examples of the desired results instead of specifying operations for computing the results. These operations are derived from the
provided example.
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The by-example approach has first been introduced by Zloof who developed
QBE (Query-by-example) [143, 144], which is both the name of a relational
data-manipulation language and a database system including this language.
Today, QBE or variants thereof are implemented in several database systems,
e.g. the database system Microsoft Access. Further, many other approaches
have either been influenced by QBE or share basic ideas of QBE. We start
with explaining the pioneering approach of QBE and then summarize other
approaches for querying and/or constructing data in a by-example manner.

2.1.1

Query-by-example: the pioneer

Query-by-example (QBE) is a language for querying and manipulating relational data, i.e. data stored in relations. These relations are represented
as tables with ordered columns. Each column has a domain and represents
an attribute of the relation. QBE-statements are expressed using skeleton
tables, each representing a particular table. A skeleton table consists of one
or more example rows comprising constants, constraints, and variables. The
domain of a variable is defined through the particular column in which the
variable is placed. The provided constants and constraints constrain valid
bindings of variables.
Commands define how to proceed with the tuples that match the example
rows. For example, command D placed to the left of an example row stands for
“delete” and denotes deletion of tuples; command P placed in a column stands
for “projection” and means to select values of this column; similar commands
are defined for expressing order, prevention of duplicate elimination, and the
insertion or modification of tuples.

Person

persno
_PERSNO

Department

dno

name
P. _NAME

name
dke

position

head
_PERSNO

Figure 2.1: QBE-query selecting the name of
the head of department "dke".
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Example 9 Consider a database scheme comprising two relations
Person(persno, name, position) and Department(dno, name, head ),
where πhead (Department) ⊆ πpersno (Person). Then a query “select the
name of the person heading the department named ’dke’” is expressed
in QBE as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
The query comprises two skeleton tables Person and Department, which
contain one example row each. Entries PERSNO and NAME are variables as denoted by the preceding underscore, whereas entry dke is a
constant. Each value bound to variable NAME is part of the query’s
result as denoted by command P. Skeleton table Department retrieves
tuples of relation Department, where only those tuples that have dke as
the value for the department’s name are selected. For each such tuple,
variable PERSNO represents the value of attribute head, i.e. the person
number of the department’s head. Skeleton table Person retrieves tuples
of relation Person, and variables PERSNO and NAME represent the values of attributes persno and name, respectively. Placing both skeleton
tables in the same query expresses a natural join where the relations
are connected via equally named variable PERSNO.
TBE, which manipulates schemes, is quite similar to QBE, which manipulates relational data. Analogously to skeleton tables that look like relations,
TBE uses skeletons of scheme elements that look like scheme elements of the
particular modelling language in use. For example, to define a query that
selects all entity types, an entity type skeleton is used as follows: a domain
variable ENT is placed at an entity type’s name and defines thereby that this
√
variable ranges over all entity type names. Tagging the variable with
a
√
symbol expresses that these names are to be selected. Thus, the -symbol
of TBE has the same meaning as command P of QBE.
However, besides TBE ’s graphical notation, there are the following differences between TBE and QBE: First, TBE is based on the graphical notation
of web modelling languages where most relations between scheme elements
are expressed implicitly by graphical arrangement. In TBE, such relations
are represented implicitly by the graphical arrangement of variables, too.
This is in contrast to QBE, which is built solely on skeleton tables, and all
relations need to be addressed explicitly.
Example 10 Fig. 2.2 illustrates the difference between QBE and TBE regarding implicit relations.
Fig. 2.2(a) repeats the TBE query
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Entitytype

Name
P. _ENT

Attribute

Name
_ATT

ENT
ATT

(a)

definedAt
_ENT

(b)

Figure 2.2: Selecting entity types comprising attributes:
(a) QBE-query; (b) TBE query template.

template of the introduction, which selects entity types comprising attributes.
Fig. 2.2(b) depicts a corresponding query
in QBE, which assumes a database scheme comprising the relations Entitytype (name) and Attribute (name, definedAt), with
πdef inedAt (Attribute) ⊆ πname (Entitytype).
In contrast to the TBE query template, where a relation “definedAt”
constraining variables ATT and ENT is implicitly expressed by placing
variable ATT in the attribute’s section of entity type skeleton ENT, QBE
requires to address relation “definedAt” explicitly, i.e. by means of
foreign-key attribute definedAt of relation Attribute.
Further, TBE offers many complex constructs like sub-queries, cascading
applications of transformers, etc. Such constructs are not included in the
early work of Zloof in 1977. But also extensions of QBE do, to the best of
our knowledge, not provide such constructs.

2.1.2

Other by-example query languages

The ideas of QBE have been widely adopted for query systems for other
data models. Aggregation-by-example [83] (Abe) and Summary-table-byexample [107] are query-by-example (QBE-) languages that extend QBE
by aggregated values and hierarchical aggregations, respectively; Time-ByExample [135] is a QBE-language for historical relational databases, i.e. over
a relational data model extended by attribute time stamping; QBEN [92] and
ESCHER [142] both are QBE-languages defined for NF2 data models (e.g.
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[117]); CQL [79] is a QBE-language for relations containing hierarchically
classified data.
Each of the above mentioned approaches is form-based and is defined for
a single data model. Another by-example language called XCX [106], in
contrast, generalizes the basic concepts common to different QBE-language.
XCX provides thereby a general way for defining by-example query languages
for various data models including object oriented and visual models. However, the differences between TBE and QBE, which have been listed above
in section 2.1.1, exist between TBE and XCX analogously.

2.1.3

Other by-example construction languages

The idea of constructing new elements from skeletons that may comprise
variables and expressions in addition to concrete values has also been applied in other fields. For example, programming languages provide generic
classes [99, 49], and in the field of web site development, HTML templates
are widely used [131, 51, 105]. Both, generic classes and HTML templates,
are instantiated by binding concrete values to variables. This can be either done explicitly through assignment or implicitly through, for example,
a database query providing values for the variables. The different approaches
are rather similar such that we do not explain all of them. Instead, we pick
out constructive templates [105] for explanation.
Constructive templates [105] define how to construct web pages based on
values provided by a query over a semi-structured data source. The web pages
to be generated are defined through a template that looks like such a web page
but has some of the concrete values replaced by variables and expressions.
One of these expressions is for defining IDs for the web documents to be
generated and is comparable to a constructor known from object-oriented
programming languages. Such an ID-generating expression looks like, for
example, UID = &("Hub-",&HubName). It defines that a new web page with
an ID concatenated of literal "Hub" and the value of a variable &HubName is
to be generated, such that one web page is generated for each distinct value
bound to variable &HubName. As an ID-value identifies a web page, links
to web pages are expressed by means of such ID-values. Further, for each
constructive template, a generation trigger can be specified, which reacts to
changes in the data source and automatically triggers the instantiation of the
constructive template.
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Constructive templates (and other approaches for web site development) generate web pages at the instance level, but the concept could be adopted also
for generating scheme elements at the scheme level. However, the following
differences arise: First, constructive templates would generate scheme element independently from each other, and relations between them would have
to be established by explicitly referring to their IDs, i.e. as in links referring
to web pages. TBE, in contrast, generates configurations of related scheme
elements, whereby these relations are simply expressed by the graphical arrangement of scheme element skeletons. Second, as a transformer retrieves
the values required for template instantiation from the scheme to which it is
applied, constructive templates would require to define a textual query over
the internal representation of schemes. In contrast, TBE uses by-example
query templates for this purpose.

2.2

Visual languages

For defining transformers, TBE uses the graphical notation of web modelling
languages for which transformers are to be defined. Therefore, TBE is related to visual programming languages. A subset of these languages are
visual query systems, which are closer to our approach than other visual
programming languages are. We start with explaining visual query systems.

2.2.1

Visual query systems

Visual query systems (VQS, surveyed in [27]) are graphical interfaces to
databases. For most of these languages, the graphical elements are one-toone visualizations of the elements of the underlying data model. Only a few
visual languages additionally make use of semantic relationships like visual
containment or spatial relationship.
GQL [109, 108] is a graphical query language for the functional data
model [127], which represents data by nodes and labelled edges. Consequently, the visual elements of GQL reflect nodes and labelled edges, too.
XML-GL [30, 31] is a graphical query and manipulation language for XML
data, and XML-GL’s visual elements represent therefore XML elements and
attributes. Doodle [43, 39, 41] and its successor Delaunay [44, 42] are graphical query languages for the object model of F-logic [82], and the visual elements of Doodle and Delaunay reflect the formalism of F-logic, i.e. they repre-
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sent terms of first-order logic. In addition to predefined visual elements, Delaunay supports user-defined iconic representations of F-logic terms. Queryby-diagram (QBD∗) [3, 4] is a graphical query language for the relational
model, where relations are visually represented through the model elements
of the entity-relationship model, i.e. the elements of an ER-diagram.
Obviously, these languages cannot be used for specifying a by-example query,
for example, for WebML schemes. Despite their graphical notation, formulating a query in either of these languages would require to address WebML
schemes in their internal representation rather than using the visual elements
of WebML for query formulation. Consequently, any visual correspondence
between the query and WebML schemes is lost. In TBE, in contrast, queries
and constructions are expressed by using the graphical scheme elements of the
modelling language at hand, e.g. WebML. The following example illustrates
the difference:

SCHEMA

SCHEMA

ENTITY
TYPE

PAGE
CLASS
name

id
ATTRIBUTE

name
INDEX
UNIT

+
+
“Page”

name
contentsource

“Index”

Figure 2.3: Transformer IndexPCForEnt expressed in XML-GL

Example 11 Suppose that we have a WebML scheme represented as an
XML document and that we utilize XML-GL to manipulate this XMLdocument. Fig. 2.3 depicts a definition of transformer IndexPCForEnt,
which has already been explained in the introduction, now expressed in
XML-GL.
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The left part of Fig. 2.3 depicts an XML-GL query that selects XMLelements of sort entity type together with their XML-attributes ID
and name. Further, two string-concatenation expressions are defined,
each expressed by an arc that is labelled “+”, where the ends of the arc
represent the expression’s arguments. Thus, each of these two stringconcatenation expressions derives a new value based on the value of
attribute name.
The right part of Fig. 2.3 depicts an XML-GL construction part. This
construction part, which is instantiated for every entity type selected by
the query part, defines how to generate a new XML-element PageClass
with an XML-attribute name. The value of this attribute is defined by
one of the string-concatenation expressions. An XML-element index
unit is generated as sub-element of XML-element page class. It is
again named after the entity type and additionally embeds an XMLattribute contentsource that refers to the ID of this entity type.
When comparing the XML-GL query of the example above to the TBE transformer depicted in Fig. 1.3, the following two differences appear: (1) the
XML-GL query looks quite different from the graphical representation of
WebML schemes themselves. (2) as in QBE, XML-GL requires to explicitly
refer to relations between scheme elements even if in WebML these relations
are expressed implicitly, e.g. by visual containment.
VISUAL [7, 6] is a graphical query language for an object-oriented data
model. In contrast to above mentioned visual languages, queries in VISUAL
make use of both (1) user-defined representations of objects and (2) semantic
relationships like visual containment or spatial arrangement. Thus, a query
is expressed as an arrangement of object-representations that looks similar
to an arrangement of objects that matches the query. However, the semantic relationships that can be used are built-in and are intrinsic parts of the
definition of VISUAL. In contrast, TBE is capable of utilizing (1) the visual representation of scheme elements and (2) the visual representation of
relationships between them, both as defined by the modelling language at
hand.

2.2.2

Visual programming languages

Apart from visual query systems, there exists a wide range of visual programming systems (VP-systems). An overview can be found in [120]. Most of
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these systems have little in common with TBE as they do not strive for declarative transformer specifications but rather visualize imperative paradigms
like control flows. Worth mentioning, however, are approaches that follow a
constraint or rule based paradigm.
Constraint-based visual programming languages
In a constraint based approach, a program comprises (1) concrete values and
variables and (2) constraints relating variables to variables or variables to
concrete values. These constraints are considered to hold at any point in
time. If the value of a variable is changed, a constraint satisfier tries to
manipulate the values of the other variables such that all constraints hold in
the end.
For example, in ThingLab [20], a user can graphically specify the coherence
between degrees Fahrenheit and degrees Celsius (i.e. f = c ∗ 1, 8 + 32). Variables f and c represent Fahrenheit and Celsius values, respectively. With
this formula, a user can bind a value to either of these variables, whereas the
constraint satisfier determines a valid binding of the respective other variable.
This allows for flexible user interaction.
Similar to constraint satisfaction approaches, query templates in TBE express
domain variables and constraints over them. As soon as a query template is
applied to a scheme, the TBE system derives valid bindings for all domain
variables. However, for deriving these bindings, TBE does not use a constraint satisfier for arbitrary formulas. TBE translates constraints to queries
over a relational data source and yields thereby a simpler and a more efficient
implementation.
Rule-based visual programming languages
In rule based visual programming (VP-) systems, a program consists of several transformation rules, each describing the transformation of a set of
graphical shapes to another set of graphical shapes within some environment. Each rule comprises a head and a body. The head defines a pattern
of shapes and denotes a situation before transformation. The rule’s body
denotes the transformation’s result. If a graphical shape in the environment
matches a rule’s head, this shape is replaced by the graphical shape of the
rule’s body. The program ends when no head of a transformation rule is
matched any more.
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Examples for rule based VP-systems are LEGOsheets [78] for shapes representing physical artifacts like vehicles, and ChemTrains [10] for logical electronic units like AND-gates. Also graph rewriting systems [13], which generically deal with domain models represented by graphs, fall into this category.
For example, the VP-system PROGRES [121] has been employed as a visual database query language as well as a system for detecting well-formed
control-flow diagrams.
A rule’s head and a rule’s body reflect parts of an environment as before
and after a transformation, respectively. This is much in the sense of TBE’s
distinction of query templates and generative templates. However, TBE differs from rule based VP-systems in the following ways: First, transformers in
TBE do not focus on being activated automatically (i.e. by pattern matching)
but rather on being explicitly applied to parts of a scheme by the modeler.
For this purpose, TBE provides a much more flexible way of individualized
applications, each time individually controlling which part of a scheme shall
be affected. Second, with query templates TBE provides a powerful query
language which goes far beyond pattern matching expressions of rule based
VP-systems.

2.3

Design Patterns

A design pattern [24, 63] describes a recurring design problem that arises
in specific design contexts, and presents a well-proven generic scheme for its
solution. In the context of conceptual web application modelling, hypertext
design patterns and design patterns for web application development have
emerged. TBE can help to define patterns in a way such that they can
be used as components that drive pattern instantiation. Similar effort has
already been done for design patterns arising in the context of object-oriented
software development. Although object-oriented software design patterns per
se have little in common with TBE, the motivation for putting patterns to
work in development environments is comparable to the motivation of TBE.

2.3.1

Hypertext design patterns

Hypertext patterns describe recurrent problems in hypertext design and provide solutions for them. Although hypertext patterns seem as to have a
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motivation similar to transformers, a main difference exists: Patterns describe recurrent hypertext design problems and their solutions abstractly,
i.e. independently of a particular web modelling language. Transformers, in
contrast, provide solutions in terms of a particular modelling language, e.g.
WebML. Therefore, transformers do not formalize hypertext patterns per se
but may help instantiating them once defined as modelling tasks within a
particular modelling language.
There has been much effort in formulating hypertext patterns [12, 115, 114,
116, 64, 124], and there is therefore a great potential in extending web modelling languages by high-level modelling constructs. Suppose, for example, a
location pattern, which can be described as follows: “on every page of the
hypertext, inform users about the navigation path which has been followed
to this page”. For this purpose, one could define a transformer that (i) augments every outgoing link by parameters for updating the path information
and (ii) augments every page class such that the provided path information
is displayed adequately.
Of course, web modelling languages already provide model primitives for
many hypertext patterns. For example, WebML provides a primitive for
marking a page as a “Landmark” and defines thereby implicitly that this
page is reachable from every other page in the hypertext scheme. The same
is true for set-based navigation patterns supported in WebML by index and
scroller units.
However, the drawback of model primitives is that they usually can be used
only out of the box. For example, WebML provides no way for adapting
the primitive “Landmark” such that some pages of an area do not “see”
a landmark page. This would, for example, be useful when gathering user
inputs over a sequence of pages where no “intermediate exit” other than an
explicit commit or abort shall be possible. In contrast, transformers can be
defined individually and specifically tailored to a particular problem domain.

2.3.2

Web-application design patterns

Web Design Frameworks [124] are meta-level descriptions of a family of similar web applications, e.g. a family of electronic shop applications. For a
particular family, a meta-scheme defines which concepts must be instantiated in a web application scheme in order to belong to that family. Thereby,
a web design framework specifies both the common aspects of applications
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of a particular family and the hot-spots where the specificities of a particular
application are accommodated. For example, a meta-scheme could claim that
an electronic shop must instantiate a concept “shopping basket”, enabling
users to put selected products into shopping carts. Hot-spots are, for example, the particular entity type representing products or different properties
which are used to categorize products.
Web Design Frameworks focus on meta-modelling such that, after having defined a web scheme, one can check whether this scheme accords to a particular
family of web applications as defined through a meta-scheme. However, such
constraint verifications are in general not performed automatically by the
system. Further, Web Design Frameworks do not yet provide a mechanism
for having a scheme or parts thereof generated, e.g. by parameterizing generic
classes of the framework.
TBE is not considered as a meta-modelling language and does therefore not
incorporate predefined primitives for checking whether a scheme adheres to
a meta-scheme, e.g. if a particular generic entity type has been instantiated.
However, as TBE is a language for querying and manipulating schemes, one
can employ query templates for expressing constraints that a configuration
of scheme elements shall fulfill. Further, transformers can be used to have
configurations of scheme elements instantiated that make up a concept like
“shopping basket”.

2.3.3

Object-oriented software design patterns

Object-oriented design patterns [63] are solutions to design problems repeatedly occurring in object-oriented software development. The work of Gamma
et. al. has initiated extensive research concerning the identification of design
patterns and the development of languages for describing design patterns
(confer, for example, Buschmann et.al. [24], the series of pattern languages
of program design [54], work concerning the formalization of design patterns [48, 101, 133], and the hillside group [68]).
Some software development environments are capable of either checking
whether a piece of design/code accords to a predefined design pattern or
of assisting developers in defining such pieces of design/code [19, 112, 61].
We pick out Fred [72, 73, 61] (Framework Editor) for explanation because
we feel this approach to be representative.
Fred (and its follow-up JavaFrames) is a research prototype of a development environment that supports definition and use of design patterns. It is
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for developing Java projects and is embedded in the eclipse platform [75].
Each design pattern is defined abstractly in terms of roles that are to be
instantiated. For that purpose, the environment (1) interactively guides the
developer of an application through a list of tasks that must be performed
in order to achieve a valid instantiation of a design pattern and (2) assists
the developer in performing such tasks. This is also known as interactive,
task-based programming [72]. Moreover, once code fragments are assigned to
a pattern’s roles, the environment supervises changes that are applied to the
code later on. The system alerts the developer whenever the code does not
accord to the pattern any more.

Example 12 Suppose that a class shall accord to the JavaBeansspecification [132]. Among other things, this specification requires that
for each property of a class, a method for accessing the value of this
property must be provided. Such a method is referred to as a gettermethod. Thus, whenever a developer defines a property xyz, then a
task “Define or select a method that plays the role of a getter-method
for property xyz” is to be performed. The developer can also decide to
have the task performed by the environment, i.e. to have a getter-method
together with a default implementation generated. The developer may
change the generated code afterwards. However, if the getter-method
for property xyz were removed, the system would alert an error.

TBE, which supports task-based modelling, is comparable to a development
environment like Fred, which supports task-based programming. There are,
however, the following differences: In Fred, a pattern is described as a list
of simple tasks that basically consist of assigning role-players to roles. The
criteria that a role-player must fulfill are defined as check-routines in terms
of scripts. Fred does not by itself select role-players but rather uses these
check-routines to validate manual role-player assignments. In TBE, in contrast, such criteria are defined declaratively in a visual by-example language,
and they are used for both (1) validating role-player assignments performed
manually and (2) selecting all role-players that fulfil the criteria. Thereby,
TBE allows to have a task performed iteratively for a set of role-players.
For example, in TBE, a single transformer application could generate corresponding getter-methods for all the properties of a class.
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Database scheme transformation

Transformations of schemes for databases (short: DB-scheme transformations) have attracted much interest in the database community (e.g.
[2, 9, 50, 26, 110]). Work has concentrated on (1) identifying and classifying transformation primitives that can be applied to a DB-scheme, and
on (2) identifying patterns of transformations applied in the process of DBscheme design and/or evolution.
The primitives that can be applied usually depend on the scheme that is
to be transformed. For example, Batini [9] describes primitives to be applied to entity-relationship diagrams, Banerjee [8] provides a taxonomy of
transformation primitives for an object-oriented model, Castelli [26] additionally allows to transform specifications of constraints and operations, and
Proper [110] further considers internal (logical) representations of conceptual
database schemes to be subject to transformation.
Based on these primitives, patterns of complex DB-scheme transformations
have been identified that usually intend to improve the quality of a DBscheme, e.g to achieve minimality and normalization [9], or to optimize the
DB-scheme with respect to a particular target platform to which the scheme
is to be mapped [110]. Further, transformations that extend, refine, or even
reduce a DB-scheme have been defined [9].
However, defining executable transformers that generate an improved, extended, refined, or reduced output DB-scheme each time they are applied to
an input DB-scheme has not been in the focus of this work.
TBE complements work concerning DB-scheme transformation in that executable transformers can be defined. Note that TBE can be employed for
various models including models for defining DB-schemes. However, TBE itself is not concerned with the question of whether a particular transformer
yields an improvement, extension, refinement, or a reduction of a scheme because this depends on the semantics of the particular model in which TBE is
employed. As mentioned above, in the context of particular models, a large
amount of research has already been done for answering such questions.

2.5

Programming by demonstration

In Programming by demonstration (PBD) [45, 102], a program is generated
based on tasks users perform, for example, in a text editor. Two metaphors
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for such approaches are distinguished, the “do-what-I-did” metaphor and the
“do-what-I-mean” metaphor [103, 94, 120].

2.5.1

Do-what-I-mean metaphor

In the “do-what-I-mean”-metaphor, a user interacts with a system and
demonstrates typical scenarios of the way input data is transformed into
result data. Based on predefined heuristics, the PBD-system tries to generalize these scenarios and derives a program that cannot only be applied to
situations that are equal to the demonstrated ones but also to situations that
are just similar.
This resembles query-by-example approaches explained above. However,
there is a main difference: QBE-examples are templates that are to be
matched by data, and the meaning of these templates is precisely defined.
In contrast, scenarios of user interaction are widely ambiguous because it
is hard to detect the reasons for why a user performs a particular action [102, 104, 120]. Thus, as demonstrated by the following example, it
is hard to detect conditions or loops and the code produced by the PBD
system has therefore to be reworked.

Example 13 Suppose that transformer IndexPCforEnt is defined using a
programming-by-demonstration approach as follows: The developer selects an entity type, e.g. entity type Paper, and then defines a new page
class named PaperPage. From this interaction, the system could derive
that a new page class shall be named after an existing entity type. However, the system cannot detect that a developer does not select entity
types that do not comprise attributes. Consequently, the system cannot
detect that page classes for all entity types that comprise attributes are
to be generated. The loop and the condition “must comprise attributes”
has rather to be inserted manually into the code fragment generated by
the PBD system.

In TBE, in contrast, conditions are expressed precisely in a visual and declarative manner. Consequently, sets of items that fulfil particular conditions can
be defined such that loops can be expressed precisely, too.
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Do-what-I-did metaphor

In the “do-what-I-did”-metaphor, a user turns on a macro-recorder and then
interacts with the system as usual, i.e. performs some commands via the user
interface. These commands operate normally but are additionally recorded.
The recorded macro can then be re-executed later in different contexts.
Such macro-recorders have a long history, especially in text editors (e.g.
Emacs [113] and Microsoft Word) and spreadsheets (e.g. Microsoft Excel).
Macro recorders can also be employed in tools for conceptual web modelling.
Then, after having turned on the recorder, the tool records the commands
modelers perform via the graphical interface and generates a script of schema
modification operations. However, for getting a useful transformer, the generated scripts have to be reworked extensively because the macro-recorder
does not detect conditions or loops. Furthermore, a macro-recorder does
not detect dependencies like “name the page class after the entity type”. A
further disadvantage of Macro recorders is that a transformer’s semantics
is hidden in scripts. Extra documentation is required to describe how the
transformer behaves and how it is to be applied.
In TBE, in contrast, a by-example transformer is precisely defined as a visual
representation of the modelling task to be performed. Thus, the transformer
by itself is a comprehensible documentation in form of a typical example of
the transformation supported.

2.6

Approaches for Conceptual Web Application Modelling

Approaches for conceptual modelling of web applications provide the context
in which TBE is applied. In this section, we give a brief overview over those
approaches which we feel to be representative but we do not claim that this
overview is complete. For an extensive comparison, the reader may refer to
dedicated survey articles, e.g. [55, 56, 40, 86, 84].
HDM [67] (Hypertext Design Model) introduces model-based conceptual design of hypermedia applications, i.e. design at a schema level independent of a
particular implementation. A schema of a hypermedia application comprises
a (hyper)base layer and an access layer. The base layer describes information objects in terms of entity types whose entities can be sub-structured into
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a tree of components. Semantic relationships between information objects
are expressed in terms of relationship types. The access layer defines collections [65] of information objects and navigable links between information
objects and/or collections. A CASE tool for HDM is provided [15, 66].
RMM [76] (Relationship Management Methodology) extends HDM in two directions: (1) RMM provides a methodology of hypermedia application design
by proposing a seven-step design process together with design guidelines. A
CASE tool [47] supporting this design process is provided, too. (2) RMM’s
data model RMDM is based on the entity-relationship model [35] but provides further model primitives for hypertext design. For example, among
others, model primitives index and guided tour are introduced. An index
acts as a table of contents to a list of entity instances and provides direct
access to each listed item. A guided tour denotes a linear path through a
collection of items, allowing to move forward and backward in the path.
OOHDM [123, 122] (Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design Model) is based
on HDM but is inspired by object-oriented modelling. OOHDM is a hypermedia design methodology which reduces the RMM life-cycle to the four
steps conceptual design, navigational design, abstract interface design, and
implementation. Further, OOHDM incorporates model primitives reflecting
hypertext design patterns, i.e. solutions for repeatedly occurring problems
in hypertext design [115, 116, 114]). For example, a pattern called Navigational Context [115] deals with the problem that a particular object may
be observed differently depending on the context in which it shall be perceived. Hence, OOHDM provides a model primitive Context for expressing
such situations.
The pioneering principles developed in HDM, RMM, and OOHDM have
been extended and refined by several methodological approaches, e.g. HDMlite [58], Strudel [51, 52, 53], OO-H [70, 71, 69], Araneus [96, 98], and
WebML [32, 29]. We pick out Araneus and WebML for explanation because these two together cover most of the concepts that are also provided
by the other approaches.
Araneus [96, 98] focuses on the definition and implementation of dataintensive web sites. Besides the distinction of content, navigation, and presentation modelling, Araneus stresses the separation of conceptual design and
logical design. Content is conceptually modelled using the entity-relationship
model, the logical design is expressed with the relational model. Navigation is conceptually modelled in a notation called the Navigation Conceptual Model (NCM), whereas logical design is expressed using the Araneus
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Data Model (ADM). Presentation is specified orthogonally to content and
navigation modelling using an HTML template approach. The Navigation
Conceptual Model and the Araneus Data Model are both subsumed by an
extended nested relational model [117], which is the backbone of a CASE
tool called Homer [97].
WebML (web modelling language) is a visual language for specifying the
content structure of a Web application and the organization and presentation
of such content in a hypertext [32, 29, 95]. Besides the visual representation,
WebML also provides a normative textual notation in XML syntax which
is used by tools implementing WebML, e.g. by the commercial CASE-tool
WebRatio [141].
WebML offers two basic models, the structural model for describing a web
site’s content and the hypertext model for describing the hypertext’s topology, i.e. the pages that compose it (composition model) and the links between
pages (navigation model). Further, WebML offers several other features useful for modelling web applications like, for example, modelling operations for
manipulating content [17, 29], user modelling and personalization [32, 29],
derivation of redundant content [34] using OQL [28], modelling of web services and their composition [22, 21], modelling workflow-driven web applications [23], modelling collaboration [95], and modelling of log-analysis [57].
Several other commercial products that provide model-driven design are already available. Hyperwave [80] is an environment that allows users to
browse, annotate, and maintain documents distributed over the web. Hyperwave adopts a simplified hypermedia model and allows for defining hierarchically organized document collections at a high level of abstraction.
However, Hyperwave defines the information base as a set of flat documents
annotated with meta data but lacks a proper structural model. Oracle designer [46], in contrast, generates Web applications from entity-relationship
diagrams augmented with some navigation and presentation flavor. Thus,
compared to WebML or Araneus, which both provide separate models for
defining content, navigation, and presentation, Hyperwave and Oracle designer are navigation centric and database centric, respectively.
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This chapter deals with the phase of conceptual modelling of web applications within the process of web application development and illustrates the
role that transformers can play in this phase. Section 3.1 illustrates the overall process of web application development, whereas Section 3.2 concentrates
on the phase of conceptual modelling. In Section 3.3, we describe abstractly
how transformers can be utilized. In Section 3.4, we introduce a sample
web scheme defined in the web modelling language WebML. Both WebML
and the sample scheme serve as basis for explaining by-example transformers
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throughout the paper. Finally, in Section 3.5, we identify recurrent modelling tasks in the running example, i.e. recurrent patterns of extension or
refinement that could be supported by transformers.

3.1

The process of web application development

Web applications are possibly large software systems which are developed
in different phases. As first described by Boehm’s spiral model [16] and
later by other methods for software development [18, 77, 38, 85, 95], phases
are repeated and the application gets iteratively extended or refined until
results meet the requirements. The application undergoes several cycles,
each producing a prototype which gets evaluated. Such evaluation cycles
are particularly appropriate for the development of web applications where
usability is a key success factor [32, 71, 105].
We start with introducing the development process of web applications and
then show how this process is typically supported by CASE tools.

3.1.1

Development cycle.

Conceptual Modelling

Requirements
Analysis

Data Design

Implementation

Hypertext
Design

Testing &
Evaluation
Deployment

Maintainance &
Evolution

Figure 3.1: Phases in the process of web application development [95]
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Fig. 3.1 illustrates the development cycle of web applications. This process
has been defined in the context of the WebML method, yet it is in line
with other methods for web application development (confer, for example,
[38, 85]).
As a starting point, the business requirements are analyzed. This yields
a specification of the functional and non-functional requirements of the web
site. Based on this analysis, a conceptual web scheme is defined that specifies
(a) the content of the web site and (b) the topology of pages, navigable links,
and operations that allows to view and manipulate this content via the Web.
This process is iterative because, for example, adding a new entity type
typically requires to add a page class for presenting the content of this entity
type.
When the web site’s core functionality is defined, the web scheme gets implemented as a prototype, e.g. by creating a database scheme, JSP and
HTML/XML pages, code for accessing the underlying database, stylesheets
for rendering the page’s content, etc. This prototype is evaluated and tested,
whereby it usually turns out that either (a) existing requirements are not yet
fulfilled or (b) that new requirements have to be specified. In both cases, the
site’s conceptual scheme is adapted and the next cycle starts.
At some point, when the prototype’s functionality is satisfactory, the web
application is deployed, i.e. packaged and then installed in a production environment. At this point, the phase of maintenance and evolution starts, and
modifications effected after this point are, in contrast to the other phases of
development, applied to an existing system.

3.1.2

CASE tool support.

Although web modelling languages could be used without any tool support
as well, web application development greatly benefits from CASE tools that
provide graphical scheme editors and that can assist or automate the implementation and deployment phase. Further, if a CASE tool is in place, then
the maintenance & evolution phase benefits from the existence of a conceptual scheme. Requests for changes of the application are turned into changes
at the design level and then propagated to the implementation rather than
applied solely at the implementation level.
Most web modelling languages provide a CASE tool that allows to edit web
schemes graphically and to generate running web applications therefrom. A
brief overview over these languages and tools has been given in Section 2.6.
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CASE tools integrate:
Graphical Scheme Editor + Code Generator

Conceptual Scheme
Content
Scheme

Implementation /
Deployment
Hypertext
Scheme

Web application
Prototype /
Final Verion

Figure 3.2: Web application development using a CASE tool.

Fig. 3.2 illustrates how existing CASE tools for web application modelling
typically support the modelling process. These tools usually provide (1) a
graphical editor for defining a content scheme and a hypertext scheme as
well as (2) a code generator that creates an effective web application. The
development phases introduced in the previous subsection are supported to
the following extent:
Requirements analysis itself is loosely structured and requires informal methods and heuristics [74]. Thus, CASE tools usually do not support the analysis
process per se but provide at most for documenting the results, e.g. in terms
of use-case diagrams.
Conceptual modelling, which is split into the phases data design and hypertext design, is usually supported by providing a graphical editor that uses
the notation of the respective web modelling language. This allows to conveniently define and maintain the conceptual scheme of the web application.
Further, these editors usually have some built-in consistency checking.
Implementation and deployment is supported by the code generator, which
creates from the scheme a web application in a particular target architecture
like, for example, Java servlets combined with JDBC. The code generator
creates a database scheme, JSP-pages and servlets, code for accessing the
underlying database, XSL/CSS stylesheets for rendering the pages, etc. The
generated code usually can be reworked and optimized.
Testing & evaluation is usually supported by the code generator, too. For
some CASE tools, the code generator creates, besides a database scheme,
also demo data that can then be accessed and manipulated via the web
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application [95, 141]. Further, the CASE tool could instrument the generated
code by log points that can then be used for tracing user interactions or for
analyzing performance.
Maintenance & evolution is also supported by the graphical editor together
with the code generator. Requested changes of the web application are applied to the scheme rather than directly to the implementation, and the code
generator then propagates these changes to the existing web application.
To summarize, the benefit of CASE tools is that web applications are developed and maintained basically at the level of a conceptual scheme, whereas
the implementation and deployment phase is basically automated. Of course,
the phases of requirements analysis and testing & evaluation are important
as well. However, as mentioned above, these activities are usually decoupled
from the CASE tool. Thus, from the viewpoint of a CASE tool, the main
activity when developing and maintaining a web application is the definition
and maintenance of the conceptual scheme.

3.2

Conceptual modelling of web applications

This thesis concentrates on conceptual modelling of web applications, where
an initial web scheme is iteratively extended and refined. In the early stages
of development, core entity types are defined and are complemented by page
classes for displaying their content. Then, these page classes are linked and
advanced access structures like, for example, search forms are added. Further, where content management is necessary, page classes that allow to
insert new entities into the database or to change or delete existing ones are
defined. Later on, entity types that provide supplementary information or
that facilitate access to the entities of other entity types are added, again
complemented by corresponding page classes.
Fig. 3.3 illustrates the iterative and incremental process of conceptual web
application modelling. The schemes with the numbers attached represent
snapshots of the scheme as it evolves in this process, and the numbers indicate the sequence of extension and refinement. As development proceeds,
the content sub-scheme as well as the hypertext sub-scheme gets iteratively
extended and refined as described above.
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1

Derive
Hypertext
Scheme
from
Content
Scheme

Content
Scheme

4

Content Scheme
7

8
9

3

...

6
Hypertext
Scheme

2

Hypertext
Scheme

Hypertext Scheme

Hypertext Scheme

5

Derive extended/refined Hypertext Scheme from
existing Hypertext-Scheme / Content-Scheme

Figure 3.3: Supporting the phase of conceptual modelling by transformers.
The number of iterations may vary, depending on when the modeler decides
to have a prototype generated for evaluation or to deploy the web application.
Of course, as described in the overall development cycle of web applications,
the phase of conceptual modelling may be re-entered later on, and the scheme
is again extended and refined.

3.3

Supporting conceptual modelling of web
applications by transformers

As already motivated in the introduction, during the incremental and iterative adaptation of web schemes in the conceptual modelling phase, many
patterns of extending or refining a scheme repeatedly occur. For such recurrent patterns, it would be convenient to have transformers that, when
applied to a scheme, perform extensions and refinements as required.
Generally, we have identified the following two cases where such transformers
can support the process of conceptual web application modelling:
1. A transformer can derive a hypertext scheme (or a portion thereof)
from a content scheme (or a portion thereof) as illustrated in Fig. 3.3
by the gray arcs from content sub-schemes to hypertext sub-schemes.
For example, for entity types, often page classes are generated that
display the members of this entity type.
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2. A transformer can derive an extended hypertext scheme based on an existing hypertext scheme (or a portion thereof) as illustrated in Fig. 3.3
by the gray arcs between hypertext sub-schemes. For example, often
an existing page class is extended such that it presents, besides some
core entities, also supplementary information for these entities.
Note that from a technical point of view, a transformer could also be used for
(1) deriving an extended content scheme based on an existing one, and (2) deriving an extended content scheme based on a hypertext scheme. However,
from a practical point of view, it turned out that these cases occur rather
seldom: Concerning case (1), an extended content scheme is seldom derived
from an existing one; the additional scheme elements are rather defined from
scratch. Concerning case (2), a content scheme is seldom derived from an
existing hypertext scheme. In the modelling process, usually the hypertext
scheme is built after the content scheme but not vice versa. We concentrate
on the typical directions of deriving an (extended) hypertext scheme from a
content scheme or an hypertext scheme.
Despite the usefulness of web scheme transformers, they are not or only
marginally supported by CASE tools. If provided at all, these transformers are defined by means of operations over an internal data structure as
used by the CASE tool to store the scheme. Further, these transformers
are usually defined for generating an initial hypertext scheme from scratch.
Yet they cannot be used for extending an existing hypertext scheme based
on entity types that have been added to the content scheme later on. As
argued in the introduction, such transformers do not meet the requirements
of understandability, usability, flexibility, adaptability, and adequateness.
In this thesis, we introduce the concept of by-example web scheme transformers, which can be used to extend existing modelling languages and CASE
tools towards defining and applying transformers. Notably, we do not introduce another web modelling language nor another CASE tool but facilitate
conceptual modelling of web applications in the context of existing modelling
languages and CASE tools.

3.4

Conceptual modelling with WebML: a
running example

In this section, we describe WebML, which is a language for conceptual
modelling of web applications, by means of a sample web scheme that models
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a simple web site for a conference. Note that we do not describe WebML
completely but introduce a subset of its constructs that is sufficient for our
running example. For a complete description of WebML, the reader may
refer to dedicated articles and books [32, 29, 95].
WebML basically comprises a content model and a hypertext model that
is divided into a composition model, a navigation model, and an operation
model. The content model and the hypertext model are introduced in Section 3.4.1 and Section 3.4.2, respectively.

3.4.1

Content model

The WebML content model adopts model primitives of the EntityRelationship model for representing the organization of the web application
data. Its fundamental elements are therefore entity types that represent
collections of data items and relationship types that represent semantic relationships between data items. Entity types have named properties called
attributes. Binary relationship types are composed of pairs of named relationship roles which are attached to entity types. Relationships can be
restricted by means of cardinality constraints attached to relationship roles.
Conf

Paper

Author

title

title
authors

name
email

* submission

contact

1

Figure 3.4: WebML content scheme of conference example

Example 14 The content scheme depicted in Fig. 3.4 models the content of
a conference’s web site. Entity type Conf describes information about
the conference itself, i.e. the conference’s title represented by attribute
title. This entity type is intended to be a singleton, i.e. to contain
only one member. Entity type Author with attributes name and email
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describes information about authors, while entity type Paper with attributes title and abstract describes information about submitted papers. Relationship roles submission and contact express that an author may have submitted many papers and that a paper has exactly one
contact, respectively.
Besides the values like the names of entity types, attributes, and relationship
roles, which are shown also in the graphical notation, some properties of
scheme elements are usually shown only in separate forms. For example,
each of the scheme elements mentioned above has an internal ID that is
usually not visualized in the graphical notation. Nevertheless, these IDs are
essential parts of web schemes, and for reasons of conciseness, we visualize
these IDs directly in the graphical notation whenever required. These IDs are
attached to the graphical shape representing the respective scheme element.

e1
att1
att2

(a)

Paper
title
abstract

(b)

Figure 3.5: (a) Property form of entity type Paper; (b) Entity type
Paper having IDs visualized.

Example 15 Fig. 3.5(a) depicts the property form of entity type Paper,
which pops up when clicking on this entity type. Besides the entity
type’s name and an (empty) comment field, the property form exposes
the internal ID of entity type Paper, i.e. ID-value e1 generated by
WebML. Attributes title and abstract have IDs as well, and they
are also shown in a property form that pops up upon clicking on the
respective attribute.
Fig. 3.5(b) depicts entity type Paper in the graphical notation as used
in this thesis, where the IDs may be visualized. Value e1 represents the
ID of entity type Paper as it is attached to the graphical shape of this
entity type. Analogously, values att1 and att2 represent the IDs of
attributes title and abstract, respectively.
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Besides predefined properties like names and IDs of scheme elements, users
may individually define properties of their own and attach them to any
scheme element. Thereby, scheme elements can be characterized by properties that could not be expressed otherwise. Note, however, that these
properties have no meaning for WebML but for the modelers who have defined them.
A user-defined property is an arbitrary name/value-pair and has the form
propertyname = value, where both propertyname and value are individually defined by the modeler. As a particularity, omitting the value denotes
a boolean property and has the same meaning as propertyname = true.
Further, a property of the form propertyname = false expresses that the
scheme element to which it is attached does not have this property set.
In WebRatio, user-defined properties are shown in separate forms. However,
for reasons of conciseness, we include these properties in the graphical notation using the style of UML [118]. Thus, a user-defined property is enclosed
in curly brackets and is either attached to the scheme element graphically
by a line or it is notated together with the name of the respective scheme
element to which it is to be attached.

Paper
title
abstract
reviewers’ comments
{ private = true }

Paper
title
abstract
reviewers’ comments

Paper
title
abstract
reviewers’ comments { private }

{ private }

Figure 3.6: Three alternative ways of attaching user-defined property
private to attribute reviewers’ comments.

Example 16 Fig. 3.6 depicts three alternative ways of attaching a userdefined boolean property named private to attribute reviewers’
comments. This property shall express that attribute reviewers’
comments is not to be presented to the public but only on pages for
internal use. Note, however, that property private has no meaning
for WebML. It is rather subject to the modeler to interpret this property and use the respective attribute accordingly.
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Hypertext model

WebML’s hypertext model comprises three sub-models, namely the composition model, the navigation model, and the operation model. The composition
model describes how content is composed to pages (composition in the small)
and how these pages are organized in areas and site-views (composition in
the large). The navigation model defines how the pages are to be linked.
The operation model specifies operations that can be performed on the underlying data source. Since these operations take parameters from the user
interface and are triggered when users traverse particular links, WebML considers the operation model as part of the hypertext model. All these models
are explained next.
Composition model: composition in the small
From the viewpoint of composition in the small, the composition model defines pages, represented by page classes, and their internal organization in
terms of elementary pieces of publishable content, represented by content
units. Most content units publish data that is extracted dynamically from
the entities of the content scheme. This is expressed by associating each content unit with an entity type serving as content source. However, entry units,
which are a special sort of content units, represent user input at runtime.
WebML provides different kinds of content units, each kind offering an alternative way of arranging content. We make use of data units, index units, and
entry units. Data units are used to publish a single object at a time (e.g. a
single author). In contrast, index units are used to publish a list of objects at
a time (e.g. a list of authors) and enables users choosing one of the presented
objects at runtime. Both units specify which attributes of an object shall be
displayed. Entry units represent forms and comprise therefore named fields
that correspond to the input fields found in the form constructs of markup
languages. Entry units are described later in this section.
Example 17 Fig. 3.7 depicts a WebML hypertext scheme which is based on
the content scheme introduced above. Please ignore the arrows for the
moment. They will be explained with the navigation model.
Page class ConfPage defines the conference’s main page. It contains
a data unit ConfDetails that has entity type Conf as content source.
Thus, ConfPage presents the sole member of entity type Conf. Page
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Shown Attributes:
name
email

Shown Attributes:
name

AuthorPage
AuthorIndex
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submittedPapers
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All papers
PaperPage

Shown Attributes:
#all
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Paper
[submission(currAut)]
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Figure 3.7: WebML hypertext scheme of conference example

class AuthorPage defines pages which present a list of authors together
with the details of an author that a user chooses therefrom at runtime.
Index unit AuthorIndex represents the list of authors, whereas data
unit Detail is for presenting a single author in a detailed manner. Both
units have entity type Author as content source. Page class PaperPage
is composed analogously.
The shaded areas that are attached to some data units and index units
and that are labelled “Shown Attributes” reflect the set of attributes
that shall be displayed by the respective unit. In index unit Author
Index, only the names of the authors are displayed, whereas in data
unit Details an author’s email address is shown, too. For data unit
ConfDetails, special-value #all indicates that every attribute of the
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underlying entity type is to be displayed. For index unit PaperIndex
and the corresponding data unit Details, the list of “shown attributes”
is defined but not given in the figure in order not to clutter the scheme
with too much details.
Page classes are further characterized by some distinguishing properties
which highlight their “importance” in the Web site. One page class is declared as the site’s home page, which is presented whenever a user enters the
Web site via its default address. Further, page classes can be designated as
landmarks, which are then reachable from every part of the hypertext 1 . In
the graphical notation, home pages and landmarks are marked by symbols
“H” and “L”, respectively. For example, page class ConfPage depicted in
Fig. 3.7 is declared as the Web site’s home page as indicated by symbol “H”.
Note that page classes, index units, data units, and links also have IDs that
are presented in separate forms. Further, the list of “Shown attributes” of
index units and data units are usually presented only in these forms, too.
However, for reasons of conciseness, in the graphical notation as used in this
thesis, they may be included in the graphical notation.

Composition model: composition in the large
From the viewpoint of composition in the large, a Web site design can be
organized hierarchically by using modularization constructs such as site views
and areas.
A site view defines a stand-alone hypertext to be delivered to a particular
group of users. A particular site view is entered whenever a user logs into
the Web site. Usually a default user group (and a corresponding site view) is
provided, which represents visitors of the site that do not log in. For the sake
of simplicity, we factor out the definition of user groups and login processes.
Areas are part of a site view and are for grouping page classes that deal
with some related topic, such as, for example “maintain paper submissions”.
Note, however, that a site view may also comprise page classes outside any
area. A site view may comprise several areas and, similar to page classes,
distinguished areas may be declared as landmarks.
1

Additionally, page classes can be marked as default pages, yet we do not make use of
this property.
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Public Site View

« area »

H

Paper Maintenance

« area »

Author Maintenance

ConfPage

Figure 3.8:
Site view Public Site View
Paper Maintenance and Author Maintenance.

comprising

areas

Example 18 Fig. 3.8 depicts how the conference web site could be organized to a site view named Public Site View comprising two areas
Paper Maintenance and Author Maintenance. These areas comprise
some page classes, which are not further discussed.
Note that this organization is only for illustrating the concepts “site
view” and “area”. Obviously, since our running example is necessarily
small, it does not make sense to organize it “in the large”. Henceforth,
we assume that all page classes are contained in a site view, and we
defer the use of areas to subsequent chapters.
Navigation model
The navigation model defines how pages and content units are linked to form
a hypertext. Navigation is expressed at schema level through directed links
that either connect a content unit to a content unit or a page class to a page
class. A link may transport information in form of link parameters. Links
transporting parameters are called contextual, in contrast to links without
parameters, which are called non-contextual.
Links between pages are non-contextual, whereas links between content units
are contextual. If the content of a destination page is to be derived independently of the content of the source page (e.g. a link to the site’s home page),
then the page classes are connected by a non-contextual link. In contrast,
if the content of the destination page shall depend on that of the source
page, then a contextual link is used, i.e. a link from a content unit of the
source page to a content unit of the target page (e.g. a link from a particular
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author’s details to the index unit listing her submitted papers). Thereby,
content of the source unit is passed as parameter to the target unit, which
then derives its content based on the provided parameter.
Let L be a link from a content unit Usrc to another content unit Utgt . Then a
link parameter is notated explicitly with link L as a name/value-pair of the
form paramname:value. paramname stands for the name of the parameter,
whereas value is either a constant or an attribute of the entity type serving
as Usrc ’s content source. If Usrc is a data unit, a reference to an attribute
addresses the entity presented in this data unit at the time when the link is
traversed. If Usrc is an index unit, a reference to an attribute addresses an
entity selected by the user from the list.
Example 19 Reconsider the hypertext scheme of Fig. 3.7. Link All
authors leading from page class ConfPage to page class AuthorPage
is non-contextual, i.e. no parameters are passed. When traversing link
All authors, a default author page is presented that contains a list
of all the authors stored in the database. Link All papers is defined
analogously.
The link from index unit AuthorIndex to data unit Details is contextual because a parameter currAut : OID is passed; currAut is
the name of the parameter, whereas OID represents the author entity
that a user selects from the list of authors displayed by index unit
AuthorIndex. Link submittedPapers is contextual, too. OID represents the author entity displayed in data unit Details at the time when
the user traverses this link.
A content unit may have selection conditions attached, which constrain the
items presented in the unit to those that fulfill the respective conditions. If
the content unit is targeted by a link, then this selection condition may be
parametric, i.e. it may be based on a link parameter. A parametric selection
condition has one of the following two forms:
1. A comparison condition has the form [attrib op paramname], where
op is a comparison operator, attrib refers to an attribute of the target unit’s content source, and paramname refers to a link parameter.
Thereby, only those entities of the target unit’s content source are presented where this comparison condition is true for the actual value of
the link parameter.
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2. A relationship condition has the form [relrole (paramname)], where
relrole refers to a relationship role attached to the target unit’s
content source, and paramname refers to the value of a link parameter, which must be an OID. Thereby, only those entities of a target
unit’s content source are presented that are connected by relationship
relrole to the object represented by parameter paramname.

Example 20 Reconsider the hypertext scheme of Fig. 3.7. Data unit
Details in page class AuthorPage has a comparison predicate OID
= currAtt attached. It defines that the entity to be presented must
have the same OID as that provided through the incoming parameter
currAut. In other words, data unit Details presents the author selected by the user in index unit AuthorIndex at runtime.
Index unit PaperIndex in page class PaperPage has a relationship condition submission(currAut) attached. It defines that only those papers are presented that are submissions of the author object provided
through parameter currAut.
For reasons of conciseness, WebML defines default parameters and default
selection conditions. Unless stated otherwise, a link from an index unit or
a data unit always passes a parameter representing the selected or currently
presented entity, respectively. Analogously, unless stated otherwise, a target
data unit presents the entity provided as parameter. Further, if a unit has
only one incoming parameter, a relationship condition needs only to refer
to the relationship role and is implicitly parameterized by the respective
parameter.
Example 21 Reconsider the hypertext scheme of Fig. 3.7. The link from
index unit PaperIndex to data unit Details specifies no parameter
explicitly. Thus, a parameter of the form curr:OID is implicitly defined.
Data unit Details does not specify a selection condition, although it is
the target of a link. Thus, a selection condition of the form OID = curr
is implicitly defined, such that the link from index unit PaperIndex to
data unit Details in page class PaperPage behaves analogously to the
link from index unit AuthorIndex to data unit Details in page class
AuthorPage. Further, index unit PaperIndex has only one incoming
link. Thus, it would be sufficient to write [submission] instead of
[submission(currAut)].
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Each parametric selection condition can be tagged “implied” to denote that
the condition is optional. In this case, the absence of a value for the parameter used in the condition denotes that this condition is not checked at all.
Optional selection conditions are typically necessary where the same content unit is target of several contextual links, each providing a different link
parameter and each requiring a different selection condition. Consequently,
depending on which link is traversed, selection conditions that refer to a
parameter that is not provided are ignored.
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title
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Figure 3.9: WebML scheme extended by an entity type Session and a corresponding page class.

Example 22 Suppose that the content scheme of our running example is extended as illustrated in the upper part of Fig. 3.9. Entity type Session
together with a relationship to existing entity type Paper have been
added. Each paper is assigned to exactly one session, and each session
may have several papers assigned. Suppose further that a page class
SessionPage together with an index unit SessionIndex and a data
unit Details have been added to the hypertext scheme as illustrated in
the lower part of Fig. 3.9.
Note that index unit PaperIndex has been extended by a relationship condition [assignedPaper(currSess)] implied. Link
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assignedPapers from the data unit representing a session entity to
index unit PaperIndex works as follows: When traversed, the session
object currently presented in the data unit is passed along the link via the
parameter named currSess. In target index unit PaperIndex, only relationship condition [assignedPaper(currSess)] implied is checked
such that the papers assigned to the respective session is displayed. The
other relationship condition [submission(currAut)] implied is not
checked in this case because link assignedPapers does not provide a parameter currAut. Analogously, if link submittedPapers is traversed,
then relationship condition [assignedPaper(currSess)] implied is
not checked.

Operation model
The operation model defines operations which allow to manipulate the data
source via the web interface. Such operations are expressed by operation units
which, like content units, can be navigated, take parameters via incoming
links, and which pass parameters via outgoing links. However, in contrast
to content units, operation units do not display content but rather perform
actions based on the parameters provided. Therefore, these units are placed
outside page classes. As a further difference, each operation unit has exactly
two outgoing links, namely a KO-link which is traversed automatically when
the operation fails, and an OK-link which is traversed automatically when
the operation succeeds.
WebML provides the operation units for creating, deleting, and modifying
data items as well as for establishing or removing relations between data
items. We explain here create units. Each create unit performs the creation
of a new data item within an associated entity type. For that purpose, the
create unit assigns each attribute of the entity type a value which is either a
constant or a parameter value coming from an input link. These parameters
typically origin from entry units but can be attributes of other content units
as well. If creation succeeds, the newly generated object is passed along
the outgoing OK-link. If creation fails, the KO-link is traversed yet without
passing any parameter.
Example 23 Fig. 3.10 depicts a WebML hypertext scheme which comprises,
among other elements, a page class AuthorCreation with an entry
unit AuthorForm. This entry unit provides two entry fields labelled
nameEntry and emailEntry and enables users to enter values for an
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CreationResult
AuthorCreation



AuthorForm

NewAuthor
nameParam : nameEntry
emailParam : emailEntry

OK
CreateAuthor

nameEntry

Author

KO

emailEntry
Author
< name := nameParam >
< email := emailParam >

Error

Figure 3.10: WebML hypertext scheme with operation unit “Create Author”
author’s name and her email address, respectively. These values are
used for creating a new author as explained next.
If a user submits her input, the values entered in these fields are passed
to create unit CreateAuthor via parameters labelled nameParam and
emailParam. The create unit is associated with entity type Author and
assigns the incoming parameter values to the entity type’s attributes.
Hence, a new author is created with attribute values as entered by the
user. If creation succeeds, the OK-link is traversed and the newly generated author is presented in data unit NewAuthor defined in page class
CreationResult. If creation fails, the KO-link is traversed and an
error message is displayed.

3.5

Use cases for transformers in the running
example

When analyzing the scheme of the running example introduced in this section, one can identify a number of patterns of extending and refining the
scheme that have been applied. In the remainder of this section, we identify
and describe these recurrent modelling tasks and motivate thereby the use
of transformers supporting them.
Generate page class with index and data unit. In the running example,
a page class comprising an index unit and a data unit has been generated
repeatedly, for entity type Paper, for entity type Author, and entity type
Session. However, this modelling task has not been performed for singleton
entity type Conf.
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Suppose that we have a transformer IuDuPCforENT that generates a page
class with an index and a data unit for each entity type of a scheme. Then,
this transformer could be applied to the content scheme and generate corresponding page classes all at once. Note that entity type Session has been
defined later on and that entity type Conf is not to be considered. Thus, it
must be possible to apply the transformer twice, i.e. the first time such that
it considers entity types Paper and Author but not Conf, and a second time
for entity type Session only.
Connect data unit to index unit. In the running example, data units
have been connected to index units several times according to the following
rule: (1) Suppose a data unit du and an index unit iu, two entity types ent du
and ent iu as their respective content sources, and a relation from ent du to
ent iu via a to-many relationship role relrole. (2) Then, a link from data unit
du to index unit iu is generated, which has a link parameter of the form
“curr = OID” attached. Further, index unit iu is extended by a relationship
condition of the form “[relrole(curr )] implied”. In the running example,
this modelling task has been performed twice, namely for the two links that
target index unit PaperIndex.
Suppose that we have a transformer ConnectDuToIu that generates a link
according to the rule described above. This transformer could be applied for
the data unit representing an author’s details as well as for the data unit
representing a session’s details. Since the session details have been defined
later on, there are two alternatives of how ConnectDuToIu can be applied,
namely (1) separately for each of these data units, and (2) only once such
that both data units are considered by a single application. Both alternatives
achieve the same result.
Provide entry unit with create unit. In the running example, an entry
unit with entry fields has been generated after an entity type with attributes.
Further, a create unit has been defined that takes the values of these entry
fields as parameters and, once triggered, creates a new entity type according
to these values. Though this task has been performed only once, i.e. for
entity type Author, it is likely that entry units with subsequent create units
should be provided for other entity types as well.
Suppose that we have a transformer ProvideCreateOp that generates an
entry unit and a create unit for an entity type as described above. Then,
this transformer could simply be applied to entity type Author, achieving an
extended hypertext scheme with a new entry unit and a new create unit as
depicted in Fig. 3.10.
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In this chapter, we define the basic principle of how to define transformers
declaratively through graphical templates that adopt the graphical notation
used for defining schemes. We distinguish two kinds of templates, namely
query templates and generative templates. A query template defines retrieval
of scheme elements from schemes. A generative templates defines how to extend or refine scheme elements that are provided as parameter. A transformer
combines a generative template and a query template such that the scheme
elements retrieved by the query template are passed as parameters to the
generative template.
In Section 4.1, we start with an overview of the basic architecture of TBE. In
Section 4.2, we define the data model to which graphical schemes are mapped
and the data manipulation language TBE-QML, which queries and manipulates schemes represented in terms of that data model. In Section 4.3, we
introduce query templates as follows: We first informally explain the concept
of graphical query templates. Then, we define a model of query templates
using a formal notation, which expresses also those parts of a query template explicitly that are expressed implicitly in the graphical notation, e.g.
by semantic relationships such as visual containment. Based on this formal
notation, we define the semantics of query templates in terms of TBE-QML.
Finally, we describe how the graphical notation of query templates maps to
the formal one. Analogously, Section 4.4 introduces generative templates.
Section 4.5 defines transformers, which are composed from query templates
and generative templates.

4.1

Overview

A transformer comprises the following two parts: (1) One part defines the input configuration. It is specified through constraints that a particular configuration of scheme elements must fulfill in order to get extended or refined by
the transformer. Based on this declarative specification, TBE derives a query
that retrieves from a scheme all scheme element configurations that match
the input configuration. Thus, this part is referred to as the transformer’s
query part. (2) The other part generically defines the output configuration
based on the input configuration. For each scheme element configuration
matching the input configuration, the output configuration defines where to
generate new scheme elements and where to modify existing ones. This part
is referred to as the transformer’s generative part.
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A transformer’s query part and generative part are both expressed by graphical templates, i.e. by a query template and a generative template, respectively.
Each template is defined by using the same scheme elements and the same
notation as used for specifying schemes. However, there are the following
two differences:
1. In place of concrete values of scheme elements like names, cardinalities,
scheme element IDs, etc., a template comprises typed variables that
represent such values. The graphical shapes of the scheme elements as
used in templates are the same as those used in schemes but are referred
to as scheme element skeletons. The type of a variable is determined
by the scheme element skeleton in which the variable is placed.
2. Additionally, a template contains symbols, comparison constraints, and
expressions. Symbols are used for tagging variables in order to distinguish, for example, variables representing scheme elements to be
provided as parameter from variables representing scheme elements to
be generated. Comparison constraints are used to constrain variable
bindings. Expressions define how to derive new values, e.g. by means
of string concatenation. We will subsequently refer to these symbols,
comparison constraints, and expressions as TBE-directives.
The transformer’s graphical specification, which is given by a query template
and a generative template, is mapped to operations in terms of TBE-QML
(TBE query and manipulation language) introduced in this work. TBEQML is based on domain relational calculus [87, 93] (short DRC) such that
the semantics of transformers notated graphically is precisely defined in terms
of a concise language with strong formal foundation.
The left part of Fig. 4.1 illustrates the process of defining a by-example
transformer. We have taken WebML as an example for a modelling language. The parts outside of the gray underlay are those presented to the
modeler. The parts in gray underlays are processes performed internally by
the TBE -system. The by-example transformer is given by a query template
and a generative template, both specified using WebML scheme elements in
addition with TBE -directives. From these templates, process “TBE-QML
generator” generates TBE-QML statements that represent the executable
transformer.
Once defined, a transformer can be applied many times, each time turning an
input scheme into an output scheme as desired. However, since TBE-QML
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Figure 4.1: Left: Process of defining by-example transformers within
WebML; Right: Process of applying by-example transformers to schemes

is a relational data manipulation language, the input scheme as represented
by a particular modelling language L has to be mapped to a relational representation. Similarly, the result of processing the TBE-QML statements is
an output scheme in relational representation and has to be mapped back to
the representation of schemes as used by modelling language L. The process
performing these mappings must be defined once for each modelling language
L that shall support TBE, and this process must support two directions, i.e.
L To Relational and Relational To L.

The right part of Fig. 4.1 illustrates the application of a given transformer to
an input scheme by the example of the web modelling language WebML.
Again, the elements in gray underlays denote processes performed internally be the TBE-system, whereas elements outside this area are presented
to the modeler. This application is processed as follows: First, process
“WebML To Relational“ maps the input scheme defined in WebML to a relational representation. Process “TBE-QML Interpreter” then performs the
transformation as defined by the transformer. The resulting output scheme,
still in relational representation, is then mapped back to the actual result,
i.e. an output scheme in WebML representation.
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Data model and data manipulation language

In this section, a relational representation of schemes is defined and explained
by the example of WebML. This representation is the basis for defining transformer’s semantics in terms of the data manipulation language TBE-QML,
which is defined in this section, too.

4.2.1

Relational representation of schemes

Model
The basic model for representing schemes is given by a set of universes Ub and
b (sets of universes or relations are marked by a b -symbol).
a set of relations R
Each universe U ∈ Ub represents a sort U of scheme elements. Each relation
b and, for i = 1 . . . n, U ∈ U
b , represents a
R ∈ U1 × . . . × Un , with R ∈ R
i
set of relationships between scheme elements of sorts Ui . Relations may be
overloaded, i.e. several relations may share the same name but have different
universes as arguments. For convenience, we write R ∈ (U1 ∪ U2 ) × U 3 as
short for R ∈ U1 ×U3 and R ∈ U2 ×U3 . Further, for each relation, one or more
key constraints may be defined, each notated by underlining the universes
forming the key.
Note that some relations actually represent single-valued functions. However,
for defining a data manipulation language, it is more convenient to have a
model that is solely based on relations. This is not a restriction because any
single-valued function, which has the general form f : Ud1 × . . . × Udn →
Ur1 × . . . × Urm , can be represented through a relation of the form R ∈
Ud1 × . . . × Udn × Ur1 × . . . × Urm .
Example 24 WebML’s content model is defined by the following universes
and relations: Entity types, their attributes, and relationship roles are
represented by universes E, A, and Role, respectively. The names of
these elements are drawn from universe N and are defined by relation
name ∈ (E ∪ A ∪ Role) × N . Each attribute is defined at an entity type
as expressed by relation definedAt ∈ A × E. Each WebML binary relationship type connecting two entity types is composed of two relationship
roles that are attached to the entity types. This is expressed by relation
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attachedTo ∈ Role × E, whereas the binary relationship type is represented by relation binrel ∈ Role × Role. Further, a relationship role’s
multiplicity is drawn from literal universe Mul = {0..1, 1..1, 0..N, 1..N}
and is defined by relation mul ∈ Role × Mul .
WebML’s hypertext model consists of the following universes and relations: Page classes, data units, index units, and links are represented
by universes P , DU , IU , and Link , respectively. For convenience,
we define a universe of content units CU = DU ∪ IU that generalizes data and index units. All above mentioned elements have names
as expressed by relation name ∈ (P ∪ CU ∪ Link ) × N . A link is directed and connects either a page class to another page class (noncontextual link) or a content unit to another content unit (contextual
link). This is captured by relations nctxLinkFromTo ∈ Link × P × P
and ctxLinkFromTo ∈ Link × CU × CU , where the first argument denotes the link while the second and the third argument denote its source
and target, respectively. Each unit is contained in a page class as expressed by relation containedIn ∈ CU × P . Further, each unit refers
to an entity type that serves as content source as captured by relation
contentSource ∈ CU × E.

Note that formalizing WebML schemes is not the scope of this work but is
required for defining transformer’s semantics. Thus, we have presented here
universes and relations only for a subset of WebML scheme elements. The
complete set of universes and relations is given in [81].
Extension
Each scheme S is represented by a set of universes Ub and a set of relations
b Each scheme element e is member of exactly one universe U ∈ U
b and
R.
is notated as e : U . A tuple of a relation R ∈ U1 × . . . × Un is denoted as
b and, for i = 1 . . . n, e ∈ U . Note that we use the
Rhe1 , . . . , en i, with R ∈ R
i
i
same notation as for signatures of universes and relations also for extensions
thereof. To be accurate, when referring to a scheme S, we would have to
b , etc. However, for reasons of readability, we omit the index
write UbS and R
S
S as it is clear from the context whether we refer to a signature or to an
extension.
Example 25 The upper part of Fig. 4.2(a) depicts the graphical representation of entity type Paper. The values in gray underlays represent
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name pg1, PaperPage
name iu1, PaperIndex
containedIn iu1, pg1
contentSource iu1, e1
name e1, Paper










(b)

Figure 4.2: (a) Entity type “Paper” and page class “PaperPage”
in graphical representation; (b) corresponding relational representations

scheme element IDs. The upper part of Fig. 4.2(b) illustrates the corresponding relational representation of this entity type Paper. Members
of universes are notated as m : U , where m is the universe member and
U ∈ Ub is the universe to which m belongs.
Scheme elements e1 : E and Paper : N represent the entity type’s ID
e1 and its name "Paper", respectively. Tuple namehe1, Paperi attaches
the name property to the entity type. Scheme elements att1 : A and
title : N represent the ID and the name of attribute title, whereas
scheme elements att2 : A and abstract : N represent the ID and
the name of attribute abstract. Relations namehatt1, titlei and
namehatt2, abstracti both attach an attribute’s name property to the
respective ID. Relations definedAthatt1, e1i and definedAthatt2, e1i
specify that attributes title and abstract are defined at entity type
Paper, respectively. Note that relation definedAt is defined over IDs of
attributes and entity types.
Similarly, the lower part of Fig. 4.2(a) depicts the graphical representation of page class PaperPage, whereas the corresponding relational
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representation is shown to the right in the lower part of Fig. 4.2(b).
The mapping should be self-explanatory.

4.2.2

Relational manipulation language TBE-QML

TBE-QML is a relational data manipulation language for manipulating web
schemes in a relational representation. It comprises a query part for retrieving scheme elements and a modification part for manipulating these scheme
elements. Note that TBE-QML treats schemes as “data” to be manipulated,
and the “database schema” of this “data” is the relational representation of
web schemes as defined previously in Section 4.2.1.
The manipulation part of TBE-QML is rather simple. It consists of expressions for deriving new values and of operations for inserting tuples into relations. This will be explained with generative templates later in this chapter.
TBE-QML’s query part builds on domain relational calculus (DRC) which
is a query language for the relational model. In order to be self-contained,
we shortly review DRC here. For a more detailed explanation, confer to the
definition of DRC [87, 93] or to a standard database book, e.g. Ramakrishnan
et.al. [111].
An expression in DRC is of the form
{hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ U1 × . . . × Un | P (x1 , . . . , xn )}
where, for i = 1 . . . n, each xi is a domain variable ranging over the corresponding universe Ui and P is a formula (a predicate) with x1 , . . . , xn as
free variables. The value of such an expression is the set of labelled tuples
hx1 : a1 , . . . , xn : an i such that P (a1 , . . . , an ) evaluates to true. For each i, ai
is an element of the universe associated with xi , and the label of xi serves as
label for the particular attribute of the result relation.
Formulae are composed of atoms, each having one of the following forms:
b is a relation with n attributes, and for
• hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ R, where R ∈ R
i = 1 . . . n, each xi is a domain variable. This will be referred to as
relationship constraint.
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• x Θ y, where x is a domain variable, y is either a domain variable or
a domain constant, and Θ is a comparison operator (<, ≤, =, 6=, >, ≥).
The domains of x and y must be comparable by operator Θ. This will
be referred to as comparison constraint.
Formulae of DRC are defined using the following rules:
• An atom is a formula. Such a formula will be referred to as simple
constraint.
• If P is a formula, then so are ¬P and (P ). Further, if P1 and P2 are
formulae, then so are P1 ∨ P2 , P1 ∧ P2 , and P1 → P2 . These formulae
will be referred to as complex constraints.
• If x is a domain variable, then ∀x and ∃x are quantifiers containing
x. If P (x) is a formula that contains x but no quantifier containing
x, then (∀xP (x)) and (∃xP (x)) are formulae. These formulae will be
referred to as quantified constraints.
For reasons of readability, we directly associate a variable x with the universe
U that serves as domain for x and write, for example, ∃x ∈ U : P (x). Further,
in order not to clutter formulae with parentheses, we write ∃x1 ∈ U1 , ∃x2 ∈
U2 : P (x1 , x2 ) as a shorthand for ∃x1 ∈ U1 : (∃x2 ∈ U2 : P (x1 , x2 )).
EntWithAttribs ::= { ENT_ID, ENT ∈ E × N |
∃ ATT_ID ∈ A,
∃ ATT ∈ N : (
ENT_ID, ENT ∈ name ∧
ATT_ID, ATT ∈ name ∧
ATT_ID, ENT_ID ∈ definedAt ∧
ATT = “title” )
}








Figure 4.3: DRC statement EntWithAttribs retrieving
IDs and names of entity types with an attribute named
"title".

Example 26 Fig. 4.3 illustrates a DRC expression that retrieves the IDs
and the names of entity types that comprise at least one attribute named
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“title”. The result relation RelQ (ENT ID, ENT) is defined by the tuple of
domain variables hENT ID, ENTi ∈ E ×N . Domain variables ATT ID and
ATT with domains A and N , respectively, are existentially quantified and
do not occur in the query’s result.
Relationship constraint hENT ID, ENTi ∈ name states that only those
pairs of entity type IDs and names are to be selected, where the name
is actually associated to the ID via relation “name”. The IDs and
names of attributes are related to each other analogously by relationship constraint hATT ID, ATTi ∈ name. Further, only entity types
that comprise an attribute named “title” are considered. This is expressed by the following two constraints: (1) Relationship constraint
hATT ID, ENT IDi ∈ definedAt in the context of existential quantified
variable ATT ID states that there must exist some attribute ATT ID defined at entity type ENT ID. (2) Comparison constraint ATT = “title00
states that only attributes named “title” are considered.
The result of applying this DRC-expression to the content scheme of our
running example (depicted in Fig. 3.4) is a relation RelQ (ENT ID, ENT)
with tuples he1, Paperi and he3, Confi.

4.3
4.3.1

Query templates
Informal description

A query template expresses a query that, when applied to a scheme, retrieves
scheme elements therefrom. In particular, the query template defines that
combinations of scheme elements are to be retrieved that adhere to a set
of constraints. This is expressed declaratively by a set of variables, each
representing a scheme element of a particular domain, and a set of constraints,
each restraining valid bindings of one or more variables. The domains of
variables as well as most of the constraints are implicitly expressed by the
placement of variables within scheme element skeletons. Further, some of
the query template’s variables are declared as result variables such that their
bindings appear in the query’s result. The other non-result variables are for
expressing constraints only.
Example 27 Fig. 4.4 (a) depicts query template EntWithAttribs that selects entity types comprising at least one attribute named “title”. Variables ENT and ATT represent entity types and attributes, respectively, as
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Figure 4.4: Query template “EntWithAttribs”:
variables hidden; (b) ID-variables visualized.

(a) ID-

expressed by the graphical arrangement of these√variables. Variable ENT
is a result-variable as it is preceded by symbol , whereas variable ATT
is a non-result variable. Thus, the query’s result comprises only entity types but no attributes. However, since variable ATT is graphically
contained in the entity type represented by variable ENT, only those
entity types are selected that comprise at least one attribute. Moreover, such an attribute must be named “title” as expressed by constraint
ATT = “title”.

In the example above, we have abstracted from scheme element IDs. This
abstraction is much in the sense of tools for editing schemes, where IDs are
maintained in the background. However, despite being maintained in the
background, such IDs are essential parts of schemes, and query templates
consequently have to deal with such IDs, too. For example, it might be
required to specify a query that selects IDs of scheme elements. Further, for
specifying constraints that check whether two scheme elements are identical,
one must compare the IDs of the respective scheme elements.
Therefore, we introduce ID-variables, i.e. variables that are in place of scheme
element IDs and that represent therefore such IDs. These ID-variables can
be visualized in query templates the same way as IDs can be visualized in
schemes and can then be used like any other variable. For example, if a
query shall select IDs of scheme elements, the ID-variable representing the
respective IDs is declared to be a result variable. Similarly, ID-variables can
be used in comparison constraints. The following two examples illustrate
this:
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Example 28 Fig. 4.4 (b) depicts query template EntWithAttribs that has
ID-variables visualized. Variable ENT represents names of entity types,
whereas variable ENT ID represents entity types themselves, i.e. their
IDs. Since both variables are result variables, the query template will
selects pairs of entity type IDs and names. Obviously, due to the graphical arrangement of variables ENT ID and ENT, only those pairs are selected where the name actually is that of the scheme element represented
by the respective ID. Analogously, variable ATT represents names of attributes, whereas variable ATT ID represents their respective IDs.

ENTB_ID

ENTA_ID

ENTA

ENTB

ENTA_ID ≠ ENTB_ID
ENTA = ENTB

(a)

ENTA

≠

ENTB

ENTA = ENTB

(b)

Figure 4.5: Query template “DuplicateEntityTypes”: (a) comparison
via visualized ID-variables and (b) via graphical shapes representing IDvariables

Example 29 Fig. 4.5(a) illustrates query template DuplicateEntityTypes
selecting pairs of entity types that are different but share the same
name. The names of such two entity types are represented by variables ENTA and ENTB, whereas the respective IDs are represented by IDvariables ENTA ID and ENTB ID. Thus, constraint ENTA ID 6= ENTB ID
checks whether two entity types are actually different, whereas constraint ENTA = ENTB checks whether they are named equally.
The above mentioned technique, which addresses ID-variables by visualizing
them, has the following drawback: When editing schemes, modelers usually
are not concerned with IDs of scheme elements such that they usually need
not to be visualized. In contrast, when defining query templates, IDs of
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scheme elements often are to be selected or compared such that it would
be the standard case that ID-variables are visualized. Consequently, query
templates, which make extensive use of ID-variables, would look different
from schemes, which usually hide IDs of scheme elements.
Thus, we provide additional techniques that allow for the most common use
cases to address ID-variables implicitly and, as we feel, in an intuitive manner.
We provide a way (1) for comparing two ID-variables and (2) for expressing
whether an ID-variable becomes a result variable or not, each time without
the need of visualizing the respective ID-variables.
Concerning point (1), graphical shapes of scheme elements are declared to implicitly represents the ID of this scheme element. Consequently, the graphical
shape of a scheme element skeleton represents the corresponding ID-variable,
which is defined implicitly. Thus, ID-variables can be addressed by pointing
to graphical shapes, and comparing two ID-variables can be expressed by
connecting these shapes by a line labelled with the respective comparison
operator.

Example 30 Fig. 4.5(b) depicts query template DuplicateEntityTypes,
where the ID-variables are addressed via the graphical shapes of the
entity type skeletons. The line labelled “6=” connecting these two entity
type skeletons has the same meaning as constraint ENTA ID 6= ENTB ID
as expressed in Fig. 4.5(a) by referring to the names of ID-variables,
which have to be visualized for that purpose.

Concerning point (2), a default coupling between the name of a scheme element and the ID of this scheme element is declared such that when the
former is to be selected, then the latter is selected, too. For example, when
the name of an entity type is selected, then the ID of this entity type is implicitly selected, too. A similar default coupling is defined also for the names
of attributes, relationship roles, page classes, index units, data units, etc.
Consequently, whenever the variable representing the name of a scheme element is a result variable, then the corresponding ID-variable becomes a result
variable, too. This default behavior has turned out to be appropriate in most
cases. For those cases where it is not appropriate, one still can visualize the
ID-variable and tag this variable individually, thereby overriding the default
coupling.
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Example 31 Reconsider query template EntWithAttribs as shown in
Fig. 4.4(a). Variable ENT represents the name of an entity type. Because variable ENT is a result variable, the ID-variable representing the
ID of this entity type becomes a result variable, too. Thus, it is not required to visualize this ID-variable in order to tag it manually. Variable
ATT represents the name of an attribute. Since this variable is a nonresult variable, the corresponding ID-variable is a non-result variable,
too. Thus, the query template shown in Fig. 4.4(a), which hides IDvariables, has exactly the same meaning as that depicted in Fig. 4.4(b),
which visualizes ID-variables.
These two ways allow, for the very most cases, to abstract from ID-variables.
However, there are the following (seldom) cases where we still have to visualize them. One such case is if we want to select only IDs of scheme elements
but not their names or vice versa. This must be expressed by visualizing
ID-variables such that each variable can be individually tagged as desired.
Other cases are complex constraints comprising ID-variables, e.g. a constraint
of the from (ENTA ID = ENTB ID) ∨ (ENTA ID = ENTC ID). Specifying such
constraints by means of lines would be impractical. Thus, the ID-variables
are better addressed explicitly.

4.3.2

Formal notation and semantics

A query template is formally notated as Q(Vr , Vnr , C, dom) and comprises the
following parts: Vr is a set of result variables, whereas Vnr is a set of non-result
variables. These two sets together denote the set V = Vr ]Vnr of variables. C
is a set of constraints over variables. Total function dom : V → Ub associates
to each variable v ∈ V a universe U ∈ Ub serving as domain for v. For
notational convenience, an association dom(v) = U with v ∈ V and U ∈ Ub
is shortly expressed together with the variable as v : U .
Generally, each constraint c ∈ C is a formula of DRC as defined in Section 4.2.2. Note, however, that simple query templates introduced in this
chapter are limited as they cannot capture every formula that could be expressed in DRC. A constraint c ∈ C is rather limited to (a) a single relationship constraint or comparison constraint, (b) a complex constraint formed
solely of comparison constraints, or (c) complex constraints formed of other
complex constraints of type (b). Complex query templates, which are introduced in Chapter 6.1.2, overcome this limitation.
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Vr : dom(Vr) Vnr : dom(Vnr) C
ENT_ID : E
ENT : N

ATT_ID : A
ATT : N

ENT_ID, ENT ∈ name
ATT_ID, ATT ∈ name
ATT_ID, ENT_ID ∈ definedAt
ATT = “title”






Figure 4.6: Formal representation of query template
“EntWithAttribs”
Example 32 Fig. 4.6 depicts query template EntWithAttribs notated formally. Variables ENT ID and ENT depicted in column Vr are result variables of domains E and N , respectively. Variables ATT ID and ATT
depicted in column Vnr are non-result variables of domains A and N ,
respectively. The constraints depicted in column C correspond to those
explained in example 26 with domain relational calculus.
Note that this formal notation captures also those variables and constraints explicitly that are expressed implicitly in the graphical notation
of query template EntWithAttribs. For example, ID-variables that
are implicitly represented by graphical shapes are now shown explicitly.
Further, a relationship constraint like hATT, ENTi ∈ definedAt, which is
graphically expressed implicitly by the graphical arrangement of these
variables, is expressed explicitly, too.
The meaning of query templates is defined in terms of domain relational
calculus. A query template Q(Vr , Vnr , C, dom) is interpreted as a DRCexpression of the form
{ hvr1 , . . . , vrx i ∈ dom(vr1 ) × . . . × dom(vrx ) |
∃vnr1 ∈ dom(vnr1 ), . . . , ∃vnry ∈ dom(vnry ) :
(c1 ∧ . . . ∧ cz )
}
where vr1 , . . . , vrx and vnr1 , . . . , vnry represent the sets of result and nonresult variables Vr and Vnr , respectively, and c1 . . . cz represent the set
C of constraints. We continue to notate query templates formally as
Q(Vr , Vnr , C, dom); this notation is shorter than the corresponding DRCexpression, which is used only for defining semantics.
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Example 33 Reconsider query template EntWithAttribs notated formally
as shown in Fig. 4.6. This query template maps to the DRC-expression
that is illustrated in Fig. 4.3 and that has been explained in example 26.

4.3.3

Graphical notation and mapping to the formal
one

The graphical notation of query templates consists of scheme element skeletons, which contain variables, and of TBE -directives. The placement of
a variable in a scheme element skeleton implicitly expresses the variable’s
domain, whereas the graphical arrangement of variables implicitly expresses
relationship constraints, which restrain bindings of these variables.
√ The following TBE -directives can be used in query templates: (1) A “ ”-symbol
preceding a variable declares that this variable is a result variable, while all
other variables are non-result variables. (2) Comparison constraints, simple
and complex, are explicitly notated in textual form. Further, a comparison
constraint relating two ID-variables can also be notated graphically by a gray
line between the graphical shapes representing these ID-variables. This line
is labelled with the respective comparison operator.
The mapping from the graphical notation of query templates to the formal
notation is straightforward, particularly as far as tagged variables and comparison constraints are concerned. Worth mentioning are relationship constraints, which are identified as follows: In a scheme, the graphical arrangement of scheme elements imposes relations between these scheme elements.
Analogously, in a query template, the graphical arrangement of scheme element skeletons imposes “relations” between these scheme element skeletons.
However, as the entries in scheme element skeletons are variables, these “relations” do not relate concrete scheme elements but variables representing
scheme elements. Each such “relation” is then interpreted as a relationship
constraint. The following example illustrates this mapping:
Example 34 Fig. 4.4(b) depicts query template EntWithAttribs in graphical notation, which is mapped to the corresponding formal notation
shown in Fig. 4.6 as follows: Variables ENT√ID and ENT become result variables as they are preceded by symbol . In contrast, variables
ATT ID and ATT become non-result variables.
The graphical arrangement of variables ENT ID and ENT defines a
relationship constraint hENT ID, ENTi ∈ name. This is analogous
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to schemes where this arrangement would have denoted a tuple
namehENT ID, ENTi. From the arrangement of variables ATT ID and
ATT, relationship constraint hATT ID, ATTi ∈ name is derived in a similar manner. Further, since the attribute represented by variable ATT ID
is defined at the entity type represented by variable ENT ID, a relationship constraint hENT ID, ATT IDi ∈ definedAt is derived. Comparison
constraint ATT = “title” is simply taken over.

4.4

Generative templates

4.4.1

Informal description

A generative template generically defines how to generate new scheme elements in the context of existing scheme elements that are provided as parameter. All scheme elements are represented by the template’s variables, which
are consequently distinguished into parameter variables and new-element
variables. The parameter variables represent scheme elements of the scheme
to which the template is applied. The new-element variables represent the
scheme elements to be generated. All relations that have to be established
between new and/or existing scheme elements are expressed implicitly by
the graphical arrangement of the respective variables. Thereby, most of a
generative template’s semantics is expressed implicitly. Only initial values of
properties of new scheme elements have to be defined explicitly by expressions attached to new-element variables.
Example 35 Fig. 4.7(a) depicts generative template PCWithIndex that generates a page class with an index unit for a given entity type. The page
class, the index unit, and the entity type are represented by variables
PC, IU, and ENT, respectively, as expressed by the graphical placement of
these
√ variables. Variable ENT is a parameter variable (denoted by symbol ), while variables PC and IU are new-element variables (denoted
by symbol ⊕).
The containment relation, which is to be established between the new
index unit and the new page class, is expressed implicitly by the graphical arrangement of the corresponding variables. Further, the content
source of the new index unit is the entity type that is provided as parameter. This is again expressed implicitly by the placement of parameter
variable ENT. The names for the new page class and the index unit are
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PC := strcat (ENT, ”Page”)
IU := strcat (ENT, ”Index”)

PC := strcat (ENT, ”Page”)
IU := strcat (ENT, ”Index”)

⊕PC

⊕PC

⊕IU

⊕IU

⊕PC_ID := new P
⊕IU_ID := new IU

ENT

(a)

ENT

ENT_ID

(b)

Figure 4.7: Generative template PCWithIndex: (a) ID variables defined implicitly; (b) ID-variables visualized.

defined by attaching literals "Page" and "Index" to the entity type’s
name, respectively, as expressed by the respective strcat-expressions
denoting string concatenation.
Suppose that this generative template is applied having entity type Paper
bound to parameter variable ENT. Then, a new page class PaperPage
comprising an index unit PaperIndex that has entity type Paper as
content source is generated.
In the above explanation of generative template PCWithIndex we have abstracted from IDs of scheme elements. However, generative templates, which
generate new scheme elements, have to provide for generating IDs for these
elements, too. Further, generative templates may require IDs of scheme elements to be provided as parameter. For example, to define the content source
of a new index unit, the ID of the respective entity type is required.
Thus, ID-variables are introduced, which are again defined implicitly. If
such an ID-variable is declared as new-element variable, then it must have
a construction expression attached that derives a new ID. If an ID-variable
is declared as parameter variable, then the ID of an existing scheme element
must be provided as parameter.
Example 36 Fig. 4.7(b) depicts generative template PCWithIndex having
the implicitly defined ID-variables visualized. ID-variables PC ID and
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IU ID are new-element variables, which represent the IDs of a new page
class and a new index unit, respectively. The attached construction
expressions define that such IDs are to be derived. ID-variable ENT ID
is a parameter variable. It represents the ID of an existing entity type
that shall serve as content source for the new index unit.
In order to abstract from ID-variables, we again define a default coupling
between variables representing names of a scheme elements and ID-variables
representing the respective scheme element IDs. This is analogous to query
templates. Thus, if a variable representing the name of a scheme element
is declared as new-element variable, then the corresponding ID-variable becomes a new-element variable, too. Further, the ID-variable automatically
gets a construction expression attached that derives a new ID value. However, if a variable representing the name of a scheme element is declared as
parameter variable, then the corresponding ID-variable becomes a parameter
variable, too.
Example 37 Reconsider generative template PCWithIndex depicted in
Fig. 4.7(a). New-element variable PC represents the name of a page
class, whereas the page class itself is represented by an ID-variable
that is defined implicitly. Since variable PC is a new-element variable, the ID-variable becomes a new-element variable, too. Similarly,
new-element variable IU, which represents the name of an index unit
to be generated, defines that the corresponding ID-variable becomes a
new-element variable, too. However, variable ENT, which represents the
name of the content source of index unit IU, is a parameter variable.
Consequently, the corresponding ID-variable becomes a parameter variable, too. Thus, the generative template shown in Fig. 4.7(a), which
hides ID-variables, has exactly the same meaning as that depicted in
Fig. 4.7(b), where ID-variables are visualized.

4.4.2

Formal notation and semantics

A generative template is formally notated as G(Vp , Vg , R, dom), where Vp is
a set of parameter variables, Vg is a set of new-element variables, R is a
set of relation constructors defining to construct relations between members
of Vp and Vg , and dom is a total function dom : V → Ub associating to
each variable v ∈ V a universe U ∈ Ub serving as domain for v. Again, for
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notational convenience, an association dom(v) = U with v ∈ (Vp ∪ Vg ) and
U ∈ Ub is shortly expressed together with the variable as v : U . These parts
form the generative part of TBE-QML and are defined as follows:
1. Each parameter variable vp ∈ Vp represents a given scheme element of
a universe U ∈ Ub and is notated as vp : U .
2. Each new-element variable vg ∈ Vg represents a scheme element (of a
universe U ∈ Ub ) to be generated and has, for that purpose, a construction expression exp attached. This is notated as vg : U := exp. A
construction expression has one of the following forms:
• “:= new U ” assigns a new ID out of universe U
• “:= lit” assigns a literal value
• “:= vp ” assigns the value of a parameter variable vp ∈ Vp
• “:= func(x1 , . . . , xn )” assigns the result of a function call with,
for i = 1 . . . n, xi ∈ (Vp ∪ Vg ∪ lit). One such function provided is,
for example, strcat(N, N ) : N for concatenating two names
3. Each relation constructor r ∈ R specifies the creation of a new relation
between members of universes. It is denoted as +Rhx1 , . . . , xn i with
b and, for i = 1 . . . n, x ∈ (V ∪ V ).
R∈R
i
p
g

Vp

Vg := exp

R

ENT_ID : E
ENT : N

PC_ID : P = new P
IU_ID : IU = new IU
PC : N = strcat (ENT, ”Page”)
IU : N = strcat (ENT, “Index”)

+name PC_ID, PC
+name IU_ID, IU
+containedIn IU_ID, PC_ID
+contentSource IU_ID, ENT_ID








Figure 4.8: Generative template PCWithIndex as TBE-QML manipulation statement

Example 38 Fig. 4.8 illustrates generative template PCWithIndex notated
formally as a manipulation statement in TBE-QML. Parameters, newelement variables with construction expressions, and relation constructors are depicted in separate columns. Parameters and new-element
variables have already been explained.
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Relation constructor +namehPC ID, PCi associates the newly generated name, which is represented by variable PC, to the newly generated page class ID, which is represented by variable PC ID. Similarly, relation constructor +namehIU ID, IUi associates the index unit’s
name to its ID. Relation constructor +containedInhIU ID, PC IDi establishes the containment relation between the new index unit and
the new page class via their respective IDs. Relation constructor
+contentSourcehIU ID, ENT IDi defines that the entity type provided as
parameter shall serve as content source of the new index unit.

A generative template G is instantiated within a scheme S by binding each
parameter variable of G to an equally sorted scheme element of S. Such
an instantiation is denoted as G[B ], where B is a set of parameter variable
bindings. A binding of a parameter variable vp to a scheme element e of S
is denoted as “vp = e”.
When an instantiation G[B ] is processed in the context of a scheme S, new
scheme elements and new relations are generated as follows: (1) for each
new-element variable vg : U , its attached construction expression exp is evaluated and the result becomes a member of universe U ; (2) for each relation
constructor +Rhx1 , . . . , xn i, a relation of sort R is established between the
scheme elements represented by parameter variables/new-element variables
x1 , . . . , x n .

Example 39 Let G be generative template PCWithIndex and let S be the
content scheme of our running example. Then, an instantiation
G[{ENT ID = e1, ENT ="Paper"}] generates a page class PaperPage
with an embedded index unit PaperIndex as shown graphically in the
lower part of Fig. 4.2(a).
The lower part of Fig. 4.2(b) illustrates the corresponding relational
representation of the resulting scheme: The results of evaluating the
construction expressions (e.g. pg1 : P generated from PG ID = new
P , and PaperPage : N generated from PG := strcat(ENT, "Page"))
have become members of the corresponding universes. Also, tuples
generated by the relation constructors have been inserted into the
respective relations, e.g. tuple containedInhiu1, pg1i generated from
+containedInhIU ID, PG IDi and tuple contentSourcehiu1, e1i generated from +contentSourcehIU ID, ENT IDi.
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4.4.3

Graphical notation and mapping to the formal
one

Similar to query templates, the graphical notation of generative templates
consists of scheme element skeletons, which contain variables, and of TBE directives. The placement of a variable in a scheme element skeleton implicitly expresses the variable’s domain, whereas the graphical arrangement of
variables implicitly expresses relation constructors, which define to generate
relations between the elements represented by these variables. The
√ following
TBE -directives can be used in generative templates: (1) A tick “ ” preceding a variable declares a parameter variable, whereas symbol “⊕” declares a
new-element variable. (2) Construction expressions are annotated anywhere
in textual form.
The mapping to the formal notation is mostly
√ straightforward. Depending
on whether a variable is preceded by symbol “ ” or by symbol “⊕”, the variable becomes a parameter variable or a new-element variable, respectively.
Construction expressions are simply taken over. A “relation” of variables,
which is derived from the graphical arrangement of scheme element skeletons
and the variables contained therein, becomes a relation constructor.
Example 40 Fig. 4.7(b) depicts generative template PCWithIndex in a
graphical representation, which is mapped to the corresponding formal
notation shown in Fig. 4.8. Variables PG ID,PG, IU ID, and IU become
new-element variables as they are preceded by symbol “⊕”. √
In contrast,
variables ENT ID and ENT, which are preceded by symbol “ ”, become
parameter variables. The construction expressions are taken over.
The graphical arrangement of variables PG ID and PG defines a relation
constructor +namehPG ID, PGi, whereas the arrangement of variables
IU ID and IU denotes a relation constructor +namehIU ID, IUi. Further, since the index unit represented by variable IU ID is contained
in the page class represented by variable PG ID, a relation constructor
+containedInhIU ID, PG IDi is derived.

4.5

Combining query templates and generative templates to transformers

A transformer T (Q, G) is a combination of a query template Q and a generative template G, where the result variables of Q serve as parameters for
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G. A combination of Q and G is proper, if (1) for each result variable of Q
there exists an equally named and equally sorted parameter variable of G,
and (2) all parameters of G are provided by Q.

Tdef

IndexPCForEnt

ENT
ATT

⊕PC

PC := strcat (ENT, ”Page”)

⊕IU

IU := strcat (ENT, ”Index”)

ENT

G

Q
Figure 4.9: Definition of transformer “IndexPCforEnt”

A transformer is notated as a rectangular box that is topped with label
“Tdef ” followed by the transformer’s name. The rectangular box comprises
two sections, one for the query template and one for the generative template.
The two sections are labelled “Q” and “G” according to their respective
purpose and are separated by a dashed line. The form or the arrangement
of these sections is irrelevant.
Example 41 Fig. 4.9 illustrates the definition of transformer
IndexPCforEnt with a query template (Q) in the left part and a
generative template (G) in the right part. The templates themselves
have already been explained in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
The transformer combines Q and G properly because result variable ENT
of Q matches parameter variable ENT of G and both variables represent
entity types. Note, however, that query template Q implicitly defines
a result ID-variable ENT ID, and that generative template G implicitly
defines a parameter ID-variable ENT ID. Obviously, these ID-variables
match properly, too.
Combining a query template and a generative template to a transformer expresses that the query template provides the parameters for instantiating the
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generative template. Since the query template achieves a result relation that
may contain several tuples, the following three ways of how the generative
template is instantiated can be distinguished:
1. The whole generative template is instantiated once for each tuple of
the query template’s result, i.e. for each such tuple, all construction
expressions attached to new-element variables are evaluated.
2. The whole generative template is instantiated at most once per transformer application, i.e. once if the query template’s result relation contains at least one tuple, or not at all if the result relation is empty.
3. As a mixture of ways 1 and 2, some of the generative template’s newelement variables are instantiated once per tuple, whereas others are
instantiated at most once in the context of a transformer application.
A transformer that accords to case 1 is referred to as not having an application
context, whereas one according to cases 2 or 3 is referred to as having an
application context. Case 1 is the standard case and is described first. Case 2
is a special form of case 3 and is rather seldom. It is therefore explained
together with case 3.

4.5.1

Transformers without application context

In a transformer without application context, the generative template is instantiated separately for each tuple of the query template’s result. Thus,
when applying a transformer T (Q, G) to a scheme, query template Q is evaluated first. It achieves a result relation RelQ (vr1 , . . . , vrn ), where vr1 , . . . , vrn
is the set of Q’s result variables. Then, generative template G is iteratively
instantiated for each tuple t ∈ Rel Q , each time having parameters of G bound
to the corresponding attribute values of current tuple t.
Example 42 Suppose that transformer IndexPCforEnt is applied to the
content scheme of our running example.
Then, query template Q achieves a relation Rel Q (ENT , ENT ID) containing tuples
he1 , Paper i, he2 , Author i, and he3 , Conf i. For each of these three tuples, generative template G is instantiated separately. Thus, the result
of the transformer application is a hypertext scheme with page classes
PaperPage, AuthorPage, and ConfPage, each of them comprising a
corresponding index unit. The resulting scheme is shown graphically in
Fig. 4.10.
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Conf

Figure 4.10: Result of applying transformer IndexPCForEnt
to the content scheme of the running example.

4.5.2

Transformers with application context

Many scheme elements are containers in the sense that they may embed
several other scheme elements. Hence, it may be required to generate a
container scheme element only once whereas to generate the scheme elements
embedded therein iteratively. The following two examples illustrate such
cases:
1. Page classes may comprise several index units. Suppose that index
units shall be generated for each entity type of a scheme and that
these index units are to be embedded in the same page class, which is
to be generated, too. This situation requires to generate index units
iteratively, whereas the page class is to be generated only once per
transformer application.
2. Page classes are often grouped within an area. Thus, if a list of new
page classes shall be embedded in the same new area, it is required to
generate the page classes iteratively, whereas the area is to be generated
only once per transformer application.
In this subsection, we introduce transformers with application context as
a straightforward concept that is sufficient for expressing above mentioned
situations. This concept is rather simple but has some limitations which are
overcome in Section 6.3 by providing the more complex concept of nested
relations. We start with introducing transformers with application context
and then explain the limitations.
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Concept
In a transformer with application context, some of the generative template’s
new-element variables are pinned, i.e. marked such that they are instantiated
only once per transformer application rather than separately for each tuple
of the query template’s result. The value of such a new-element variable is
then constant in the context of the whole application.
A pinned new-element variable is notated graphically by a “$”-symbol preceding the variable’s name. Again, a default coupling between names and IDs
is defined such that when a variable representing a scheme element’s name
is pinned, the corresponding ID-variable is by default pinned, too. Additionally, to further emphasize that an implicitly defined ID-variable is pinned, a
pin-symbol is placed at the graphical shape representing this ID-variable.

Tdef

PCinAreaForEnt


ENT
ATT

⊕ $ AREA

« area »
⊕PC
⊕IU

AREA := “Public Area”
PC := strcat (ENT, ”Page”)
IU := strcat (ENT, ”Index”)

ENT

Q

G

Figure 4.11: Transformer PCinAreaForEnt, generating page classes iteratively within an area generated once.

Example 43 Fig. 4.11 depicts the definition of transformer
PCinAreaForEnt, which generates page classes within an area
that is generated, too. The page classes are generated iteratively, i.e.
one for each entity type retrieved by the query template. The area
scheme element is generated only once for each application of this
transformer. This is expressed by pinning the new-element variables
representing the area, i.e. variable AREA and ID-variable AREA ID,
which is implicitly represented by the area’s graphical shape. That these
variables are pinned is expressed by the $-symbol preceding variable
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AREA and by the pin-symbol placed at the graphical shape of the area
scheme element.

Formal notation and semantics
Formally, a transformer with application context is notated as
T (Q, G, Pinned ), where Pinned ⊆ Vg denotes a non-empty set of new-element
variables that are to be pinned. Note that from a technical point of view, it
is admissible to pin every new-element variable of the generative template.
In this special case, the whole generative template would be instantiated at
most once. But as already mentioned at the beginning of this section, this
case is rather seldom.
The meaning of a transformer T (Q, G, Pinned ) with application context is
defined as follows: When applied to a scheme S, query template Q is evaluated first and achieves a result relation RelQ . If this result relation is not
empty, for each pinned new-element variable vpin ∈ Pinned , its attached
construction expression is evaluated. Such a construction expression must
unambiguously derive a constant value; otherwise the application is invalid
and an error is risen. Afterwards, the generative template G is iteratively
instantiated for each tuple t ∈ Rel Q as usual. However, the expressions
attached to the pinned new-element variables are not re-evaluated; these
variables rather retain their value already assigned.

« area »

Public area

AuthorPage

PaperPage

ConfPage

AuthorIndex

PaperIndex

ConfIndex

Author

Paper

Conf

Figure 4.12: Result of applying transformer PCinAreaForEnt to
the content scheme of the running example.
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Example 44 Reconsider transformer PCInAreaForEnt as illustrated in
Fig. 4.11. This transformer is formally notated as PCInAreaForEnt
(Q, G, {AREA, AREA ID}).
When applied to the content scheme
of our running example, query template Q achieves a relation
Rel Q (ENT , ENT ID) containing tuples he1 , Paper i, he2 , Author i, and
he3 , Conf i. Since Rel Q is not empty, the generative template is instantiated as follows:
The construction expressions attached to pinned new-element variables are evaluated, i.e. AREA ID := new Area and AREA := "Public
area". This achieves a new area scheme element with ID area1 and
a new name "Public area", which are assigned to variables AREA ID
and AREA, respectively. Then, for each tuple of Rel Q , the generative
template G is instantiated separately, yet the values of the pinned variables remain constant.
Thus, the result of this application is a single area Public Area that
has three page classes with index units embedded, i.e. PaperPage,
AuthorPage, and ConfPage, each of them comprising a corresponding index unit. The resulting scheme is shown graphically in Fig. 4.12.
Note that if the query template had not retrieved any tuple, then no
page classes and no area scheme element would have been generated.

Each construction expression attached to a pinned new-element variable must
unambiguously derive a constant value. This may be problematic if such
a construction expression depends on a query template variable because a
query template may return more than one tuple. Consequently, a reference
to a query template variable is ambiguous if its value is not the same over
all these tuples. Such an application is then considered as invalid.

Example 45 Suppose that transformer PCinAreaForEnt attaches a construction expression of the form AREA := strcat (ENT, "Area") to
pinned new-element variable AREA. Then an application of this transformer to the content scheme of our running example would be invalid.
The query template returns three tuples with three different values for
result variable ENT, i.e. "Author", "Paper", and "Conf". Hence, it is
not determined which value shall be considered for evaluating expression AREA := strcat (ENT, "Area"). However, if the query template
would achieve a relation where the value of ENT were the same for all
the tuples of this relation, then the application would be valid.
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Limitations
The advantage of the concept of transformers with application context is that
it is fairly simple. Yet its practicability is limited to those cases where some
of the new-element variables are to be instantiated only once per application.
Thus, one can express that an entry unit is generated once whereas its entry
fields are generated iteratively.
Suppose, however, that (1) a separate entry unit is to be generated for each
entity type of a scheme, and that (2) for each attribute of such an entity
type, an entry field is to be generated in the corresponding entry unit. This
situation cannot be expressed with transformers as explained so far: If the
new-element variable representing the entry unit were pinned, then a single
entry unit would be generated that embeds entry fields for each attribute
contained in any entity type. If the new-element variable representing the
entry unit were not pinned, then a separate entry unit would be generated
for each attribute of an entity type.
To overcome this limitation, it must be possible to generate scheme elements
in nested loops. For example, in the outer loop, an entry unit for each entity
type is generated, whereas in an inner loop, an entry field is generated for
each of the attributes of the entity type currently processed by the outer loop.
For this purpose, Section 6.3 introduces the concept of nested relations.
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A transformer definition is distinguished from applications of this transformer
within schemes. Whereas a transformer definition is an entity of its own, a
transformer application is specified within the scheme to which the transformer shall be applied. Processing the transformer application leads to an
extended or refined scheme as defined by the transformer’s query template
and generative template.
There are two general ways of how a transformer can be applied: (1) We
may take the transformer exactly as it is, i.e. without extending or changing
the set of constraints and the set of construction expressions as specified in
the transformer definition. This will be referred to as an off-the-shelf application. (2) We may individualize the transformer by adapting its behavior
95
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specifically for a particular application, i.e. without the need of changing the
transformer definition per se or the need of defining a new transformer. This
will be referred to as an individualized application, and the following forms
of adaptations are provided:
1. Application-specific constraints can be added to those constraints defined already in the transformer’s query template. This allows to constrain the transformer to consider only a particular portion of a scheme.
Further, application-specific expressions may override expressions as
defined by the transformer’s generative template. This allows to individually adapt the transformer’s outcome.
2. Each new-element variable of the transformer’s generative template can
be individually pinned. This variable is then instantiated only once for
the application rather than once for each tuple of the query template’s
result.
3. Each new-element variable of the transformer’s generative template can
be adapted such that it does not generate a new scheme element but
requires an existing scheme element to be assigned instead. Consequently, the transformer extends or refines an existing scheme element
instead of one that otherwise would be generated, too.
In Section 5.1, the syntax of transformer applications is introduced. Section 5.2 covers off-the-shelf applications, whereas Section 5.3 presents the
various forms of individualized transformer applications.

5.1

Specifying transformer applications

Transformer applications are specified within the scheme to which the transformer is to be applied. Specifying an off-the-shelf application is fairly simple because one has to declare only which transformer shall be applied. For
individualized transformer applications, however, application specific adaptations must be expressed as well.
Each transformer application can be specified textually. In an off-the-shelf
application, it is sufficient to refer to the transformer’s name. For individualized applications, the respective adaptations are specified textually, too.
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The concrete syntax will be introduced together with the various forms of
individualization in Section 5.3.
Additionally, each transformer application can be expressed graphically by
means of an application symbol which represents the transformer and which
basically looks like the transformer definition but is much smaller in size. The
purpose of a graphical application is twofold: (1) the symbol schematically reflects the transformer definition and gives an impression of the transformer’s
purpose; (2) the (small) scheme element skeletons represent ID-variables,
which can therefore be addressed through a graphical shape rather than
through referring to the name of the ID-variable.
A graphical application of a transformer is notated as a rectangular box that
is topped with label “Tapp ” followed by the name of the transformer that it
represents. The transformer definition or parts thereof is repeated in this box
in a schematic manner, and many details may be not shown for reasons of
conciseness. Note, however, that the necessity of neglecting details does not
influence the transformer’s semantics: If parts of the transformer definition
are not presented in the application symbol, then the only effect is that one
has to refer to these parts textually.
Example 46 The right part of Fig. 5.1 depicts a graphical application of
transformer IndexPCforEnt as denoted by label “Tapp ” preceding the
transformer’s name. The transformer definition is repeated schematically by means of a small entity type skeleton, a small page class skeleton, and a small index unit skeleton. Transformer variables ATT and
IU are not presented. Nevertheless, one could refer to these variables
textually as they are part of the transformer definition.

5.2

Applying transformers off-the-shelf

The simplest way of applying a transformer to a scheme is to take the transformer as it is, i.e. without specifying any application-specific adaptations.
The meaning of such an off-the-shelf application has been explained in Section 4.5.
Formally, an off-the-shelf application of a transformer T to a scheme S is
notated as S.apply(T ), where T stands for the name of the transformer.
Graphically, such an application is notated simply by placing a graphical
application-symbol representing T within the respective scheme S.
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Example 47 Fig. 5.1 depicts an off-the-shelf application of transformer
IndexPCforEnt to the content scheme of our running example by means
of a graphical application-symbol. Formally, this application would
be notated as S.apply(IndexPCforEnt), where S is assumed to represent the content scheme. The result of this application is depicted in
Fig. 4.10 on page 89.
Note that a page class with an index unit is also generated for entity
type Conf. However, an index unit, which is for displaying a list of
entities, is here not appropriate since entity type Conf is meant to contain only one member. Hence, it is impractical to apply transformer
IndexPCForEnt off-the-shelf because page class ConfPage would have
to be reworked afterwards. To overcome this problem, we provide a notion for adapting a transformer’s behavior for individual applications.

5.3

Individualized transformer applications

In this section, we define various ways of how the behavior of existing transformers can be adapted individually for particular applications and without
the need of changing the transformer’s definition. The purpose of individualization is to avoid a large number of transformer definitions that would
support the same modelling task yet in slight variations. Thus, individualization contributes to the flexibility and adaptability of transformers, and
this section introduces concepts that are particularly useful for that purpose.
Section 5.3.1 introduces application-specific constraints and construction expressions. Section 5.3.2 explains how new-element variables can be pinned
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individually for particular transformer applications. Section 5.3.3 introduces
the concept of turning new-element variables into parameter variables. Section 5.3.4 gives a summary of the various forms of individualization.

5.3.1

Application-specific constraints and expressions

Applications of transformers within schemes may be individualized by
application-specific constraints and expressions. With each individual application, we may further constrain query template variables and override
expressions attached to new-element variables in the generative template.
These constraints and expressions are then treated as if they had already
been defined in the query template and the generative template of the transformer to apply, respectively.
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title
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Figure 5.2: (a) Individualized application of transformer IndexPCForEnt;
(b) result of (a).

Example 48 Fig. 5.2(a) depicts an individualized application of transformer
IndexPCForEnt. The line labelled “6=” denotes an application-specific
constraint expressing that entity type Conf shall not be considered.
Further, only for this application, the naming policy defined by the
transformer is overridden such that the generated page classes are now
named directly after the corresponding entity types. The new naming
policy is defined by application-specific expression PG := ENT. The result
of this application is shown in Fig. 5.2(b).
Formally, an individualized application of a transformer T (Q, G) to a scheme
S is denoted as S.apply(T, ASC , ASE ), where ASC is a set of application
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specific comparison constraints and ASE is a set of application specific construction expressions. The meaning of members of ASC and ASE is similar
to that of comparison constraints and expressions, respectively, as they are
known from the definition of transformers.
Example 49 Let T be transformer IndexPCForEnt and let S be the content scheme of our running example. Then, the individualized application explained in example 48 is notated as S.apply(T, {ENT ID 6=
e3}, {PG := ENT}). Query template variable ENT ID represents IDs of
entity types to be selected and ID e3 is assumed to be the ID of entity type Conf. Application-specific expression PG := ENT overrides
expression PG := strcat(ENT, "Page") as defined in the generative
template of transformer T .
An individualized application of a transformer is notated graphically through
extending the application-symbol by an individualization section. In this section, application-specific constraints and expressions are specified textually,
where the notation is the same as used for specifying comparison constraints
and expressions within template definitions. Consequently, the mapping from
the textual notation to the formal one is the same as defined for templates.
Further, application-specific constraints that compare an ID-variable with
the ID of a scheme element can also be notated graphically by a line that is
labelled with the respective comparison operator. This notation is analogous
to that for comparing ID-variables in query template definitions.
Example 50 Fig. 5.2(a) depicts the graphical representation of the transformer application T [S, {ENT ID 6= e3}, {PG := ENT}] explained in example 49. Application-specific expression PG := ENT is notated textually. Application-specific constraint ENT ID 6= e3 is expressed graphically by the line labelled “6=” connecting entity type Conf to entity type
skeleton ENT. The handles attached to these elements actually refer to
the implicitly defined id-value e3 and the implicitly defined id-variable
ENT ID, respectively.
We further provide a graphical notation for complex constraints of the form
“(V = e1 ) OR . . . OR (V = en )”, where V is an ID-variable and e1 , . . . , en are IDs
of scheme elements. Such a constraint is very common since a transformer
application often shall be individualized such that a fixed set of scheme elements e1 , . . . , en is considered while other scheme elements are not. This
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complex constraint can be expressed more conveniently as a membership
constraint of the form V ∈ {e1 , . . . , en }. Graphically, the set of scheme elements to be considered is notated by a shape with symbol ∪, where each
set member e1 , . . . , en is connected to this shape by a line. The membership
constraint is expressed by attaching the shape to a variable by a line labelled
“∈”. The following example demonstrates the advantage of the notation
using a membership constraint over that using a complex constraint.
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PG
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e2

e1

∪

∈
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ENT
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(ENT_ID = e1) OR
(ENT_ID = e2)
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title
abstract

name
email

title

title
abstract

name
email

title

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Individualized transformer application using a complex constraint (a) and a membership constraint (b)

Example 51 Fig. 5.3 illustrates two variants of an individualized application of transformer IndexPCForEnt, where an application-specific constraint expresses that only entity types Paper and Author are considered. Variant (a) makes use of a complex constraint of the form
“(ENT ID = e1) OR (ENT ID = e2)” that refers to the query template’s
ID-variable ENT ID and to the IDs of entity types Paper and Author,
i.e. e1 and e2, respectively. The ID-variable and the IDs are visualized
for that purpose.
Variant (b) makes use of a membership constraint that has the form
“ENT ID ∈ {e1, e2}” and is notated graphically as follows: The shape
with symbol ∪ together with the two lines to entity types Author and
Paper denotes the set {e1, e2} of entity types. The membership constraint itself is expressed by the line labelled “∈” that connects the ∪shape to the entity type skeleton of the query template. Obviously, both
variants express the same application-specific constraint. However, we
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feel that variant (b) is more intuitive because it abstracts from IDs and
ID-variables.

5.3.2

Pinning new-element variables individually

Pinning a new-element variable expresses that the construction expression
attached to this variable is evaluated at most once for each transformer application. This concept has been introduced in Section 4.5.2 at the level of a
transformer definition, i.e. in a static manner.
However, it may be the case that the same transformer shall be used for
situations where a particular new-element variable is to be instantiated once
per application, whereas in other situations the same variable is to be instantiated once per tuple of the query template result.
Example 52 Suppose that transformer IndexPCForEnt shall be applied such
that new index units for entity types Paper and Author shall be embedded in the same page class Overview, which shall therefore be generated only once. This could be expressed by re-defining transformer
IndexPCForEnt such that new-element variable PC, which represents
the page class to be generated, is pinned.
However, there may also be cases where each new index unit shall actually be embedded in a separate page class. This would require that newelement variable PC is not pinned. Consequently, one had to define two
transformers that only differ in that one transformer has new-element
variable PC pinned and the other one has not.
To overcome this problem, each new-element variable of an already defined
transformer can be pinned individually at transformer application. This
improves the flexibility of predefined transformers and avoids the need of
defining similar transformers that only differ in the set of pinned new-element
variables.
Formally, a transformer application that is individualized by pinning a set of
new-element variables is notated as S.apply(T, IndivPinned ), where S is the
scheme to which the transformer is applied and IndivPinned is a subset of the
transformer’s new-element variables, i.e. IndivPinned ⊆ Vg . Of course, besides pinning new-element variables, the application may additionally define
application-specific constraints and expressions.
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In a graphical application, pinning a new-element variable is simply expressed
by preceding the respective variable with a $-symbol. Further, if an IDvariable shall be pinned, a pin-symbol is attached to the graphical shape
representing this variable. In order to distinguish pins and $-symbols that
are already part of the transformer definition from those that are specified
at transformer application, the latter are shown inverse.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Application of transformer IndexPCForEnt, generating the
page class only once. (b) result of (a).

Example 53 Fig. 5.4(a) depicts an application of transformer
IndexPCForEnt that is individualized according to the requirements specified in example 52 above. Application-specific constraint
ENT ID 6= e3 excludes entity type Conf from consideration. Newelement variables PG and PG ID are pinned as expressed by the
“$”-symbol preceding variable PG and by the pin that is placed at the
graphical shape representing ID-variable PG ID, respectively. Both
symbols are shown inverse as they are not part of the transformer
definition but have been introduced individually for this application. Further, application specific construction expression $PG :=
"Overview" defines the name for the single page class to be generated.
Textually, this application would be notated as
S.apply (IndexPCForEnt, ASC = {ENT ID 6= e3},
ASE = {$PG := ”Overview”},
IndivPinned = {$PG, $PG ID} )

When processing this application, the query template returns two tuples,
i.e. one for entity type Author and one for entity type Paper. Then, the
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generative part is processed as follows: First, the pinned new-element
variables are instantiated and a new page class named Overview is
created. Then, the remaining new-element variables are generated as
usual, i.e. iteratively for each tuple of the query result. Thus, two index units AuthorIndex and PaperIndex are generated, which both are
embedded in page class Overview. The result of this application is illustrated in Fig. 5.4(b).
Note that application-specific expression PG := ”Overview”, which
overrides expression PG := strcat (ENT, "Page"), is necessary as
otherwise the application would be invalid. The query template returns two tuples with two different values for variable ENT, i.e. values "Paper" and "Author". Thus, if expression PG := strcat (ENT,
"Page") were to be evaluated only once, the binding of variable ENT
and, consequently, that of variable PG would be ambiguous.

5.3.3

Turning new-element variables into parameter
variables

It often is desired that an existing scheme element shall be extended or refined, although a predefined transformer is defined such that this scheme element would be generated as well. For example, transformer IndexPCForEnt
generates a page class and an index unit for each entity type retrieved by
the query template. This may be practical in many cases. In other cases,
however, one might want to have index units to be generated into a page
class that has already been defined previously and that shall therefore not
be generated again.
Of course, one could define a new transformer where the respective newelement variables are replaced by parameter variables. Consequently, the
query template would have to be extended by a corresponding result variable
in order to provide a value for the parameter variable. However, this approach
is cumbersome and leads to a number of separate transformers that differ
from each other only in that one transformer defines a new-element variable
where another transformer defines a parameter variable.
Example 54 Fig. 5.5 depicts a transformer IndexForEntWithinPC that is
specifically defined for generating new index units into a page class
that must already exist. Besides this issue, the purpose of transformer IndexForEntWithinPC is much the same as that of transformer IndexPCForEnt as used so far. However, the definition of
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Figure 5.5: Transformer IndexForEntWithinPC, dedicated for generating index units into an existing page class

IndexForEntWithinPC differs from that of IndexPCForEnt as follows:
(1) Instead of a new-element variable, variable PC is defined as parameter variable, which is to be provided by the query template. (2) The
query template is extended such that it selects pairs of entity types and
page classes, which are represented by result variables ENT and PC, respectively. Thus, in order to have index units generated into an existing
page class p, one has to constrain query template variable PC such that
it accepts only page class p, i.e. by means of an application-specific
constraint of the form PC = p.
To avoid a large number of different transformers that have similar purpose
but require different definitions, TBE allows to turn any new-element variable into a parameter variable individually at the time when a transformer is
applied, i.e. without the need of changing the transformer definition. Turning a new-element variable into a parameter variable is achieved through the
following two steps:
1. The respective new-element variable is declared as parameter variable.
2. This additional parameter variable must be bound to an existing
scheme element, because the transformer’s query template is not prepared for providing a value for this variable.
Example 55 Fig. 5.6 depicts an individualized application of transformer
IndexPCForEnt, where new-element variable PG is turned into a parameter variable. This is indicated in the graphical application by the
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Figure 5.6: Individualized application of transformer “IndexPCForEnt”:
new-element variable PG is turned to a parameter variable.
√
inverse “ ”-symbol. Further, as the query template does not provide a
page class for parameter variable PG, this variable is bound to page class
ConfPage. Thus, instead of generating a new page class as defined in
the transformer definition, existing page class ConfPage gets extended
by new index units. Such index units are generated for each entity type
except Conf. The result of this application is shown in Fig. 5.7
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Figure 5.7: Result of transformer application
depicted in Fig. 5.6.
Formally, a transformer application that is individualized by turning new-element variables into parameter variables is notated as
S.apply(T, IndivParam), where IndivParam is a set of new-element variables
that are bound to scheme elements. Each such binding is notated as vg = e,
where vg ∈ Vg and e is a scheme element of S. Again, besides turning newelement variables into parameter variables, the application may additionally
define application-specific constraints and expressions as well as individually
pinned new-element variables.
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The meaning of turning a new-element variable into a parameter variable is
straightforward: When the transformer application is processed, the query
template is evaluated as usual, and the generative template is then instantiated separately for each tuple of the query template’s result relation. For
each newly declared parameter variable, the value is not provided by the
query template but by binding this variable directly to an existing scheme
element. Hence, the value of such a variable is the same over all instantiations
of the generative template.
Example 56 Consider an application of transformer IndexPCForEnt that
is individualized in that (1) new-element variables PC and PC ID are
turned into parameter variables and bound to scheme elements pg3 and
ConfPage, respectively, and in that (2) entity type Conf (e3) is not to
be considered. This application is notated textually as
S.apply ( IndexPCForEnt,
ASC = {ENT ID 6= e3},
IndivParam = {PG ID = pg3, PG = ConfPage} )

This application is processed as follows: The query template retrieves
a relation Rel Q that comprises one tuple for each entity type except
Conf, i.e. one tuple for entity type Author and one for entity type
Paper. Thus, the generative template generates two new index units
AuthorIndex and PaperIndex. Both are embedded in existing page
class ConfPage with ID pg3. The result of this application is shown in
Fig. 5.7.
In a graphical application, turning a new-element variable to a √
parameter
variable is expressed by preceding the respective variable by a “ ”-symbol
as it is used generally to indicate parameter variables. In order to emphasize
that a new-element
variable has been turned to a parameter variable, the
√
respective “ ”-symbol is shown inverse. As usual, when turning a newelement variable representing the name of a scheme element into a parameter
variable, the corresponding ID-variable is by default turned into a parameter
variable, too.
Alternatively to the textual notation of variable bindings, the binding of an
ID-variables to a scheme element ID can be expressed by a line from the
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graphical shape representing the ID-variable to the graphical shape representing the respective scheme element ID. Further, as a notational shorthand, when binding an ID-variable to a scheme element e, then the name of
e is by default bound to the corresponding variable representing the scheme
element’s name.
Example 57 Reconsider the graphical application of transformer
IndexPCForEnt as depicted in Fig. 5.6. Besides variable PG, which
represents the name of a page class, implicitly defined ID-variable
PG ID is turned into a parameter variable, too. This ID-variable is
bound to the page class with ID pg3 as expressed by the line connecting
the respective graphical shapes. Consequently, the name of this page
class, i.e. ConfPage, is implicitly bound to variable PG. Thus, this
graphical application of transformer IndexPCForEnt corresponds to
the application as specified textually in example 56.

5.3.4

Summary

This section has described various ways of how the behavior of existing
transformers can be adapted without changing the transformer’s definition.
Application-specific constraints and construction expressions, individually
pinned variables, and the possibility of turning new-element variables to parameter variables have been introduced. It has been shown that with these
concepts of individualization, a predefined transformer can be flexibly used
for various purposes.
Example 58 Predefined transformer IndexPCForEnt can be used for the following purposes: (1) It can be applied to one entity type, to every entity
type of a scheme, or only to a particular set of entity types. (2) Its
naming policy can be individually adapted. (3) It can be used to have
index units generated iteratively, whereas the page class is generated
only once. (4) It is also possible to have the index units generated
into an already existing page class. All these different use cases can be
expressed with a single predefined transformer.
Thus, the benefit of individualization is that it reduces the number of different transformers that have to be defined; the more flexibly a particular
transformer can be used, the less different transformers have to be defined.
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However, as a flip side of the coin, the more one can influence the behavior of
a predefined transformer, the more semantics is specified together with the
transformer’s application, and the less semantics gets tested and documented
in the transformer’s definition.
We had to define a reasonable boundary for individualization, i.e. to define up
to which point a transformer shall be adaptable at application time and from
which point a new transformer has to be defined. We decided to draw the
boundary at the point where an adaptation would require to (a) introduce
additional variables, (b) to rearrange or remove existing variables, or (c) to
change existing constraints. The reason for this boundary is that we feel
that it is impractical and error-prone to specify these adaptations through a
graphical application-symbol.
More precisely, the reason for item (a) is that adding a new variable means to
introduce a new scheme element skeleton. Yet adding skeletons is better done
at the detailed level of a transformer definition rather than within a schematic
graphical application-symbol. This is also true for item (b), which would
mean to remove scheme element skeletons or rearranging them. Item (c) is
motivated by the fact that most constraints are expressed implicitly by the
graphical arrangement of scheme elements. Consequently, such constraints
can only be changed by rearranging scheme element skeletons, and this is
again impractical at the level of a graphical application-symbol.
We have also thought of disabling comparison constraints, which are notated
explicitly in a transformer definition, individually at the time of transformer
application. However, it turned out that disabling such constraints often
turned a transformer into being impractical. In contrast, the cases where
eliminating such a predefined constraint would make sense are comparably
seldom. Consequently, we decided not to support this feature.
We feel that the concepts of individualization as presented in this section
are both (1) sufficient for expressing adaptations as commonly required, and
(2) practical in the sense that they can be expressed within the boundaries
of a small-sized graphical application-symbol.
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The expressive power of transformers as explained so far is limited to simple
query templates, simple generative templates, and simple transformers that
have the following limitations:
Simple query templates support only one basic form of DRC expression, which
is built from only one complex predicate with a set of existentially quantified
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variables together with a conjunction of constraints. With this basic form,
queries like “select page classes where no incoming link exists” or “select page
classes that are reachable either via a contextual link or via a non-contextual
link” cannot be expressed. Further, query templates do not support a notion
of modularization, abstraction, and reuse.
Simple generative templates support the generation of a fixed set of scheme
elements, but they do not support conditional scheme element generation.
Further, they do not provide for modularization, abstraction, and reuse.
Simple transformers combine a query template and a generative template in
that the flat relation achieved by the query template is iterated once for instantiating the generative template. This corresponds basically to generating
scheme elements in a single loop pass. However, this simple combination is
insufficient as soon as a modelling task requires to generate scheme elements
in some kind of nested loop. Further, performing subsequent modelling tasks
in a single transformer application cannot be expressed.
This chapter is dedicated to advanced concepts that overcome these limitations as follows:
• Complex query templates provide sub-queries, disjunctive queries, and
universal quantification. Further, query template can be predefined
and then reused for defining other query templates. This facilitates
modularization, abstraction, and reuse.
• Complex generative templates provide delegation of details to separate
or hierarchically organized generative sub-templates that may be conditional. Again, generative templates can be predefined for facilitating
modularization, abstraction, and reuse.
• Complex transformers provides the following two concepts: (1) In order
to support scheme element generation in nested loops, query templates
and generative templates can be nested. The complex query template
achieves a hierarchy of nested relations, and a corresponding hierarchy
of nested generative templates processes these nested relations in preorder traversal. (2) In order to support subsequent modelling tasks,
transformer applications can be cascaded such that one transformer
initiates the application of subsequent transformers.
Complex query templates, complex generative templates, and complex transformers are covered in Section 6.1, Section 6.2, and Section 6.3, respectively.
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Complex query templates

With simple query templates, one can express only queries like “select page
classes where there exists an incoming link”. However, neither a query like
“select page classes where there does not exist any incoming link” nor a query
like “select page classes that are reachable from every other page class” can
be expressed. Further, one cannot express queries of the form “select page
classes where either a contextual or a non-contextual link leads to this page
class”.
In this section, we introduce complex query templates to overcome this limitation. We provide a notion of sub-query templates, i.e. simple query templates that represent a set of variables and constraints over these variables
and that can be hierarchically combined using logical and relational connectives. This is much like sub-queries in SQL. Further, in order to facilitate
modularization, abstraction, and reuse, query templates can be predefined.
As a prerequisite, Section 6.1.1 introduces predefined query templates, and
query template applications, which provide for their flexible reuse. In Section 6.1.2, sub-queries of the form WHERE EXISTS... or WHERE NOT EXISTS...
are explained, before Section 6.1.3 describes how to combine such sub-queries
by logical connectives. Section 6.1.4 defines queries that are composed of subqueries by using relational set-operators. Section 6.1.5 illustrates how queries
involving universal quantification are expressed in TBE.

6.1.1

Predefined query templates

Query templates can be predefined and can then be reused many times via
query template applications. Application-specific constraints known from
individualized transformer applications can be employed analogously for individualizing the behavior of predefined query templates. For the sake of
simplicity, we assume that a query template, once declared “predefined”, is
globally available. Of course, tools implementing TBE will provide some
kind of repository.
A query template that is to be predefined is notated in a box labelled Qdef
followed by a name identifying the query template. Such a predefined query
template is then applied via a query template application, which is notated
as a box labelled Qapp followed by the name of the query template to apply. Application-specific constraints are specified either textually within an
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individualization section or, if ID-variables are concerned, through lines connected to graphical shapes representing these ID-variables. For the purpose
of attaching such lines, the query template definition or parts thereof can be
schematically repeated in the graphical application.
Qapp Reachable

Qdef Reachable

DEST

SRC

LNK
SRC



DEST

SRC = “ConfPage”

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1: (a) Predefining query template Reachable; (b) Individualized application of predefined query template Reachable.

Example 59 Fig. 6.1(a) depicts the definition of query template Reachable,
which selects page classes that are reachable. A page class DEST is
reachable if there exists some page class SRC and some link LNK such
that SRC is connected to DEST via link LNK. This query template is
declared predefined as indicated by label Qdef and is identified by its
name Reachable.
Fig. 6.1(b) depicts an application of this predefined query template
Reachable as indicated by label Qapp . The application is individualized by application-specific constraint SRC = "ConfPage", which further constrains the query in that only outgoing links of a page class
named "ConfPage" are considered.
Formally, the application of a predefined query template Q is notated as
Q[ASC ], where ASC is a set of application-specific constraints. Each explicit constraint that could have been specified in the query template definition can also be specified as application-specific constraint. The meaning of
such an application is then defined by the meaning of the predefined query
template extended by the application-specific constraints. This is analogous
to individualized applications of transformers as defined in Section 5.3.
The following example illustrates the meaning of the application depicted
in Fig. 6.1(b). For simplicity, we omit ID-variables in this example as well
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as in subsequent examples because the resulting DRC-expressions would be
cluttered with many details. Instead, we treat variables representing names
of scheme elements as if representing the scheme elements themselves. Consequently, instead of relations defined over scheme element IDs, we use derived relations that are defined over the names of these scheme elements.
Further, we omitted domain function dom where the domain of variables is
self-evident.
Example 60 Let relation N nctxLinkFromTo ∈ N × N × N be a relation
where the first argument represents the name of a link whereas the second and the third argument represent the names of the link’s source and
target page class, respectively. The extension of this relation contains a
tuple of a link name, a source page class name, and a target page class
name if and only if a tuple of the respective IDs of these elements is
contained in relation nctxLinkFromTo ∈ Link × P × P . Thus, relation
N nctxLinkFromTo is defined as follows:
N nctxLinkF romT o = { hLN, SN, TNi ∈ (N × N × N ) |
∃ L ID ∈ Link , ∃ S ID ∈ P , ∃ T ID ∈ P : (
hL ID, S ID, T IDi ∈ nctxLinkFromTo ∧
hL ID, LNi ∈ name ∧
hS ID, SNi ∈ name ∧
hT ID, TNi ∈ name )
}
Under the assumption that names of scheme elements represent the
scheme elements themselves, predefined query template Reachable
is given shortly as Q({DEST}, {SRC, LNK}, {hLNK, SRC, DESTi ∈
N nctxlinkFromTo}, dom). The individualized application of this
query template as depicted in Fig. 6.1(b) is then notated as
Q[ {SRC = ”ConfPage”} ]. Expressed in DRC, this application has the
following meaning:
{ hDESTi ∈ N | ∃ SRC ∈ N, ∃ LNK ∈ N :
hLNK, SRC, DESTi ∈ N nctxLinkFromTo
∧ (SRC = “ConfPage 00 )
}
The first two lines stem from query template Q, whereas the third line
reflects application-specific constraint SRC = "ConfPage".
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EXISTS/NOT-EXISTS

sub-queries

Query templates may apply other query templates as EXISTS/NOT EXISTS
sub-queries, whereby sub-queries can be arbitrarily nested. The meaning
is straightforward: a query template which is applied within a main query
template Qm as an EXISTS sub-query represents a constraint of Qm . This
constraint is fulfilled if and only if the sub-query returns at least one tuple.
Analogously, a NOT EXISTS sub-query constraint is fulfilled if and only if the
sub-query returns no tuples.
A sub-query template is a simple query template, which comprises a set
of local variables and constraints over them. Additionally, the variables
of the main query template are in the scope of the sub-query template
and can be used for constraints that correlate the sub-query to the main
query. Thus, sub-query templates are similar to correlated sub-queries in
SQL. In TBE, however, correlation is expressed through application-specific
constraints rather than through constraints that are hard-coded in the subquery. This technique allows to reuse predefined query templates as correlated sub-queries, even though a predefined query template is generally not
aware of a correlation.
Qdef NotReachable

Reachable r Qapp


PC

=

DEST

SRC

Figure 6.2: Query template NotReachable, expressed
through applying query template Reachable

Example 61 Suppose that we want to define a query template
NotReachable that selects isolated page classes, i.e. those page
classes that are not reachable from any page class via a non-contextual
link. This query can be expressed by applying predefined query template
Reachable as a NOT-EXISTS sub-query as illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
Query template NotReachable reads as follows: “Select those page
classes represented by variable PC, where it is not the case that PC is
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reachable”. Predicate “not reachable” is fulfilled for a particular page
class p if query template Reachable returns no tuples in the context
of p, i.e. when having variable DEST constrained to accept only page
class p.
Formally, the application of EXISTS and NOT EXISTS sub-queries is notated as follows: Let Qm (Vrm , Vnrm , Cm , dom m ) and Qs (Vrs , Vnrs , Cs , dom s ) be
two distinct query templates, which consequently have disjoint sets of variables. Then an application of Qs as an EXISTS or NOT EXISTS sub-query
within Qm as main query is notated as ∃Qs [ASC ] or 6 ∃Qs [ASC ], respectively.
ASC is a set of application-specific constraints as generally used in query
template applications. Each of these constraints may constrain variables of
Qs as described in Section 6.1.1, but also based on variables that are not
defined in Qs but that are in the scope of the sub-query, i.e. variables of Qm .
As sub-queries can be arbitrarily nested, the variables of a (main) query are
in the scope of all direct or indirect sub-queries.
Informally, one can think of a sub-query as a query that is evaluated for
each tuple of the main query. Domain relational calculus, however, provides
no notion of “sub-queries” but only (complex) predicates. Thus, a query
template Qs applied as ∃Qs [ASC ] in a main query template Qm denotes
a complex constraint c ∈ Cm of Qm . Query template Qm translates to a
DRC expression as usual, i.e. as described in Section 4.3.2, yet the resulting
DRC-expression comprises an additional constraint SubQ. The following
DRC-expression shows where the complex constraint SubQ fits in the usual
translation:
{ hvrm1 , . . . , vrmx i ∈ dom m (vrm1 ) × . . . × dom m (vrmx ) |
∃vnrm1 ∈ dom m (vnrm1 ), . . . , ∃vnrmy ∈ dom m (vnrmy ) :
(c1 ∧ . . . ∧ cz ∧ (SubQ))
}
SubQ is a place-holder for the term representing sub-query template
∃Qs [ASC ]. This term is built from the definition of query template Qs
and from the application-specific constraints ASC as follows: (1) All resultvariables of Qs are treated as non-result variables. This is because the subquery is not to return the tuples that fulfill all constraints but only to check
whether there exists at least one such tuple. (2) Then, query template Qs is
mapped to a DRC expression as usual. (3) As the sub-query template may be
correlated to the main query template through the set of application-specific
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constraints ASC , these constraints are directly taken over into the set of
constraints derived from the definition of Qs . Thus, a sub-query application
of the form ∃Qs [ASC ] yields the following term SubQ,
SubQ ≡

( ∃vs1 ∈ dom m (vs1 ), . . . , ∃vsi ∈ dom m (vsi ) :
c1 ∧ . . . ∧ cj
∧ asc1 ∧ . . . ∧ asck
)

where variables vs1 , . . . , vsi denote the set of variables Vs = (Vrs ∪ Vnrs ), constraints c1 , . . . , cj denote the set of constraints Cs , and asc1 , . . . , asck denote
the set of application-specific constraints ASC . It is easy to see that variables of Qm are actually in the scope of Qs such that applications specific
constraints asc1 , . . . , asck may refer to them. Note that SubQ is not a query
that returns tuples but is a (boolean) predicate. Obviously, if Qs were applied
within Qm as 6 ∃Qs [ASC ], then term SubQ would be negated, i.e. ¬(SubQ).
Example 62 Reconsider query templates Reachable and NotReachable.
Query template Reachable is given as Qs ({DEST}, {SRC, LNK},
{hLNK, SRC, DESTi ∈ N nctxLinkFromTo}, dom s ), whereas query template NotReachable is then given as Qm ({PC}, {}, {∃
6 Qs [{PC =
DEST}] }, dom m ). Query template Qm is mapped to the following DRCexpression:
{ hPCi ∈ N |
¬ ( ∃ DEST ∈ N, ∃ SRC ∈ N, ∃ LNK ∈ N :
hLNK, SRC, DESTi ∈ N ncxtLinkFromTo
∧(PC = DEST)
)
}
The first line reflects the result of Qm , whereas the following lines
represent the constraint as expressed through sub-query application
6 ∃ Qs [{PC = DEST}]. Note that Qm does not comprise any non-result
variables nor any further constraints except the sub-query. The second line represents the variables of query template Qs , each of them
being existentially quantified. The third line represents the constraints
expressed in the definition of Qs , whereas the fourth line represents
the application specific-constraint, which correlates the sub-query to the
main query. This expression can be transformed to the following equivalent yet more condensed form:
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{ hPCi ∈ N | ¬ ( ∃ SRC ∈ N, ∃ LNK ∈ N :
hLNK, SRC, PCi ∈ N nctxLinkFromTo )
}
Graphically, the application of a sub-query template Qs within a main query
template Qm is notated like an ordinary query template application. However, symbol ∃ or 6 ∃ expresses whether the sub-query is applied as an EXISTS
or as a NOT EXISTS sub-query. When referring to a sub-query template’s
variable within an application-specific constraint, this variable is qualified by
the name of the sub-query template. This qualification is necessary in case
of name-clashes between different variables that are in the same scope. In
order to facilitate this qualification, each sub-query template may define an
alias that is attached to the sub-query template’s name and that can then
be used in place of this name.
Example 63 Fig. 6.2(b) illustrates the graphical representation of query
template NotReachable, which applies predefined query template
Reachable as NOT EXISTS sub-query. The variables of the sub-query
template can be addressed through alias r defined in the application.
The application-specific constraint correlating sub-query variable DEST
to main query variable PC is expressed by the line labelled “=” connecting these two variables. If notated textually, this application-specific
constraint would be written as PC = r.DEST.
Besides utilizing predefined query templates, a sub-query template can also
be defined “inline”, i.e. such that it is defined only locally. Inline definitions
are practicable where the sub-query is unlikely to be reused in a different
context later on. Such a sub-query template is defined like a predefined
query template but is placed directly in the main query template in which is
is to be applied. In order to express that the sub-query template is defined
only locally, the respective box is labelled “Q” instead of “Qdef ”. The name
of the sub-query template is optional.
Example 64 Fig. 6.3 depicts a definition of query template NotReachable
where sub-query template Reachable is defined inline as indicated by
label “Q”. Note that it is irrelevant whether the sub-query template
comprises result-variables or not since it is applied as NOT-EXISTS subquery.
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Qdef NotReachable

Reachable

PC

=

Q
LNK

DEST

SRC

Figure 6.3: Query template NotReachable, sub-query template Reachable defined inline

6.1.3

Combining sub-queries by logical connectives

Several EXISTS/NOT EXISTS sub-queries can be combined using the logical
connectives ∨, ∧, and ¬. This combination is straightforward since each such
sub-query represents a predicate that either evaluates to “true” or to “false”.
Thereby, it becomes possible to express formulae built from more than one
complex predicate. For example, a formula of the form (∃v1 : P (v1)) ∨
(∃v2 : P (v2)) can be expressed by two EXISTS sub-queries that represent
these two parts, respectively, and that are connected by logical connective
“OR”. As explained in Section 4.3.3, this situation cannot be expressed with
one simple query template, which comprises only one set of existentially
quantified variables.
Example 65 Fig. 6.4 depicts query template HomeOrLandmark, which selects page classes that are either home pages or landmarks, i.e. that
are marked either with symbol "H" or with symbol "L". Result variable
HPORLMP of the main query template ranges over all page classes, yet
the two sub-queries check whether such a page class HPORLMP is either
a home page or a landmark, respectively.
Formally, sub-query templates combined by logical connectives are notated
as complex constraints having the sub-query templates as operands, e.g.
∃Qs1 [ASC 1 ] ∨ ∃Qs2 [ASC 2 ]. The meaning in terms of DRC is straightforward: Let c be a complex constraint comprising n sub-query templates of
the form ∃Qs [ASC ] or 6 ∃Qs [ASC ]. Then, for i = 1 . . . n, each Qsi [ASCi ] is
mapped to a term (SubQ i ) as described in Section 6.1.2. The meaning of
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Qdef HomeOrLandmark

HPORLMP

=
Homepage
H
HP

Q

=
Landmark

OR

Q

L
LMP

Figure 6.4: Query template HomeOrLandmark, combining two EXISTS sub-queries by logical connective “OR”

complex constraint c is then defined by the meaning of each SubQ i together
with that of the logical connectives.

Example 66 Reconsider query template HomeOrLandmark as described
in example 65. Let Qs1 and Qs2 be query templates Homepage
and Landmark, respectively, and let Qm be main query template
HomeOrLandmark. They are defined as follows:
Qs1 ( {HP}, {}, {HP ∈ homepage})
Qs2 ( {LMP}, {}, {LMP ∈ landmark })
Qm ( {HPORLMP}, {}, { (∃Qs1 [HPORLMP = HP]) ∨
(∃Qs2 [HPORLMP = LMP]) } )
Query template HomeOrLandmark is then mapped to the following DRCexpression:
{ hHPORLMPi ∈ P | ( ∃ HP ∈ P : HP ∈ homepage ∧ HPORLMP = HP ) ∨
( ∃ LMP ∈ P : LMP ∈ landmark ∧ HPORLMP = LMP )
}
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In the graphical notation, a complex constraint formed of sub-query template applications is notated as an expression specified textually. The
constituting sub-query applications are referred to by their names or, if
specified, by their aliases. Additionally, complex constraints the form
(Qapp1 ∨, . . . ∨, Qappn ) can be notated by connecting the constituting subquery applications Qapp1 , . . . , Qappn by lines labelled “OR”. For complex constraints of the form (Qapp1 ∧, . . . ∧, Qappn ), no such lines are necessary since
connective “AND” is the default. All other forms of complex constraints must
be notated textually as described above.
Example 67 Fig. 6.4 depicts the graphical representation of constraint
(∃Qs1 [HPORLMP = HP]) ∨ (∃Qs2 [HPORLMP = LMP]), where Qs1 stands for
query template Homepage and Qs2 stands for query template Landmark.
The disjunction of these two sub-query applications is expressed by the
line labelled “OR” connecting them. If specified textually, this constraint would be notated as “(Homepage ∨ Landmark )” instead of the
line labelled “OR”.

6.1.4

Combining sub-queries by set operators

Since each query template returns a set of tuples, several query template
applications can be combined by the usual set operators ∪, ∩, and \. The
use of set operators is often more intuitive than the use of logical connectives
∨, ∧, and ¬ as explained previously in Section 6.1.3. However, as usual for
set operators, all constituting query templates must comprise equal sets of
result variables, i.e. they must comprise the same number of variables that
agree in name and type. This can be problematic when reusing predefined
query templates, which have the set of result variables already fixed.
Example 68 Fig. 6.5 depicts query template NotReachable, which is now
defined through set operator “MINUS ”. Thereby, the set of unreachable page classes is defined by subtracting the set of reachable page
classes from the set of all page classes. This is expressed by the line
labelled “MINUS ”, which connects an application of query template
AllPageClasses (the left hand side) to an application of query template Reachable (the right hand side).
Similarly, Fig. 6.6 illustrates query template HomepageOrLandmark,
which is now defined through set operator “UNION ”. Note, however,
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Qdef NotReachable

Qapp Reachable

Q AllPageClasses



MINUS
DEST

LHS

DEST

SRC

RHS

Figure 6.5: Query template NotReachable, defined using set operator “MINUS”
that query templates Homepage and Landmark as defined in Fig. 6.4(b)
could not be used for that purpose, because these two query templates
have different result variables, i.e. variable HP in Homepage and variable
LMP in Landmark. Thus, their sets of result variables are not equal as
required by set operator “UNION ”.

Qdef HomeOrLandmark

Q Homepage

Q Landmark

UNION

H
P

L
P

Figure 6.6: Query template HomeOrLandmark, defined using set operator “UNION”
Formally, a query template Q combining several query template applications through set operators is notated as a complex expression having these
applications as operands. This is similar to complex expressions combining sub-query templates by logical connectives. However, query template Q
must not comprise other elements than the query template applications. The
meaning of Q is derived from the constituting query template applications
and the set operators combining them.
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Example 69 Reconsider query template HomeOrLandmark as described
in example 68.
It combines an application of query templates
Qhp =Homepage and Qlmp =Landmark by set operator “UNION”. Thus,
query template HomeOrLandmark is expressed as Q = (Qhp [{}] ∪
Qlmp [{}]), i.e. by two applications of query templates Qhp and Qlmp .
In this case, these applications do not comprise any application-specific
constraint, although this could be practicable in other cases.
In the graphical notation, query templates that are to be combined by set
operators are expressed as usual, i.e. either as query template applications
or as query templates defined inline. The combination itself is notated as
a complex expression specified textually. The query template applications
serving as operands are referred to by their names or, if specified, by their
aliases. Additionally, complex expressions of the form Qapp1 ∪, . . . , ∪Qappn or
Qapp1 ∩, . . . , ∩Qappn can be notated as lines that are labelled by the respective
set-operator and that connect operands Qapp1 , . . . , Qappn . For set operator
“MINUS”, which is not commutative, the left hand side operand and the right
hand side operand are marked by symbols “LHS” and “RHS”, respectively.
Example 70 Fig. 6.5 depicts the graphical representation of query template NotReachable, which is expressed through subtracting the set
of reachable page classes from that of all page classes. This substraction is expressed by a line from the application of query template
AllPageClasses, which serves as the left hand side operand, to the application of query template Reachable, which serves as the right hand
side operand. Query template AllPageClasses is defined inline as denoted by symbol “Q”, whereas Reachable refers to a predefined query
template as denoted by symbol “Qapp ”.

6.1.5

Queries involving universal quantification

Queries involving universal quantification typically have the form “from a
domain DX , select those X for that all Y out of domain DY satisfy condition
C”. Logically, this would be expressed as a formula of the form {(X) ∈ DX |
∀ Y ∈ DY : C(X, Y )}. For example, a query of the form “select page classes
that are globally reachable” would be formulated as “select page classes P
where all other page classes OP satisfy condition (OP reaches P). ”
However, most declarative query languages, both textual and visual ones,
do not provide universally quantified variables but express such a formula
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equivalently as “those X, where there does not exist an Y such that condition
C does not hold, i.e. {(X) | ¬(∃Y : ¬C(X, Y ))}. Thus, above mentioned
query is formulated as “select those page classes P where there does not
exist another page class OP such that P is not reachable from OP”. Examples
of languages that make use of this equivalent are SQL [128], Datalog [91],
XCX [106], XQuery [14], XML-GL [31], and many others.
In TBE, universal quantification is also expressed through existential quantification and negation, i.e. by means of nested NOT-EXISTS sub-queries.
These sub-queries have already been introduced in the beginning of this section, such that expressing “universal quantification” does not require to introduce a new construct but only to use existing ones. The following example
illustrates how to use two nested NOT-EXISTS sub-queries for expressing universal quantification:

Qdef GloballyReachable

Q

OtherpageClass

P

OP

≠

Q

ReachesP
DEST

LNK

SRC

Figure 6.7: Query template GloballyReachable, expressed
using two nested NOT-EXISTS sub-queries.

Example 71 Fig. 6.7 depicts query template GloballyReachable, which
selects those page classes which are reachable from every other page
class. The query is expressed by two nested NOT-EXISTS sub-queries
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and reads as follows: “Select those page classes P where there does
not exist a page class OP different from P such that P is not reachable
from OP”. From this query template, the following DRC expression is
derived:
{ hPi ∈ N | ¬ ( ∃ OP ∈ N : (P 6= OP) ∧
¬ ( ∃ DEST ∈ N, SRC ∈ N, LNK ∈ N :
( hLNK, SRC, DESTi ∈ N nctxLinkFromTo ) ∧
(P = DEST ∧ OP = SRC)
)
)
}
This expression becomes more condensed by replacing variable DEST
with P and variable SRC with OP. This achieves the following equivalent
DRC-expression, which reads as “select those P where there does not
exist an OP different from P such that there does not exist a link LNK
from OP to P”:
{ hPi ∈ N | ¬ ( ∃ OP ∈ N : (P 6= OP) ∧
¬ ( ∃LNK ∈ N : hLNK, OP, Pi ∈ N nctxLinkFromTo )
)
}

6.2

Complex generative templates

In simple generative templates, all scheme elements to be generated are defined in a single template. This generative template may become complex if a
multitude of different scheme elements is to be generated based on many different parameters. This suggests to modularize generative templates, i.e. to
delegate details of scheme element generation to other generative templates.
Furthermore, modelling tasks often are to be performed in slight variations
such that, depending on some property of the scheme element configuration to which the transformer is applied, some scheme elements are to be
generated in a different way.
This section covers several ways of splitting complex generative templates
into simpler ones. As a prerequisite, Section 6.2.1 describes how generative
templates can be predefined for later reuse. Section 6.2.2 introduces conditional generative templates, whereas Section 6.2.3 explains how to organize
generative templates hierarchically.
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Predefining generative templates

Like transformers and query templates, generative templates can be predefined and can henceforth be used just like generative templates defined inline.
When applying a predefined generative template, the full palette of individually adapting its behavior as known from transformer applications can be
used, i.e. defining application-specific expressions, pinning new-element variables, and turning new-element variables into parameters.

Gdef

PCWithIndexUnit

Gdef

PC := strcat (ENT, ”Page”)
IU := strcat (ENT, ”-Index”)

PCWithDataUnit

PC := strcat (ENT, ”Page”)
DU := strcat (ENT, ”-Details”)

⊕ PC

⊕ PC

⊕ IU

⊕ DU

ENT

ENT

(a)
Figure 6.8:
(a) and (b):
Definitions
PCWithIndexUnit and PCWithDataUnit.

(b)
of

generative

templates

Example 72 Fig. 6.8 depicts the definition of two generative templates. The
one depicted in (a) generates a new page class with an index unit,
whereas the one depicted in (b) generates a new page class with a data
unit. These templates are reused throughout this section.
Fig. 6.9 illustrates the definition of transformer DUPageForSingleton,
which generates a page class with a data unit for each entity type that
is declared as singleton. The generative part refers to the generative
template PCWithDataUnit defined previously.
Formally, an application of a generative template G is notated as G[B ], where
B is a set of parameter-variable bindings, each binding a parameter variable
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Tdef

DUPageForSingleton
{singleton}

Gapp PCWithDataUnit pdu

ENT

ENT

Q
Figure 6.9: Transformer DUPageForSingleton
applying predefined generative template
PCWithDataUnit.
vp either to a scheme element e or to a result variable vr of a query template.
Such bindings are notated as “vp = e” or “vp = vr ”, respectively. The
meaning of applying a predefined generative template is the same as that of
defining a generative template inline as introduced in Section 4.4.
Graphically, an application of a generative template G is indicated by a
box labelled “Gapp ” followed by the name of the generative template and,
optionally, an alias. To avoid ambiguities, a reference to a variable of G can
be qualified by the generative template’s name or, if specified, by its alias.
If a generative template G is used in conjunction with a query template
Q, parameter variables of G are by default bound to equally named result
variables of Q. This default behavior can be overridden through explicit
variable bindings expressed by connecting the respective variables by a line.
Example 73 Reconsider transformer DUPageForSingleton depicted in
Fig. 6.9, whose generative part applies predefined generative template PCWithDataUnit. Alias pdu represents this application, which
is formally notated as G[ENT = pdu.ENT]. Variable binding “ENT =
pdu.ENT” is established implicitly based on the equal names of both
variables.

6.2.2

Conditional generative templates

The way new scheme elements are to be generated often varies depending
on a property of the scheme element configuration to which the transformer
is applied. When expressing such situations with generative templates as
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explained so far, which generate a set of new scheme elements always in the
same manner, one had to define a separate transformer for each variant. This
can be tedious and leads to a large number of similar transformer definitions.
To overcome this problem, conditional generative templates are introduced.
The generative part of a single transformer is split into several generative
templates, each guarded by a condition over parameter variables such that
it is instantiated only if the attached boolean condition is fulfilled.

Tdef

IUPC_OR_DUPC_ForEnt
IF ( IS_SINGLETON = “true”) IF ( IS_SINGLETON = “false”)

{singleton =

IS_SINGLETON}

Gapp PCWithDataUnit pdu Gapp PCWithIndexUnit piu

ENT

ENT

ENT

Q

Figure 6.10: Transformer IUPC OR DUPC ForEnt, defined using conditional generative templates.

Example 74 Fig. 6.10 depicts the definition of transformer
IUPC OR DUPC ForEnt, which generates either a page class with a
data unit or a page class with an index unit, depending on whether
the underlying content source is a singleton entity type or not. This is
achieved as follows: The query template selects entity types together
with their respective value of user-defined property singleton. Result
variable IS SINGLETON is true if the entity type has this property set,
otherwise false.
The generative part comprises two conditional generative templates,
which refer to predefined 1 generative templates PCWithDataUnit and
PCWithIndexUnit, respectively. Only one of them is instantiated depending on the value of variable IS SINGLETON.
Formally, a conditional application of a generative template G is notated
as G{condition}[B], where condition is a boolean condition that may refer to parameter variables of G. The condition can also be simply “true”
1

Note that conditional generative templates can also be defined inline. We use predefined generative templates only for convenience.
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such that the application is unguarded and corresponds to applications of
generative templates as explained so far. When a conditional application
G{condition}[B] is processed, first condition condition is evaluated in the
context of the particular binding of parameter variables as defined in B. If
it evaluates to true, the generative template is instantiated, otherwise not.
Note that the conditions guarding generative templates are not required to
be mutual exclusive, i.e. two or more conditional generative templates may
get instantiated for the same tuple of a query template’s result relation.
Example 75 Reconsider transformer IUPC OR DUPC ForEnt depicted in
Fig. 6.10. The two generative templates constituting the transformer’s
generative part are formally notated as follows:
PCWithDataUnit

{pdu.IS SINGLETON = ”true”}
[ ENT = pdu.ENT, IS SINGLETON = pdu.IS SINGLETON ]
PCWithIndexUnit {piu.IS SINGLETON = ”false”}
[ ENT = pdu.ENT, IS SINGLETON = pdu.IS SINGLETON ]

If the generative part is instantiated with parameter variable IS SINGLETON bound to value "true", generative template
PCWithDataUnit is instantiated, whereas generative PCWithIndexUnit
is not. Obviously, if parameter variable IS SINGLETON is bound to value
"false", PCWithIndexUnit is instantiated and not PCWithDataUnit.
Graphically, a conditional generative template is expressed by placing the
condition atop the box representing the generative template definition or
application. Omitting the condition has the same effect as a condition of the
form IF("true").

6.2.3

Generative template hierarchies

Generative templates can be hierarchically organized as a tree, where a main
generative template is distinguished from generative sub-templates contained
therein. A main generative template usually provides the “big picture” of
the scheme elements to be generated, whereas details tend to be shifted to
generative sub-templates.
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A hierarchy of generative templates is instantiated from the root to the leaves,
i.e. a main generative template is instantiated before any generative subtemplate contained therein is instantiated. Thus, parameter variables as
well as new-element variables of a main generative template may serve as
parameters for a generative sub-template, which then defines further details
for the scheme elements already generated. Of course, a generative subtemplate sub may contain further generative sub-templates subsub, and all
variables that are in the scope of sub are also in the scope of subsub.
Tdef

Linked_PCs_in_Areas
SRC_P := strcat (ENT, ”Page”)

TGT_P := strcat (ENT, ”Page”)

« area » ⊕“Maintenance”
⊕ SRC_P

⊕“Public”

« area »
⊕ “Public View”

⊕ TGT_P

ENT
ATT

Gapp PCWithIndexUnit src

Q

Gapp PCWithIndexUnit tgt

P

P

ENT

ENT

G

Figure 6.11: Transformer Linked PCs in Areas, defined using a main generative template with two generative sub-templates.

Example 76 Suppose that we want to define a transformer
Linked PCs in Areas with the basic purpose of generating a pair
of interconnected page classes that are placed in two different areas
Maintainance and Public, which are generated, too. Additionally,
these page classes shall both comprise an index unit.
Fig. 6.11 depicts a definition of this transformer Linked PCs in Areas,
which comprises a main generative template and two generative subtemplates. The main generative template covers the generation of the
areas and the page classes. The generation of the index units is regarded
as detail and is shifted to generative sub-templates, where the newly
generated page classes serve as parameters. The details concerning the
generation of the index unit are covered by the generative sub-templates.
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Formally, the application of a generative sub-template Gsub within a main
generative template Gmain is notated like any other application of a generative
template, i.e. Gsub [B]. The variables of Gsub may be bound to both parameter
variables and new-element variables of Gmain . Such an application expresses
that, once main generative template Gmain has been instantiated, generative
sub-template Gsub is processed. Consequently, variables of Gsub that are
bound to new-element variables of Gmain actually refer to scheme elements
that have just been generated.
The graphical notation of generative sub-templates is the same as that of
other applications of generative templates and needs no further explanation.
Example 77 Reconsider transformer Linked PCs in Areas depicted in
Fig. 6.11. Let Gmain be the main generative template and let Gsub be
the application of generative sub-template PCWithIndexUnit with alias
src. This application is formally notated as
Gsub [

B = {ENT = src.ENT},
IndivParam = {SRC P = src.P} ]

Note that variable src.P, which is defined as new-element variable in
predefined generative template PCWithIndexUnit, is turned into a parameter variable; it is bound to the page class that is generated by the
main generative template through new-element variable SRC P.
Graphically, Gsub is notated as an application of predefined generative
template PCWithIndexUnit. Parameter binding ENT=src.ENT is defined implicitly since parameter variable ENT of Gmain has the same
name as parameter variable ENT of Gsub . Parameter binding SRC P =
src.P is notated explicitly by connecting these two variables with a line.

6.3

Complex transformers

Transformers as explained so far are simple in the sense that the combination
of a query template and a generative template basically expresses a single
loop over the query template’s flat result relation, regardless of whether the
query template or the generative template are complex on their own. This is
insufficient as soon as a modelling task requires to generate scheme elements
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in nested loops. Further, simple transformers are not capable of performing
modelling tasks subsequently.
To overcome these limitations, this chapter introduces transformers utilizing
nested relations, which are described in Section 6.3.1, and cascading transformer applications, which are explained in Section 6.3.2.

6.3.1

Transformers utilizing nested relations

Many scheme elements are containers, which embed several other scheme
elements. If a set of such containers shall be generated, where each embeds a
set of components that shall be generated as well, some kind of nested loop
is required.
Author

Paper

name
email

title
abstract

(a)

PaperMaintanance

AuthorMaintanance





Author

Paper

name

title

email

abstract

(b)

Figure 6.12: (a) Content scheme with two entity types; (b) Hypertext scheme
with two page classes, each comprising an entry unit with several entry fields.

Example 78 Suppose that we want to define a transformer
EntryUnitForEnt that generates entry units based on entity types
such that (1) for each entity type, a page class with an entry unit is
generated, and (2) subsequently, for each attribute of such an entity
type, an equally named entry field is generated within the corresponding
entry unit. Fig. 6.12 illustrates a sample of such a transformation,
where the left part depicts the entity types and the right part depicts
the corresponding page classes with the entry units.
Concept
In order to support generation of scheme elements in nested loops, transformers that utilize nested relations are introduced. A nested loop is expressed
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in that (1) the query part is divided into a main query template and one or
more nested query templates, and (2) the generative part is correspondingly
divided into a main generative template and one or more nested generative
templates. The main query template returns a nested relation whose tuples
comprise a set of atomic values, one for each result variable of the main query
template, and a set of relation-valued attributes, one for each nested query
template. The overall generative part is instantiated iteratively for each such
complex tuple t. The main generative template processes the atomic values
of t, whereas a nested generative template is iteratively instantiated for each
tuple of a relation-valued attribute of t.
For each nested query template of the query part, the generative part must
provide a corresponding nested generative template. This correspondence
is expressed as follows: Each relation-valued attribute is named after the
nested query template, i.e. either after the nested query template’s name or,
if specified, after its alias. Correspondingly, the name (or, if specified, the
alias) of a nested generative template determines for which relation-valued
attribute it is to be processed. We start with an example and then discuss the
particularities of nested query templates and nested generative templates.
Tdef

EntryUnitsForEnt

ENT

⊕ PC

Nest Attributes Q



ENT

⊕ EU

ATTR

PC := strcat (ENT, ”Maintanance”)
EU := ENT

Nest

Attributes



G

PC
EU

⊕ FLD
FLD := ATTR

Q

G

Figure 6.13: Definition of transformer EntryUnitsForEnt using a nested
query template Attributes.

Example 79 Fig. 6.13 illustrates transformer EntryUnitsForEnt, which
generates page classes and entry units comprising entry fields according
to entity types comprising attributes.
The main query template selects entity types ENT and further applies a
nested query template named Attributes. This name is user-defined
and represents the name of the relation-valued attribute storing the
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nested query’s result. Nested query template Attributes, which selects
attributes ATT of an entity type ENT, is correlated to the main query template through application-specific constraint ENT = Attributes.ENT.
Hence, for each entity type ENT selected by the main query template,
relation-valued attribute Attributes contains the attributes of this entity type ENT.
For each tuple of the main query template’s result, the generative template is processed as follows: (1) The main generative template generates a page class PC with an entry unit EU, both named after entity
type ENT; (2) Subsequently, the nested generative template processes the
relation-valued attribute Attributes. Thereby, page class PC and entry unit EU just generated serve as parameters, and for each tuple of
relation-valued attribute Attributes, an entry field FLD is generated
within entry unit EU.

Syntactically, nested query templates and nested generative templates correspond to sub-query templates and generative sub-templates as explained so
far, respectively. However, the concept of nested query templates and nested
generative templates is orthogonal to that of sub-query templates and generative sub-templates, respectively. Their purpose and semantics differs as
follows:
A nested query template is object-describing. It represents a relation-valued
attribute whose extent may depend on result variables of the main query
template but the nested query template does not constrain these variables.
Consequently, a nested query template defining the extent of a relationvalued attribute of a tuple t is evaluated after the main query template
has retrieved the atomic values of t. A sub-query template, in contrast,
is object-defining as it is used for constraining the main query template.
Furthermore, the “result relation” of a sub-query template is used only for
checking constraints but is not included in the main query template’s result.
A nested generative template is usually instantiated several times for each
single instantiation of the main generative template. Thus, for each tuple t
of the query template’s result relation, after the main generative template
has been processed for t’s atomic values, a nested generative template is
instantiated iteratively for each tuple of a relation-valued attribute of t. A
generative sub-template is instantiated after the main generative template,
too, yet only once.
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Since nested query templates are orthogonal to sub-query templates, both
can be combined arbitrarily to a tree. Note, however, that sub-query templates that comprise nested query templates, though technically admissible,
do not make sense since the “result relation” of a sub-query template is never
included in the overall query’s result. Nested generative templates and generative sub-templates are orthogonal, too, and can also be combined arbitrarily
to a tree.
Nested query templates: formal notation and semantics
Formally, the application of a query template Qnest as a nested query template within a main query template Qm is notated as Nest Qnest [ASC ], where
ASC is a set of application-specific constraints known from sub-query templates. However, variables of nested query templates must not be correlated
to a non-result variable vnr of Qm . Otherwise, the extension of the nested
relation would be ambiguously defined. Since many valid bindings of a nonresult variable vnr may exist for a particular result tuple t, it would not be
clear which of these values is to be considered for constraining the nested
query template.
A nested query template Nest Qnest [ASC ] applied in a main query template Qm represents a relation-valued attribute of Qm that is named
after Qnest .
The result of Qm is a nested relation of the form
RelQm (vrm1 , . . . , vrmx , RelQnest (vrqn1 , . . . , vrqny )). Variables vrm1 , . . . , vrmx ,
which represent the set of result variables of Qm , denote the set of atomic
values of RelQm . RelQnest denotes a relation-valued attribute of RelQm . Variables vrqn1 , . . . , vrqny represent the set of result variables of Qnest , which become the attributes of the nested relation.
A main query template Qm that applies a nested query template Nest
Qnest [ASC ] is evaluated as follows: First, query template Qm is evaluated
while neglecting any nested query template. It achieves a result relation
Rel Qm , where for each tuple the atomic-valued attributes have assigned a
value. Then, for each such tuple t, nested query template Nest Qnest [ASC ]
is evaluated and the result is assigned to relation-valued attribute RelQnest
of t. Due to application-specific constraints, the extent of relation-valued
attribute RelQnest depends on the atomic values of tuple t.
transformer
EntryUnitsForEnt
shown
Example 80 Reconsider
in Fig. 6.13. Main query template Qm selects entity types and
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applies a nested query template Qnest labelled Attributes, which selects attributes of entity types. Thus, the main query template achieves
a nested relation Rel Qm (ENT ID, ENT, Attributes(ATTR ID, ATTR)).
Suppose that query template Qm is applied to the content scheme depicted in Fig. 6.12(a). First, the atomic attributes ENT ID and ENT
of Rel Qm are evaluated whereas relation-valued attribute Attributes
remains empty. Thus, Rel Qm contains tuples he1, Paper, {}i and
he2, Author, {}i. Then, for each such tuple t, query template Nest
Qnest [ENT ID = Attributes.ENT ID] is evaluated and the result relation is assigned to the respective relation-valued attribute Attributes.
Thus, for the tuple with ENT ID = e1, relation-valued attribute
Attributes comprises the tuples ha1, titlei and ha2, abstracti; for
the tuple with ENT ID = e2, relation-valued attribute Attributes comprises the tuples ha3, namei and ha4, emaili.
The overall result is illustrated in the upper part of Fig. 6.14. The
atomic attributes of result relation Rel Qm are depicted in the first two
columns, relation-valued attribute Attributes is depicted in the third
column.

RelQ m
ENT_ID

ENT

e1

Paper

e2

Author

Attributes
ATTR_ID
a1
a2
a3
a4

ATT R
title
abstract
name
email

Results generated by main generative template
Universe members
pg1 : P
eu1 : EU
PaperMaintanance : N
Paper : N
pg2 : P
eu2 : EU
AuthorMaintanance : N
Author : N

Relations
name <pg1, PaperMaintanance >
containedIn <eu1, pg1>
name <eu1, Paper>
name <pg2, AuthorMaintanance >
containedIn <eu2, pg2>
name <eu2, Author>

Results generated by nested generative
template “Attributes”
Universe members
Relations
fld1 : FLD
name <fld1, title>
title : N
containedIn <fld1, eu1>
fld2 : FLD
name <fld2, abstract>
abstract : N
containedIn <fld2, eu1>
fld3 : FLD
name <fld3, name>
name : N
containedIn <fld3, eu2>
fld4 : FLD
name <fld4, email>
email : N
containedIn <fld4, eu2>

Figure 6.14: Nested relation achieved by application of EntryUnitsForEnt
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Nested generative templates: formal notation and semantics
Formally, the application of a nested generative template Gnest within a main
generative template Gm is notated as Nest Gnest [B ]. The name of Gnest
represents the name of the relation-valued attribute to process, and B is a
set of parameter-variable bindings as known from applications of generative
sub-templates. Each parameter binding may bind a parameter variable of
Gnest either to (a) a parameter variable of Gm , which is in the scope of Gnest ,
(b) to a new-element variables of Gm , which will have assigned a value at the
time when the nested generative template is instantiated, or (c) to a result
variable of the corresponding nested query template Qnest .
The meaning of a main generative template Gm that applies a nested generative template Nest Gnest [B ] is defined as follows: Let Rel Qm be a nested
relation comprising a relation-valued attribute labelled Rel Qnest . Then, Gm
is iteratively instantiated for each tuple tm of Rel Qm as usual, where Gm
refers only to the atomic values or tm . Further, with each instantiation of
Gm , Gnest is iteratively instantiated for each tuple tnest of relation-valued
attribute Rel Qnest of tm .
transformer
EntryUnitsForEnt
depicted
Example 81 Reconsider
in Fig. 6.13. Main generative template Gm generates page classes
PC ID named PC with entry units EU ID named EU based on entity types
provided by relation Rel Qm (ENT ID, ENT, Attributes(ATTR ID, ATTR)).
Nested generative template Attributes is applied within Gm as
Nest Attributes [

EU ID = Attributes.EU ID,
EU = Attributes.EU,
PC ID = Attributes.PC ID,
PC = Attributes.PC ]

Page class PC and the entry unit EU generated by Gm are passed as
parameters to generative template Attributes, which generates therein
entry fields in an iterative manner, i.e. for each attribute provided by
nested relation Attributes(ATTR ID, ATTR), a corresponding entry field
FLD is generated.
Suppose that generative template Gm is instantiated based on the first
tuple tm = he1, Paper, {ha1, titlei, ha2, abstracti}i of nested relation
Rel Qm depicted in the upper part of Fig. 6.14. Then, a page class
pg1 named PaperMaintenance is generated, which contains a newly
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generated entry unit eu1 named Paper. Subsequently, for each of the
two tuples of relation-valued attribute Attributes, nested generative
template Attributes is instantiated, achieving entry fields fld1 named
title and fld2 named abstract, both being embedded within entry
unit eu1.
The lower part of Fig. 6.14 illustrates the result of this instantiation.
The arrows and the gray shaded areas show which universe members and
relations have been generated from which part of the input tuple. The
second input tuple he2, Authori is processed analogously. The complete
result of this application is depicted graphically in Fig. 6.12(b).

General and shorthand graphical notation
Two ways for notating nested templates, i.e. nested query templates and
nested generative templates, are provided: (1) In the general graphical notation, which has been used in the motivating example of Fig. 6.13, nested
templates are notated explicitly. (2) In order not to clutter template definitions with too many nested templates, a shorthand notation is provided,
where applications of nested templates are expressed implicitly. This shorthand notation captures the typical use cases of nested templates, but also
has some limitations. We start with describing the general graphical notation. Then, we show how nested templates are typically used, introduce the
shorthand notation, and discuss its limitations.
General graphical notation. In the general graphical notation, a nested
query template is notated like a sub-query template, i.e. within a separate
box labelled either Q or Qapp , yet keyword “Nest” is declared in the upper left
corner of the box. The name of the sub-query template is mandatory and may
be complemented by an alias. If only the name is specified, then this name
serves as label for the relation-valued attribute. Otherwise, this attribute is
named after the alias. Analogously, a nested generative template is notated
within a separate box labelled either G or Gapp together with keyword “Nest”
declared. Again, the name of the nested generative template (or the alias, if
specified) identifies the relation-valued attribute to be processed.
Typical use of nested templates. Experience has shown that a nested
query template Qnest further describes the atomic attributes of main query
template Qm , i.e. Qnest selects further scheme elements that fulfill additional
constraints. Thus, a nested query template is typically structured as follows:
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1. The set of result variables of the main query template Qm represents
the context in which a nested query template Qnest is evaluated. For
this purpose, each result variable of Qm is repeated within Qnest as a
non-result variable and correlated to the corresponding result variable
of Qm .
2. In this context, the nested query template defines result variables of its
own, which make up the attributes of the nested relation.
Example 82 Reconsider
the
query
template
of
transformer
EntryUnitsForEnt depicted in Fig. 6.13. The main query template selects entity types as denoted by result variable ENT. The nested
query template selects attributes of entity types, yet in the context
an entity type ENT already selected by the main query template. This
is expressed in that result variable ENT of the main query template
is repeated as non-result variable in the nested query template and
correlated accordingly.
Similarly, a nested generative template Gnest embeds new scheme elements
in the scheme elements that have been generated previously by a main generative template Gm and that are passed as parameters. Consequently, newelement variables of Gm are repeated as parameter variables in Gnest and are
bound accordingly.
Example 83 Reconsider the generative template of transformer
EntryUnitsForEnt depicted in Fig. 6.13. The main generative
template Gm generates a page class and an entry unit as denoted
by result variables PC and EU, respectively. In the context of such a
generated page class and entry unit, the nested generative template
Gnest generates new entry fields.
Thus, a nested query template Qnest typically is a copy of the main query
template Qm yet with the following differences: (1) Result-variables of Qm
are non-result variables in Qnest but are bound to the corresponding result
variables of Qm . (2) Qnest defines result variables of its own. Similarly, a
nested generative template Gnest is a copy of the main generative template
Gm , but (1) new-element variables of Gm are parameter variables in Gnest ,
and (2) Gnest defines new-element variables of its own.
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Shorthand notation. Based on the rules identified above, a shorthand
notation is introduced, which allows to express nested templates implicitly.
The advantage of this notation is that it is more concise and that it visually
corresponds to the schemes that match the template.
In the shorthand notation, the result-variables of a nested query template are
simply notated within the main query template, but the name of the nested
query template is attached in brackets in order to distinguish these variables
from other variables of the main query template. Similarly, new-element
variables of a nested generative template are notated in the main generative
template, but have the name of the nested generative template attached in
brackets. Variables that have the name of a nested template attached are
subsequently referred to as nest variables.
This shorthand notation is interpreted by a pre-compiler that derives the actual main query template and nested query template as follows: The actual
main query template is defined by simply ignoring all nest-variables, whereas
a nested query template Qnest is derived from (1) a group of nest-variables
that have the label of Qnest attached in brackets, and (2) a set of non-result
variables, one for each result variable of the main query template, and each
bound to its corresponding result variable. The derivation of a main generative template and a nested generative template works analogously.
Tdef

EntryUnitsForEnt

ENT

ATTR[Attributes]



⊕ PC
⊕ EU

⊕ FLD[Attributes]

Q

PC := strcat (ENT, ”Maintanance”)
EU := ENT
FLD := Attributes.ATTR

G

Figure 6.15: Transformer EntryUnitsForEnt, nested templates for nested
relations defined implicitly.

Example 84 Fig. 6.15 depicts transformer EntryUnitsForEnt using the
shorthand notation for nested templates. In the query template, a
nested query template Attributes is implicitly defined through nestvariable ATTR[Attributes]. Similarly, the generative template implicitly
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defines a nested generative template Attributes through nest-variable
FLD[Attributes].
This definition of transformer EntryUnitsForEnt using the shorthand
notation is equivalent to the definition depicted in Fig. 6.13. However, the shorthand notation visually corresponds better to the scheme
of Fig. 6.12 than the other notation does.

Limitations of the shorthand notation. Whereas the shorthand notation
of nested generative templates is as expressive as the notation where these
nested templates are expressed explicitly, the shorthand notation of nested
query templates covers only those cases where (1) the non-result variables
of the nested query template corresponds to the set of result variables of
the main query template, and (2) where corresponding variables are strictly
correlated. This is the common case. However, the following example cannot
be expressed in the shorthand notation:
Example 85 Suppose that we want to modify the example above such
that, besides the entry fields for the attributes of the corresponding entity type, each entry unit provides also entry fields for the
attributes of an entity type named “Conf”. In the explicit notation, this could be expressed by relaxing application-specific constraint “ENT = Attributes.ENT” to “(ENT = Attributes.ENT) OR
(Attributes.ENT = “Conf 00 )”. This could not be expressed in the
shorthand notation, which imposes a strict correlation between variables ENT and Attributes.ENT, i.e. a constraint of the form ENT =
Attributes.ENT.

6.3.2

Cascading transformers

Modelling tasks often suggest to perform other modelling tasks subsequently
such that the result of the first task is input for the second task. For example,
after having defined a set of page classes with index units in a first modelling
task, these index units get linked according to relationships between the
underlying entity types in a subsequent modelling task.
For performing subsequent modelling tasks, cascaded transformers are introduced, i.e. main transformers that automatically apply subsequent transformers. This technique is straightforward since subsequent modelling tasks could
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Figure 6.16: Evaluation of cascading transformers.

be performed in that the user manually applies one transformer after another.
However, cascaded transformers are capable of performing subsequent modelling tasks all at once without requiring user interaction in-between.
Fig. 6.16 illustrates the architecture of cascaded transformers, i.e. the flow
of results as indicated by the arrows, and the sequence of evaluation as indicated by the numbers. The transformation starts with applying the first
transformer to an initial scheme. This achieves an intermediate result scheme
that has been extended and refined and that is input for a subsequent transformer. This subsequent transformer application is triggered automatically
and achieves the final result.
As a prerequisite, we start with explaining how subsequent modelling tasks
can be supported by applying subsequent transformers manually. Then, we
show how to define transformers that automatically trigger the application
of a subsequent transformer.
Applying subsequent transformers manually
Suppose a modelling task that aims at defining interconnected index units as
follows: First, for each entity type of a content scheme, a page class with an
index unit shall be generated. Second, the index units just generated shall
be connected by contextual links in accordance to relationships between the
entity types that serve as their respective content source. If an entity type S
is related to an entity type T via a relationship role of multiplicity “*”, then
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Review
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feedback

ReviewIndex

Review
[ feedback ]

Figure 6.17: Upper part: content scheme with two 1:*-relationships; lower
part: corresponding hypertext scheme with linked index units
a link shall be drawn from the new index unit referring to S to the new index
unit referring to T . The upper part of Fig. 6.17 depicts a content scheme
that serves an input for this task. The lower part illustrates the hypertext
scheme that results from performing this task.
This modelling task can be performed by subsequently applying two transformers, one that selects entity types and generates page classes with index units therefrom, and a subsequent one that selects pairs of index
units and connects them. The first transformer corresponds to transformer
IndexPCForEnt. The second transformer is referred to as LinkIUs and is
shown in the upper part of Fig. 6.18. It connects those pairs of index units
SIU and TIU which have their underlying entity types connected via a role
TROLE of multiplicity “*”.
The lower part of Fig. 6.18 depicts the scheme after having processed an application of transformer IndexPCForEnt and after having defined that transformer LinkIUs shall be applied subsequently. Processing this subsequent
application then achieves the hypertext scheme as shown in the lower part
of Fig. 6.17.
Thus, in order to define a transformer ConnectedIUsforEnts that performs
above mentioned modelling task all at once, transformer IndexPCForEnt
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Tdef

LinkIUs
SIU

=
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SRC

SRC

SIU

TIU

=
TROLE TGT

⊕ LNK

TIU

TGT

[

TROLE ]

LNK := TROLE

*

Q

G

Author

Paper

Review

AuthorIndex

PaperIndex

ReviewIndex

Tapp LinkIUs

SRC
Author

Paper

TIU

SIU

*

SIU

TIU

TGT

Review

Figure 6.18: Upper part: Transformer LinkIUs; Lower part: scheme after
application of IndexPCForEnt and before application of LinkIUs

has only to be extended such that it generates an application of transformer
LinkIUs, which then is processed automatically, i.e. without requiring further
user interaction.
Generating applications of subsequent transformers
A subsequent application of a transformer is defined in that a graphical
application-symbol, which up to now has only been used for applying transformers manually, is now generated by a transformer. The TBE directives
for specifying transformer applications are treated as a first order scheme
elements that can be generated like any other scheme element. Each transformer application generated that way is then processed as if modelers had
specified them manually.
The subsequent transformer application can be off-the-shelf or can be individualized. In an off-the-shelf application, the query template of the subsequent transformer considers the entire scheme, i.e. all scheme elements that
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have existed in the initial scheme as well as those just generated by the
main transformer. With an individualized application, the subsequent transformer can be constrained such that it considers only specified parts of the
intermediate scheme, e.g. only the scheme elements just generated. Such an
individualization is expressed by generating application-specific constraint
and expressions together with the generation of the application-symbol of
the subsequent transformer. We start with an example without applicationspecific constraints to be generated and then extend the example in this
direction.

Tdef

ConnectedIUsforEnts

ENT
ATT

⊕ PC
⊕ IU

⊕ $ TRANS


Tapp “LinkIUs”

TIU

SIU

SRC

SIU

TIU

TGT
*

ENT

Q

PC := strcat (ENT, ”Page”)
IU := strcat (ENT, ”Index”)

G

Figure 6.19: Definition of transformer ConnectedIUsforEnts generating a
subsequent application of transformer LinkIUs

Example 86 Fig. 6.19 depicts the definition of transformer
ConnectedIUsforEnts, which generates page classes and index
units and additionally applies transformer LinkIUs. For that purpose,
a graphical application of transformer LinkIUs, which is represented by
new-element variable TRANS, is generated. Note that this new-element
variable is pinned (as expressed by $ TRANS) such that only one
transformer application is generated instead of generating a separate
application for each page class.
Suppose that transformer ConnectedIUsforEnts is applied to the content scheme depicted in the upper part of Fig. 6.17. Although this application achieves the final result as illustrated in the lower part of
Fig. 6.17 without requiring further user interaction, it is internally
processed in the following two steps: (1) First, an intermediate result
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scheme is achieved, where additional page classes and index units together with an application of transformer LinkIUs have been generated.
This intermediate scheme is depicted in the lower part of Fig. 6.18.
(2) Then, the generated application of transformer LinkIUs is processed
and achieves the final result.

ConnectedIUsforEnts

ENT
ATT

⊕ PC

⊕ $ MCONS

⊕ IU

∪

∈

Tdef

⊕ $ TRANS

Tapp “LinkIUs”

TIU

SIU
SRC



*

SIU

TIU

TGT

ENT

Q

PC := strcat (ENT, ”Page”)
IU := strcat (ENT, ”Index”)

G

Figure 6.20: Transformer ConnectedIUsforEnts, generating an individualized
application of transformer LinkIUs
In the example above, an off-the-shelf application of transformer LinkIUs
is generated such that the the entire intermediate scheme is re-considered.
Thus, if there were any index units which have already existed before applying
ConnectedIUsforEnts, these index units would be connected, too. However,
it may be desired that transformer LinkIUs shall consider only the newly generated index units. This can be expressed by generating application-specific
constraints together with the generation of the subsequent transformer application.
Example 87 Fig.
6.20
depicts
a
variant
of
transformer
ConnectedIUsforEnts, which generates a graphical application
together with application-specific constraints. In this variant, subsequent transformer LinkIUs creates only links from index units that
have just been generated by the main transformer. This is expressed
through generating a membership constraint that constrains variable
SIU of subsequent transformer LinkIUs to accept only such index units.
This membership constraint is represented by pinned new-element variable MCONS and is generated once with the graphical application of
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subsequent transformer LinkIUs. The line connecting new-element
variable IU to membership constraint MCONS expresses that each newly
generated index unit IU is a member of this membership constraint.
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TBE by itself is not a web modelling language of its own but rather a set of
language constructs for extending existing web modelling languages towards
defining and applying transformers in a by-example manner. Thus, we do
not strive for implementing a new CASE tool that supports the generation
of web applications out of web schemes but to incorporate TBE ’s language
constructs into existing CASE tools for web application development.
This chapter deals with enabling existing CASE tools for defining and applying by-example transformers. This concerns two aspects, namely (1) the
specification of by-example transformers and their application to a scheme,
and (2) the implementation of the TBE-QML language, which has been used
for defining the semantics of by-example transformers. These two aspects
are covered in Sections 7.1 and 7.2, respectively.
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Specifying transformers
CASE tools

for

existing

In the previous chapters, the TBE language has been introduced. In this
section, we discuss the aspect of how to incorporate TBE’s language constructs into existing CASE tools, i.e. of how to support the definition and
application of by-example transformers therein.
In Section 7.1.1, we start with requirements analysis. Then, three ways of
enabling CASE tools for supporting TBE are discussed, namely (1) adapting
a CASE tool’s source code, (2) utilizing a CASE tool’s extension interface,
and (3) developing an external add-on for defining and applying transformers.
These ways are covered in Sections 7.1.2, 7.1.3, and 7.1.4, respectively.

7.1.1

Requirements

TBE comprises two sorts of language constructs: (1) The graphical notation
of scheme elements as used by the respective CASE-tool for that transformers shall be specified, and (2) the TBE -directives, i.e. the symbols, comparison constraints, construction expressions, transformer applications, subtemplates, and so on. For enabling a CASE-tool for defining and applying
transformers, the following two minimum requirements must be fulfilled:

1. For each scheme element, a corresponding scheme element skeleton
must be provided, i.e. a scheme element that allows to specify variables
in place of concrete values.
2. It must be possible to specify TBE -directives.

As discussed later in this section, these minimum requirements are fulfilled
by each way of supporting TBE in the realm of an existing CASE tool. However, for fulfilling these requirements, the different ways may follow different
approaches, which are more or less practicable.
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Requirements for defining transformers
Although templates making up a transformer definition look similar to
schemes, templates and schemes have different purposes, and the requirements for specifying templates differs from those for specifying schemes. The
following particularities of templates should be considered:
Support for scheme element skeletons. Although scheme element skeletons
used in templates look like scheme elements used in schemes, the CASE
tool should distinguish the definition of scheme element skeletons from that
of scheme elements. Scheme element skeletons differ from scheme elements
in that the former comprise variables, whereas the latter comprise concrete
values. Thus, the CASE tool should consider the particularities of variables.
For example: Each variable is of one of the sorts “result variable”, “non-result
variable”, “parameter variable”, and “new-element variable”. New-element
variables typically have construction expressions attached. Each variable has
a name, i.e. a “string-value”, even if the property it represent is of a numeric
type.
Graphical specification of directives. Specifications of templates differ from
those of schemes in that the former comprise TBE -directives. Although these
directives can be specified in a textual syntax as well, the practicability of
TBE greatly depends on a proper graphical representation. This requires to
introduce new graphical shapes or to adapt existing graphical shapes. For
example, constraints are often expressed by lines connecting scheme elements
skeletons, and the graphical shapes must be extended by ports for attaching
such lines.
Overall view. In contrast to schemes, which usually assign scheme elements
to different sub-schemes defined at different places, templates shall provide
an overall view, which requires to have all sorts of scheme element skeletons
available at one place. Otherwise, the definition of a template would be
scattered to different places and conciseness would get lost. Suppose, for
example, that a query template shall be defined which selects index units
that have an entity type without attributes as content source. This requires
to place an index unit skeleton and an entity type skeleton in the same
template, even if an index unit is part of the hypertext sub-scheme and an
entity type is part of the content sub-scheme.
Thus, templates require an organization different from schemes: A scheme is
a large document comprising several sub-schemes and a multitude of separate
forms for specifying properties. In contrast, a template is comparably small
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unit where all elements should be visualized at a glance. Further more, a
template may comprise other correlated templates, whereas such a concept
is usually not necessary for defining schemes.
Visualization at a glance. A CASE-tool should be capable of permanently visualizing variables that represent detailed scheme element properties, which
are usually shown in separate forms. Such a visualization-at-a-glance then
exposes all the template’s semantics, which otherwise would have to be explored by opening separate forms. This requirement is similar to that of
providing an overall view. However, visualization at a glance concerns the
possibility of permanently visualizing details whereas an overall view concerns the organization in the large.
Checking syntax and semantics. Of course, the correctness criteria of templates differ from that of schemes. Thus, a CASE tool supporting the specification of transformers should provide for checking the correctness of transformers as defined by TBE. Such a correctness criterion is, for example, that
result variables of a query template must properly match a parameter variable of the generative template. For assisting modelers in defining correct
transformers, a CASE tool may provide many facilities, which are not discussed in this thesis.
Requirements for applying transformers
Besides defining transformers, a CASE tool should provide for applying transformers in a practical manner. This concerns the usability of transformer
applications and requires proper techniques of user interaction.
Graphical applications of transformers. Although transformer applications
can be specified textually as well, graphical applications are more appropriate because both transformers and schemes are defined graphically. In a
graphical application, techniques for individualizing a transformer’s behavior like application-specific constraints could be specified graphically as well,
and the CASE tool should allow to express such constraints in a convenient
manner. For example, a membership constraint could be specified simply by
selecting a set of scheme elements.
Exploring the repository. The CASE-tool should provide a repository of
transformers that allows to quickly find appropriate transformers for modelling tasks to be performed. This suggests to split the possibly large number
of transformers into different groups, to provide descriptions that allow to
quickly grasp a transformer’s purpose, and to zoom into the transformer
definition for exploring its detailed semantics, if required.
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Adapting a CASE-tool’s source code

When striving for a commercial product, TBE should be incorporated directly into the CASE-tool. Obviously, if the developer has full control over
the tool’s software architecture, the requirements specified in the previous
section can be fulfilled, and the CASE-tool could seamlessly integrate the development of web schemes with the definition and application of web scheme
transformers.
In this thesis, however, we do not strive for a commercial product but for a
prototype implementation that demonstrates the usefulness of transformers.
From this point of view, adapting a CASE-tool’s source code has the following disadvantages: (1) It requires to have the tool’s source code available,
yet vendors of CASE tools usually ship only the binaries. (2) If available,
the source code is usually quite extensive and complex as a CASE tool is not
only concerned with editing schemes but also with generating web applications therefrom. (3) The software architecture of the CASE tool is usually
not prepared for things like an overall scheme. Introducing such a concept
into this architecture may require great effort, even if only a prototypical
implementation shall be achieved.
Thus, we decided not to adapt a CASE-tool’s source code. Instead, we took
the following two approaches: (1) We utilized the built-in extension facilities
of a third-party CASE tool for incorporating TBE, and (2) we implemented
an external editor that provides for editing schemes and for defining and
applying transformers, whereas the generation of web applications is left to
the CASE tool. These approaches are explained next.

7.1.3

Utilizing a CASE-tool’s extension interface

CASE tools usually provide an extension interface, which allows to add userdefined properties in form of user-defined tag/value pairs or even to define
new scheme elements together with graphical shapes for them. For example,
WebRatio [141] can be extended by new modelling primitives (i.e. scheme
elements) defined in Java or C#.
However, a CASE-tool’s extension interface is usually not prepared to change
the behavior of the diagram editor or of existing scheme elements. It is
therefore unlikely that the diagram editor can be adapted such that variable
names can be entered in places where the numeric values are expected or
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where fields are not editable at all, existing scheme elements are extended
by ports for attaching lines, or such that the diagram editor provides an
overall-scheme view.
Nevertheless, as soon as a CASE-tool provides for annotating scheme elements by tag/value-pairs, the minimum requirements necessary for specifying transformer definitions and applications are fulfilled. We demonstrate
this by the example of the commercial CASE tool WebRatio [141], which is a
tool for defining WebML schemes and which we use off-the-shelf for defining
transformers for WebML schemes and for applying these transformers.
As described more detailed in [81], WebRatio can be enabled for defining
templates basically by interpreting property values of scheme elements as
variable names and by annotating constraints, expressions, transformer applications, etc. in form of user-defined tag/value-pairs. This “extension”
requires only a minimal effort and works as follows:

• If a property of a scheme element is of a string-type and is editable, then
the name of a variable representing this property can be entered directly
in place of a property value. Otherwise, the scheme element is tagged
by a tag/value-pair of the form prop = varname, where prop stands
for the property and varname stands for the variable representing the
property.
Example 88 The name of an entity type is a property of a string-type
and is editable. Thus, one can directly enter a variable named,
for example, ENT in place of the name of an entity type. The
cardinality specified at a relationship role, however, is a numeric
value. Thus, in order to specify a variable named C representing
the multiplicity of a relationship role, the role is tagged by a userdefined tag/value-pair of the form card = C. Similarly, in WebRatio scheme element IDs are non-editable. Thus, for specifying a
variable ATT ID representing the ID of an attribute, the attribute
is tagged with id = ATT ID.
• Whether a variable is a result variable, a non-result variable, a parameter variable, or a new-element variable is encoded in the variable’s
name as follows: Result-variables and parameter variables start with
“R ” and “P ”, respectively. New-element variables start with “NEW ”.
All other variables are non-result variables.
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• Transformer applications are expressed through a user-defined tag
named TApp. The name of the transformer that shall be applied as
well as application-specific constraints and expressions are notated in
the tag’s value. Constraints and expressions, both application specific
and other ones, are notated as tag/value-pairs, too.

Figure 7.1: By-example transformer specified in WebRatio: Query template
(left); Generative template (right)

Example 89 Fig. 7.1 illustrates transformer IndexPCForEnt defined in the
third-party CASE-tool WebRatio. The query template is depicted in the
left part. Variable R ENT is a result variable representing an entity type
name, whereas ATT is a non-result variable representing an attribute
name. For both variables, corresponding ID-variables are defined in
terms of a tag/value pairs, i.e. ID = R ENT ID and ID = ATT ID, which
are attached to the entity type and the attribute, respectively. The generative template is depicted in the right part. Variables NEW PG and
NEW IU are new-element variables, whereas variable P ENT is a parameter variable. Again, corresponding ID-variables are defined through
attached tag/value-pairs.
Note that WebRatio is used off-the-shelf and is therefore not aware of templates but only of schemes. Thus, the tag/value-pairs simply have no meaning
to WebRatio, the “variables” are interpreted as string values, and of course,
the annotated tag/value-pairs by itself do not change non-editable fields into
editable ones. In a preprocessing step, however, the TBE -system interprets
these annotations such that the values contained in non-editable fields get
replaced by the variables as specified by the attached tag/value-pairs. After
this preprocessing step variables are actually in place of concrete values.
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Level of
fulfillment
~

Graphical specification of TBE-directives

Comments
Only to a minimum
Only textually

Overall-scheme view
Visualization at a glance
Checking transformer syntax and semantics
Graphical applications of transformers

~

Only through an
external tool
Only textually

Exploring the repository

Figure 7.2: Requirements fulfilled when extending the third-party CASE-tool
WebRatio using its standard extension facilities.

Fig. 7.2 illustrates that above mentioned technique of extending the thirdparty CASE-tool WebRatio fulfills the requirement introduced at the beginning of this section only to a minimum level. None of the requirements that
would have imposed an adaptation of the graphical diagram editor can be
fulfilled. Therefore, most of the semantics of a template is only annotated
rather than defined in-place such that the visual correspondence between
schemes and templates gets lost. Further, since a third-party CASE-tool used
off-the-shelf is not aware of templates, it cannot assist modelers in defining
transformers, e.g. by detecting type-mismatches or syntax errors in expressions. This has rather to be done through an external tool that actually
interprets the “scheme” as a template.

Thus, this technique is not appropriate for demonstrating the practicability of
transformers or for real projects. However, the technique has the advantage
that it requires only a minimum effort to get a rough prototype of a tool for
defining and applying transformers. As described in [81], we have used such
a prototype as test environment during the implementation of TBE-QML.
The development of the external scheme editor has thereby been decoupled
from the implementation of TBE-QML.
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Defining an external scheme editor

If it is not possible or impractical to extend an existing CASE-tool towards
defining and applying transformers, one can decide to develop an external
editor for the schemes of the CASE-tool, which usually have a normative
format. Besides editing schemes, this editor can then be specifically tailored
to the transformer definitions and applications. The schemes of both editors,
that of the CASE-tool and the external one, are interchangeable.
Of course, defining an external editor may require much development effort.
However, the benefit of this approach is that it combines the advantages of
(1) a third-party CASE-tool that provides for generating web applications
for several target platforms out of conceptual schemes, and (2) an integrated
TBE -system that supports conceptual modelling through defining and applying by-example transformers.
We demonstrate the use of an external editor for defining schemes by the
example of TransEd, which is a prototype for a TBE -enabled external editor for schemes of the WebRatio CASE-tool. TransEd is currently under
development as part of a master’s thesis [136]. It provides a visual interface
for editing WebML schemes based on the normative WebML DTD [138] and
for defining and applying by-example transformers for WebML schemes. The
schemes edited with WebRatio can subsequently be edited in TransEd and
vice versa. Furthermore, transformers defined in TransEd as well as transformer applications specified in TransEd can also be viewed in WebRatio.
TransEd seamlessly integrates the specification of schemes and the specification of transformer definitions and applications. Besides fulfilling the
minimum requirement of supporting scheme element skeletons, the tool also
fulfills the other requirements introduced at the beginning of this section.
In the following, we briefly show how these requirements are addressed by
TransEd.
TransEd offers a scheme development mode and a transformer definition
mode. In the scheme development mode, the editor is comparable to that of
the commercial CASE-tool WebRatio. However, TransEd additionally supports the graphical application of transformers. In the transformer definition
mode, the editor provides an overall-scheme view for defining templates. For
defining transformers, two separate templates are displayed, one representing
the query template and one representing the generative template.
Scheme element skeletons. Each scheme element is complemented by a
scheme element skeleton that supports the definition of variables. For example, Fig. 7.3 illustrates forms for entering the properties of a scheme element
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Figure 7.3: Page-class properties; Left: scheme development mode; Right:
transformer definition mode.
of type “page class”. Please ignore section “Visibility” for the moment. The
left part depicts the form in the mode of scheme development. This corresponds to a property form as usually provided by CASE tools. The right
part illustrates the form in the mode of defining a transformer, where the
page class is viewed as a page class skeleton and provides for entering variable names, specifying the kind of the variable, and attaching construction
expressions, if desired.
Graphical specification of directives. In TransEd, TBE-directives are specified
as defined by the TBE-language. This needs no explanation.
Overall view. In TransEd, transformers are defined in an overall scheme
view, which may comprise scheme elements of different sub-schemes. Such
an overall scheme view is a basic unit from which transformers and templates
comprising sub-templates are built.
Visualization at a glance. TransEd allows to visualize each property, which
is usually shown in a separate form, also directly in the graphical representation. Further, TransEd distinguishes different levels of visualizing details and
allows thereby for zooming in and out. The graphical notation for visualizing
details corresponds basically to that described in TBE.
Example 90 Fig. 7.4 depicts the definition of transformer DemoTrans,
whose query template comprises page class skeletons as well as entity
type skeletons. In the generative template, the property “Shown Attributes” is visualized. The transformer itself is only for illustration
purpose and is therefore not explained.
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Shown Attributes:
#all

Figure 7.4: Transformer definition in TransEd : Overall scheme
view.
Checking syntax and semantics. TransEd is aware of the syntax and semantics of transformers and can thereby assist modelers in defining transformers.
Besides alerting errors, the system highlights interdependencies between different parts of a transformer. For example, if the mouse pointer is over a
parameter variable of the generative template, the corresponding result variable of the query template is highlighted.
Graphical applications of transformers. The graphical application of transformers of TransEd differs from that of the TBE language in that currently
no schematic representation of the transformer definition is provided within
the graphical application. Thus, a scheme element can only be connected to
the graphical application rather than to a (schematic) scheme element skeleton contained therein. This technique is not as comfortable as that suggested
by TBE because the variable that is to be addressed by the line has to be
annotated textually. However, this technique is much simpler to implement
as no schematic scheme element skeletons have to be provided.
Further, in order to facilitate graphical applications of transformers whose
templates mix scheme element skeletons of different sub-schemes, TransEd
also provides an overall scheme view in the scheme development mode. This
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overall scheme view again may present scheme elements of different subschemes. This view is useful if several application-specific constraints that
refer to elements of the content sub-scheme as well as to elements of the
hypertext sub-scheme are to be specified. In order to express in which view
a particular scheme element shall be presented, one can individually specify
the visibility in the scheme element’s property form.

=SRC_IU

=SRC_ENT

Figure 7.5: Graphical application of a transformer DemoTrans in
TransEd ; overall scheme view; repository explorer

Example 91 Fig. 7.5 illustrates the graphical application of transformer
DemoTrans, which is represented by a rounded rectangle including the
transformer’s name. The transformer’s definition is not repeated in this
graphical shape but is shown in a separate window below. Applicationspecific constraints can be expressed by lines connecting scheme elements to the graphical application, and the transformer variable to be
addressed is notated at the line.
For the graphical application depicted in Fig. 7.5, entity type Paper
(content sub-scheme) as well as index unit Paper Index (hypertext subscheme) are to be attached to the graphical application of transformer
DemoTrans. For that purpose, both scheme elements are shown in the
overall scheme view. The lower part of Fig. 7.3, which depicts the
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property form of a page class, demonstrates how to specify an individual
visibility for a particular scheme element.

Exploring the repository. TransEd offers a transformer repository, which is
implemented as a list of transformers imported into the current project. The
definition of a transformer selected from this list is also shown and can be
explored.

Example 92 The lower part of Fig. 7.5 illustrates the transformer repository, i.e. the list of transformers imported into the current project. The
list comprises only one demo transformer DemoTrans. Its definition is
split into a query template and a generative template, each illustrated
next to the list in separate windows.

Requirement

Level of
fulfillment

Comments

Support of scheme element skeletons
Graphical specification of TBE-directives
Overall-scheme view
Visualization at a glance
Checking transformer syntax and semantics
Graphical applications of transformers

~

No schematic
transformer
representation

Exploring the repository

Figure 7.6: Requirements fulfilled by external scheme editor TransEd.
We have to point out that TransEd is a research prototype that aims at
a demo development environment for evaluating the practicability of the
TBE language. Thus, TransEd currently supports only a subset of the
scheme elements provided by WebML. However, for web schemes utilizing
this reduced set of scheme elements only, transformer definition and application is supported well as summarized in Fig. 7.6.
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Implementing TBE-QML

The semantics of by-example transformers has been described independently
of a particular modelling language by means of a relational representation
of schemes and the relational data manipulation language TBE-QML. Thus,
a straightforward approach to put by-example transformers to work is to
implement them according to the basic architecture that has been described
conceptually in Section 4.1.
In this section, the conceptual architecture of TBE is refined, and modeldependent parts are distinguished from model-independent ones. Modelindependent parts can be implemented once for all, whereas model-dependent
parts have to be implemented once for each modelling language that is to
be enabled for TBE. The challenge is to design the model-independent parts
such that implementations of model-dependent parts can be plugged in easily.
We give here an overview of the architecture and the design decisions, whereas
the particular design and the implementation is described in [81]. The description comprises the following aspects: (1) The components that translate
transformer definitions into TBE-QML statements, (2) the components that
process transformer applications, and (3) the implementation of these components.

7.2.1

Components for compiling transformer definitions

A graphical transformer definition for a particular modelling language L is
given by a query template and a generative template, both notated using
scheme element skeletons representing L’s scheme elements together with
TBE directives. The TBE system compiles this graphical specification into
a transformer definition in terms of TBE-QML.
Fig. 7.7 illustrates this overall process, where participating components (documents and processes) are distinguished into model-dependent components
and model-independent ones. Model-dependent components depend on the
particular modelling language and must be implemented once for each language L. These components are shown gray-shaded. The package of modelindependent components, in contrast, is implemented only once for all modelling languages that shall be enabled for TBE.
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Query template
[Notation of L]
TBE-Directives
and
Scheme element
skeletons of L
with variables

L_To_Relational

Scheme element
skeletons
[Relational]

Generative Template
[Notation of L]
Filter out
Directives

Filter out
Directives

Extracted
Directives
[TBE-QML]

Extracted
Directives
[TBE-QML]

TBE
Query Template
Generator

TBE
Generative Template
Generator

TBE-Directives
and
Scheme element
skeletons of L
with variables

L_To_Relational

Scheme element
skeletons
[Relational]

Transformer
Query Template
[TBE-QML]

Generative Template
[TBE-QML]

Figure 7.7: Overall process of compiling a by-example transformer definition
into a TBE-QML statement.

The query template and the generative template in the representation of
L both are model dependent for two reasons: First, L uses its own data
structure for representing schemes. For example, WebML uses an XMLrepresentation according to the WebML DTD. Consequently, scheme element
skeletons are represented using L’s data structure, too. Second, as mentioned
in Section 7.1, different modelling languages may incorporate TBE -directives
in a different manner, e.g. as model primitives or simply as annotated text.
Both, TBE -directives and scheme element skeletons, are mapped to a standardized representation by using the processes Filter out Directives and
L To Relational, respectively. These processes are model dependent because each language L may use its own data structure. For the TBE directives, i.e. symbols, comparison constraints, construction expressions,
etc., process Filter out Directives achieves a textual notation of TBEdirectives. The concrete syntax is not relevant here.
For the scheme element skeletons, process L To Relational achieves a relational representation. This mapping has already been explained for scheme
elements (c.f. Section 4.2.1). For scheme element skeletons, which are just
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like scheme elements but have variables in place of concrete values, the same
process can be applied. The resulting “universe members” are variables, and,
consequently, the resulting “relations between universe members” denote relations between variables.
Reusing process L To Relational that way has the advantage that the resulting “relations” already reflect the final relationship constraints and relation constructors as required for TBE-QML query templates and generative
templates, respectively. Only a few syntactic adaptations are required, which
are performed by the two processes TBE Query Template Generator and
TBE Generative Template Generator, respectively.
(a)
e1
att1
att2

Paper
title
abstract

(b)
Universe Members Relation Members
e1 : E
att1 : A
att2 : A
Paper : N
title : N
abstract : N

name e1, Paper
name att1, title
name att2, abstract
definedAt att1, e1
definedAt att2, e1

Variables

Relations between variables

TBE-directives

ENT : N
ENT_ID : E
ATT : N
ATT_ID : A

name ENT_ID, ENT
name ATT_ID, ATT
containedIn ATT_ID, ENT_ID

result variable: ENT
result variable: ENT_ID
constraint: ATT = “title”













ENT_ID
ATT_ID



ENT
ATT

ATT=”title”

(c)







(d)

Figure 7.8: (a) and (b): Graphical and relational representation of an entity
type scheme element, respectively; (c) and (d): Graphical and relational representation of an entity type skeleton used in a query template, respectively

Example 93 In order to demonstrate that templates and schemes are similar also at the level of their relational representation, we first repeat the relational representation of a scheme and then give an example of a template’s relational representation. Fig. 7.8(a) depicts entity type Paper in graphical representation, whereas Fig. 7.8(b) illustrates the corresponding relational representation as achieved by process
WebML To Relational.
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Fig. 7.8(c) depicts query template EntWithAttribs, which selects IDs
and names of entity types that comprise attributes. It comprises an
entity type skeleton where variables ENT ID, ENT, ATT ID, and ATT
stand in place of concrete values. Fig. 7.8(d) presents query template
EntWithAttribs’s relational representation, which is achieved as follows: First, the directives, i.e. the annotated symbols and comparison
constraints are filtered out and stored as depicted in the third column.
Then, process WebML To Relational achieves “universe members” that
are variables, and “relations” that are relations between these variables.
The mapping to the final TBE-QML query statement is then achieved
by process TBE Query Template Generator. A relation of the form
Rhv1 , . . . , vn i is simply transformed to a relationship constraint of the
form hv1 , . . . , vn i ∈ R. The result is shown in Fig. 4.6 on page 79.

7.2.2

Components for processing transformer applications

A transformer is applied to a scheme by placing a graphical application within
this scheme. The application may be individualized, e.g. by applicationspecific constraints. The TBE -system takes this scheme as input, filters out
the TBE -directives specifying the transformer application, individualizes the
transformer, and performs the transformations accordingly.
Fig. 7.9 illustrates the overall process of applying a transformer. Again,
model-dependent components are gray-shaded. The input scheme comprises scheme elements in the representation of modelling language L as well
as TBE -directives specifying the (individualized) transformer application.
Both, scheme elements and directives, are model-dependent and are therefore mapped to a standardized representation. Process L To Relational is
the same as described with transformer definitions above.
Process Filter out Directives filters out the (individualized) application
of the transformer, i.e. the directives that specify this application. The process derives (1) the name of the transformer to apply and (2) the optional
individualization directives like application-specific constraints, etc. Again,
the concrete syntax of the extracted directives is not relevant here. Process
Individualize Transformer then loads the respective TBE-QML transformer definition from the repository and applies the specified individualizations.
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specifying Transformer Application
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Input Scheme elements
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Interpreter

Relational_To_L

Output Scheme elements
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Figure 7.9: Overall process of performing a (possibly individualized) transformer application.

Process TBE-QML Interpreter then performs the transformations as defined
by the individualized transformer on the input scheme in relational representation. The result is an output scheme, still represented relationally. Thus,
process Relational To L maps this representation to the final result, i.e.
an output scheme in the representation of modelling language L. Of course,
process Relational To L and the final result are model-dependent.

7.2.3

Component implementation

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the main goal in the design
of a realization of TBE-QML is to provide an implementation of the modelindependent parts such that model-dependent parts can be plugged in easily.
Thus, the primary design decisions concern those model-independent components that form an interface to the model-dependent ones. Depending on
these decisions, the design of the other model-independent components is
chosen.
Fig. 7.10 summarizes the components that are part of either of the processes “transformer compilation” and “transformer application”, categorized
along the two orthogonal axes model-dependent/model-independent and document/process. The interface documents, i.e. those model-independent doc-
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Model independent
•
•
•
•

TBE_QueryTemplate_Generator
TBE_GenerativeTemplate_Generator
Individualize_Transformer
TBE-QML_Interpreter

Interface Documents:
• Input Scheme (relational)
• Output Scheme (relational)
• Query Template (relational)
• Generative Template (relational)
• Extracted directives
Other Documents:
• Transformer (TBE-QML)
• Individualized Transformer (TBE-QML)

Figure 7.10: Model dependent/independent documents and processes of a
TBE-system.

uments that are output or input of a model dependent process, are distinguished from other model-independent documents.
Notably, there are only two kinds of interface documents, namely
(1) schemes/templates in relational representation and (2) TBE -directives
in TBE-QML representation. Thus, a data structure capturing the TBE relational model and the TBE-representation of directives has to be defined
first.
Both the TBE relational model and the TBE-directives are represented
as XML data structures. XML has been chosen for the following reason: Most modelling languages either use XML directly for representing
schemes or provide at least for exporting schemes to such a representation. Thus, if the data model used for the TBE-representation is also XML,
then the model-dependent processes L To Relational, Relational To L,
and Filter out Directives are concerned only with transforming XMLdata. And for that purpose, extensive tool support exists, e.g. XML parsers,
XSL-Transformation (XSLT) processors1 , and XML transformer generators [11, 100].
1

For an overview over XML and XSLT tools available, confer, for example, the W3C
home page at www.w3.org.
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Consequently, XML has been chosen also as data structure for representing transformers, i.e. TBE-QML query templates and generative
templates, and individualized transformers.
Thereby, the processes
TBE Query Template Generator, TBE Generative Template Generator,
and Individualize Transformer can be conveniently expressed with
XSLT, too. Note that, as mentioned in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, the
adaptations required for turning the relational representation of a template
into TBE-QML statements as well as those required for individualizing a
transformer are fairly simple.
Finally, process TBE-QML Interpreter is to be implemented. This process
takes as input (1) an input scheme in relational representation stored as an
XML data structure, and (2) an TBE-QML statement represented basically
as a set of variables, a set of constraints, a set of relation constructions, and
a set of expressions. As this TBE-QML statement by itself is not executable,
there are two basic choices to put them to work: (1) An ad-hoc interpreter
can be defined that interprets these statements. (2) The statements can
be translated into a script in terms of another language that then can be
executed.
TBE-QML
Interpreter
Individualized
Transformer
[TBE-QML]

Generate Script
for language X

Transformer
[Script for X]

Input Scheme
elements
[TBE / relational]

X-Processor

Output Scheme
elements
[TBE / relational]

Figure 7.11: Process TBE-QML Interpreter refined.
For quickly getting a prototype, we decided to follow the second approach, i.e. to generate a script of an existing language X. Thus, process TBE-QML Interpreter is refined as shown in Fig. 7.11. A sub-process
Generate Script for Language X takes the TBE-QML statement as input
and generates a transformer expressed in terms of language X. Subsequently,
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another sub-process X-Processor executes this script in order to perform
the transformation.
For choosing a language X, the following requirements need to be met. First,
language X must be adequate for expressing TBE-QML statements, i.e. for
evaluating query templates and for instantiating generative templates. Second, an X-processor must be available and should be executable within the
same environment as that from which the overall transformer application was
triggered, e.g. from a CASE-tool. Thus, an X-processor deployed in some
portable code, e.g. Java Byte-code, is preferred.
Concerning query template evaluation, we have identified the following two
options: (1) A deductive language like, for example, F-logic[82], Prolog [129],
or Datalog [1] can be used. This option is straightforward since the query
part of TBE-QML is based on domain relational calculus, which itself is
based on first-order logic. (2) TBE-QML’s declarative query specification
can be translated into XSLT commands or XQuery statements. This option
is beneficial because the documents to be transformed are represented as
XML-documents.
Concerning generative template instantiation, any of these languages can
be chosen as soon as it supports manipulation of relational data, i.e.
adding/deleting relations and generating new values by means of expressions. Datalog and F-logic, which are basically data retrieval languages, are
therefore not adequate; they do not (or only marginally) support expressions
for deriving new values and for manipulating relations.
We decided to choose Prolog and XQuery. XQuery has been preferred to
XSLT because XQuery is better suited for expressing complex queries. Furthermore, if desired, XQuery could be translated into XSLT [88]. For Prolog and XQuery, practicable processors are available, e.g. Jess [62, 119] and
IPSI-XQ [60], respectively, which are both available as Java Byte-code. The
implementation based on Prolog is currently being developed, whereas the
implementation based on XQuery is described in [81].
The advantage of the variant based on Prolog is that a simple TBE-QML
query template translates almost directly to a rule in Prolog and that the
deductive engine optimizes rule evaluation. The drawback is that, especially
when advanced TBE constructs like nested relations, pinned variables, etc.
are to be processed, then extra rules are necessary, and the order of execution
must be controlled, e.g. through rule priority; this can lead to inefficient
evaluation strategies. XQuery, which offers also some procedural flavor in
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terms of loops and function calls, has the advantage that the generated code
can be specifically tuned for such advanced TBE-constructs. However, the
drawback is that process Generate Script for XQuery must take care of
producing optimized code even for simple TBE-QML statements, e.g. by
avoiding cartesian products where possible.
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In this chapter, we demonstrate the use of transformers by the example of a
web scheme of a department’s web site that is to be developed. In Section 8.1,
we show how the scheme is defined manually, i.e. in absence of transformers.
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Then, in Section 8.2, we identify recurrent modelling tasks that have been
repeatedly applied during the development of the scheme, and we provide
transformers that support these tasks. In Section 8.3, we demonstrate that
the web scheme of the department’s web site can be developed more rapidly
and conveniently by utilizing these transformers.
Note that the transformers introduced in this chapter are of general purpose
and are not defined for the department’s web site only. Thus, modelers do not
have to define them again and again for each project, and these transformers
could also be predefined and provided through a library.

8.1

Developing the scheme without transformers

A simple web site of a university department is to be developed. The purpose
of the site is to publish information about the department, the staff members,
the publications, and the courses provided. The department web-site offers
the same view for both (external) visitors of the site and (internal) staff
members, and no login or registration is required.

8.1.1

Content scheme

The following requirements are defined for the content that is to be presented
on the web site:
• The department itself is described by its name, the address, the location
on the campus, and the office’s fax number, phone number, and e-mail
address. Further, the department has a head who is a staff member.
• Staff members are identified by their name and have a position, a phone
number, office hours, and a photo.
• Publications are identified by a cite key and are further described by the
year of publication, the type of publication (i.e. book, paper, technical
report, and thesis), a text field containing the full citation, and a text
field containing the abstract.
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Figure 8.1: Content scheme of the department site

• Courses are identified by a course number and the semester in which
they are held. Further, each course has a title and a description, and
it is led by a staff member.
Fig. 8.1 depicts the content scheme, which directly corresponds to above
mentioned data requirements. Entity types Department, Staff, Course,
and Publication represent the department, staff members, courses, and
the publications. The default data type of attributes is String. Thus, all
attributes implicitly are of type String, except attribute photo, which is
declared as BLOB (binary-large-object), and attribute year, which is declared
as Integer.
Entity type department is a singleton, i.e. contains exactly one member. This
is, however, not expressed in the scheme because WebRatio does not offer
a primitive that marks an entity type as singleton. Relationship headedBy
expresses that the department has exactly one head, who must be a staff
member. Relationship leads between entity types Staff and Course expresses that a staff member may lead any number of courses, whereas one
course is led by exactly one staff member. Relationship authorship between
entity types Staff and Publication expresses that a staff member may be
author (or co-author) of any number of publications, whereas a publication
must have at least one author.

8.1.2

Hypertext scheme

The site shall present the content in a hypertext as follows:
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• The home page shall display the department’s details and the name of
its head.
• For staff members, an overview page shall be provided that displays a
list of staff members and allows to select one of them at runtime. Once
selected, the details of the respective staff member are presented on a
staff member’s detail page. This detail page then displays all attribute
values as well as a list of all courses held by the staff member. Further,
a list of her publications shall be presented. Upon selection of a course
or a publication, the respective details page is displayed as explained
below.
• All courses are listed on a separate overview page, too. Again, once
a course is selected therefrom, the user is redirected to the course’s
details page. Besides all attribute values of the respective course, this
page then presents also the name of the staff member who leads the
course and provides a link to her details page.
• Publications are also listed on an overview page. Further, because there
are about 250 publications to present, an access structure that allows
to filter the list by category and/or by year shall be provided. The
details of a paper selected from the list are again presented on a details
page. Thereon, all the attribute values of the publication as well as all
the authors of the paper are listed.
• The home page as well as all the overview pages shall be reachable from
any point in the web site.
Fig. 8.2 depicts the hypertext scheme that expresses above mentioned requirements. We first describe the page classes themselves and then explain
the inter-page links.
Page class Department Page represents the site’s home page, i.e. that page
that is presented whenever a user enters the domain of the site. The page
class contains a data unit Department that presents the sole member of
entity type Department and a data unit Head that presents the head of this
department, i.e. that staff member that is reachable from a department via
relationship role Head of Department.
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Figure 8.2: Hypertext scheme for university department web site
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Data unit Department displays the attributes name, location, phone,
fax, and email of entity type Department as declared in section “Shown
Attributes” in the property window attached. Data unit Head displays
only attributes name and position of entity type Staff. For reasons of
conciseness, we have shown the property windows only for the data units
Department and Head. For the rest of the data units and index units contained in the hypertext scheme, the reader may assume the lists of “shown
attributes” to be set adequately.
Page class Course Overview comprises an index unit Course Index for
showing a list of all courses. This page is declared as landmark such that is
reachable from any other point in the web site through a menu that is permanently visible. Page class Course Details contains data unit Details
for presenting the details of a course that is passed as parameter along the
incoming link. Further, page class Course Details contains a data unit
Leader, which presents the staff member who leads the course, i.e. that
member of entity type staff that is reachable from a course via relationship
role CourseLeader.
Page class Staff Overview comprises an index unit Staff Index for showing a list of staff members. Again, this page is declared as landmark. Page
class Staff member contains a data unit Details for showing the details of a
staff member that is passed along an incoming link. Further, the page class
contains two index units: Index unit Publications presents the publications of the respective staff member, i.e. those publications that are reachable
from a staff member via relationship role authoredBy. Index unit Courses
presents the courses led by this staff member, i.e. those courses that are
reachable via relationship role ledBy.
Page class Publication Overview, which is again a landmark, comprises an
index unit Publication Index for showing a list of publications. Further,
two index units, year and type, present a list of all the year-values and
a list of all the type-values occurring in publications, respectively. Once
a user selects a year out of this list, the respective value is passed as a
parameter named p year along the link to index unit Publication Index.
According to the selection condition year = p year, the list of publications is
constrained to those having appeared in the selected year. Keyword implied
next to the selection condition expresses that this condition is checked only
if a parameter p year is provided, i.e. if a user has selected a year in index
unit year. Selecting a type-value has an analogous effect.
Page class Publication Details comprises data unit Details for presenting
the details of the publication that is passed along the incoming link. Index
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unit Authors presents the authors of this publication, i.e. a list of those
members of entity type Staff that are reachable from this publication via
relationship role Author.
The inter-page links provide for navigating to more detailed information.
Index units of overview page classes and other content units that present
representative attributes only are connected to main data units of details
page classes. Consider, for example, the link from index unit Course Index
of page class Course Overview to data unit Details of page class Course
Details. When a user selects a course from the course index, then the details
of this course are presented in the respective details page. Similarly, data unit
Leader, which presents only the name and the position of a staff member
leading a course, is connected to the details page class of staff members.
Thus, when traversing this link from a particular course page, then the staff
member page presenting the leader of this course in detail is selected.

8.2

Transformers for recurrent modelling
tasks

The schemes depicted in Fig. 8.1 and Fig. 8.2 represent the department’s web
site at the point where the process of scheme development has already been
completed. Nevertheless, when analyzing the final scheme, it turns out that
a number of patterns of extending and refining the scheme have repeatedly
been applied. We have identified the following recurrent modelling tasks:
1. Provide for overview and details pages. Based on the entity types of the
content scheme, page classes that give an overview of the members of
entity types as well as page classes that present a member of an entity
type in detail are defined.
2. Provide for supplementary units. Page classes presenting a main item
in detail are extended by supplementary units, i.e. units for presenting
members of other entity types that are directly related to the main
item.
3. Interconnect units. Page classes or, more precisely, the units contained
in different page classes are interconnected, again according to relationships defined in the underlying content scheme.
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4. Provide for category index. In order to facilitate access, index units
that present a large number of items are complemented by category
indices that constrain the items to be presented.
In the remainder of this section, we describe these modelling tasks in more
detail, illustrate where they have been applied in the development of the
department’s web site, and provide transformers that support these tasks.

8.2.1

Providing for overview and details pages

According to modelling task “Provide overview and details pages”, for entity
types of the content scheme, overview page classes and details page classes
are defined. This task can be split in two parts, one for providing overview
page classes and one for providing details page classes. We start with the
task concerning the details page classes, which is simpler than the other one.
For providing details pages, usually one page class with a data unit is generated for each entity type. This data unit represents the main item of the
page and displays all the attributes of the respective entity type.
Example 94 In the scheme of the department’s web site, this task has actually been applied to every entity type. Note that the details pages got
extended by further data units and index units later on. This extension,
however, is subject to a separate task explained in Section 8.2.2.

Tdef

DetailsPageForEnt

ENT
ATT [Attribs]

⊕PC
⊕“Details”

ENT

PC := strcat (ENT, ” Details”)
Shown Attributes:
ATT[Attribs]
{ main_unit }

G

Q
Figure 8.3: Definition of transformer DetailsPageForEnt
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Fig. 8.3 depicts the definition of transformer DetailsPageForEnt, which
supports modelling task “Provide for details pages”. The transformer’s query
template selects entity types together with their attributes. The entity types
are represented by result variable ENT. The attributes, which are stored in
a nested relation named Attribs, are represented by result variable ATT.
The generative template is then instantiated for each entity type ENT (and
the corresponding nested relation Attribs) in that a page class with an
embedded data unit is generated. The page class is named after entity type
ENT, whereas the data unit is named “Details”. The data unit’s list of
attributes to display, i.e. property Shown Attributes, is set to the list of
attributes as provided through nested relation Attribs. Further, the newly
generated data unit has a user-defined property “main unit” attached in
order to distinguish it from supplementary data units introduced later in
this section.
For providing overview pages, usually a page class with an index unit is
generated for each entity type. Such a page class is for providing an overview
of the members of the corresponding entity type. The index units of overview
page classes usually do not present all attributes of their underlying data
type but neglect details. Further, the overview page classes usually become
landmarks.
Example 95 In the scheme of the department’s web site, this modelling
task has been applied to every entity type except singleton entity
type Department. Hence, overview page classes Course Overview,
Staff Overview, and Publication Overview have been generated.
The list of shown attributes for overview pages is not given in the figure. Yet we assume that the following attributes of the content scheme
are not presented in overview pages: The course overview does not provide the detailed course description, the staff overview does not present
a photo, and the publication overview does not show the publication’s
abstract.
In order to declare which entity types and attributes are to be considered
for overview pages, the following user-defined properties are introduced:
(1) User-defined property singleton attached to an entity type expresses
that this entity type is a singleton such that no overview page class is to be
generated. (2) User-defined property detail attached to an attribute expresses that this attribute describes a detail to be presented in detail pages
only. These properties are considered by transformer OverviewPageForEnt
explained next.
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Tdef

OverviewPageForEnt

ENT {singleton = false}
ATT [Attribs]

L

⊕PC

PC := strcat (ENT, ” Overview”)

⊕IU

IU := strcat (ENT, ” Index”)

{details = false}

ENT

Shown Attributes:
ATT[Attribs]

G

Q
Figure 8.4: Definition of transformer OverviewPageForEnt

Fig. 8.4 illustrates the definition of transformer OverviewPageForEnt, which
supports modelling task “provide for overview pages”. The query template
works analogously to that of transformer DetailsPageForEnt illustrated in
Fig. 8.3, but selects only entity types that are not marked as “singleton”,
i.e. that either have no user-defined property named singleton attached
or have this property set to false. Further, only those attributes that are
not marked as “detail” are selected. The generative template is instantiated
for each entity type ENT as follows: A landmark page class with an index
unit is generated, both named after entity type ENT. The index unit’s list
of attributes to display, i.e. property Shown Attributes, is set to the list of
attributes as represented by nested relation Attribs.
Of course, the content scheme has to be annotated with user-defined properties singleton and detail such that transformer OverviewPageForEnt
works as intended. This requires some effort, which, however, pays off for the
following reasons: (1) User-defined properties improve the content scheme’s
expressiveness because a particular intent of an entity type or attribute is
explicitly expressed. (2) The provided annotations can be used several times
in different transformers.

8.2.2

Providing for supplementary units

According to modelling task “provide for supplementary units”, a details
page class, which presents one item in detail, often is extended by supplementary content units that present information directly related to the page’s
main item. This can be referred to as modelling task “Provide supplementary units”. The following two rules can be identified: (1) Let DUmain be a
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details page’s main data unit, and let Emain be its content source. If Emain is
connected to another entity type Esupp via a to-one relationship role R, then
a data unit DUsupp referring to this entity type is created, and DUmain is connected to DUsupp . Further, data unit DUsupp gets relationship role R attached
as selection condition. Thereby, since data unit DUmain presents one member
emain of entity type Emain , data unit DUsupp presents that member of Esupp that
is directly reachable from emain via the to-one relationship role R. (2) The
first rule applies analogously to to-many relationship roles, yet an index unit
is created instead of a data unit.
Note that “supplementary” data units are just ordinary data units. However,
they are not used with the intent to present items in detail but are for
presenting some representative attributes of these items. This is, as for index
units in general, also true for supplementary index units.
Example 96 In the scheme of the university department’s web site, modelling task “Provide supplementary units” has been applied to every
details page. We pick out the definition of page class Course Details
for explanation. This page class presents (1) the details of a course, and
(2) supplementary, the name of the leader of this course. Point (1) is
expressed by data unit Details, which has entity type Course as content
source. Point (2) is expressed as follows: Entity type Course refers to
entity type Staff via the to-one relationship role CourseLeader. Thus,
a data unit Leader, which has entity type Staff as content source and
which has relationship role CourseLeader attached, has been created.
Data unit Leader displays only attributes name and position, which
are assumed to be representative for a staff member.
In order to declare which attributes are representative, user-defined property
representative is introduced. Attributes marked with this property are
the only attributes to be presented in supplementary units. Further, in order
to distinguish main data units from other data units that might exist in a
scheme, it is assumed that main data units are marked with user-defined
property main unit. Note that transformer DetailsPageForEnt generates
details page classes with data units that have this property set. Both properties, representative and main unit, are considered accordingly by transformer GenerateSupplementaryUnits explained next.
Fig. 8.5 depicts the definition of transformer GenerateSupplementaryUnits,
which supports modelling task “Provide for supplementary units”. The
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Tdef

GenerateSupplementaryUnits

G

GenerateDataUnit

IF CARD = “0..1” OR CARD = “1”:

DETAILPC
DETAILPC
SDU := RELROLE

MAINDU
{main_unit}

MAINDU
{main_unit}

⊕L

MAINENT

⊕ SDU

Shown Attributes:
S_ATT[Attribs]

S_ENT
[ RELROLE]

=
G

MAINENT

GenerateIndexUnit

IF CARD = “1..*” OR CARD = “*”:

DETAILPC
SIU := strcat (S_ENT, “s”)
S_ENT

CARD

MAINDU
{main_unit}

⊕L

⊕ SIU

Shown Attributes:
S_ATT[Attribs]

S_ATT[Attribs]

RELROLE
{representative}

S_ENT
[ RELROLE]

Q

Figure 8.5: Definition of transformer GenerateSupplementaryUnits.

transformer comprises one query template and two conditional generative
templates.
The query template selects detail page classes with main data units and entity
types that are directly related to the content source of such a main data unit.
This is expressed as follows: The details page class, which is represented by
result variable DETAILPC, must contain a main data unit, which is represented
by result variable MAINDU. A main data unit is characterized by user-defined
property main unit.
From all main data units, only those are considered whose content source is
related to another entity type, which is assumed to provide supplementary
information. The content source of the main data unit is represented by
non-result variable MAINENT, whereas the other entity type is represented by
result variable S ENT. The relationship role that leads from MAINENT to S ENT
is selected, too, together with its attached cardinality. The relationship role
and its cardinality are represented by result variables RELROLE and CARD,
respectively. Further, the attributes of supplementary entity type S ENT are
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stored in a nested relation Attribs. The attributes are represented by result
variable S ATT, where only those attributes are selected that have user-defined
property representative set.
For each tuple of the query’s result relation RelQm ( DETAILPG, MAINDU,
S ENT, RELROLE, CARD, Attribs(S ATT)), the generative part of transformer
GenerateSupplementaryUnits is instantiated. This generative part comprises two conditional generative templates, namely GenerateDataUnit
shown in the upper part, and GenerateIndexUnit shown in the lower part.
Which one of these two is instantiated depends on the value of the relationship role’s cardinality represented by result variable CARD. If this cardinality
is either 0..1 or 1, then GenerateDataUnit is instantiated and a supplementary data unit is generated. Otherwise, i.e. if the cardinality is either 1..* or
*, then GenerateIndexUnit is instantiated and a supplementary index unit
is generated. We explain only generative template GenerateDataUnit:
Generative template GenerateDataUnit extends a details page class
DETAILPC as follows: A new data unit, represented by new-element variable SDU, is generated within DETAILPC and is named after relationship role
RELROLE. The content source of this data unit is the supplementary entity
type represented by S ENT. Further, a selection condition referring to relationship role RELROLE is created. The attributes that are to be displayed by
data unit SDU are those that are provided through nested relation Attribs,
which contains the representative attributes of entity type S ENT. Finally, the
existing main data unit, which is represented by parameter variable MAINDU,
is connected to the new data unit SDU by means of a newly generated link.
This link is represented by new-element variable L.
Example 97 Suppose that transformer GenerateSupplementaryUnits is
applied to a scheme that comprises a page class Staff Details with a
main data unit Details that has entity type Staff as content source.
Note that entity type Staff is related to three other entity types, i.e.
(1) to entity type Publications via relationship role authoredBy of
cardinality *, (2) to entity type Course via relationship role ledByStaff
of cardinality *, and (3) to entity type Department via relationship role
Dept of cardinality 0..1.
In this setting, GenerateSupplementaryUnits’s query template would
achieve a result as depicted in Fig. 8.6. The representative attributes of each related entity type S ENT are stored in a nested relation Attribs(S ATT), i.e. attributes title, year, and type for S ENT
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Figure 8.6: Result of evaluating GenerateSupplementaryUnits’s query template for page class Staff Details.

= Publication, attributes number, semester, and title for S ENT =
Course, and the empty set for S ENT = Department.
Consequently, the generative template is instantiated three times and
extends page class Staff Details as follows: (1) For each relationship role of cardinality *, i.e. for authoredBy and ledByStaff, conditional generative template GenerateIndexUnit is instantiated. Thus,
two new index units Publications and Courses are generated. (2) For
relationship role Dept, which is of cardinality 0..1, conditional generative template GenerateDataUnit is instantiated and generates a new
data unit Depts. Note that entity type Department does not comprise
any representative attribute such that data unit Depts does not present
any information. We will come back to this point later in this section.

8.2.3

Interconnecting units

According to modelling task “interconnect units”, units contained in different
page classes are interconnected based on relationships defined in the underlying content scheme. This modelling task comprises two parts, namely (1) to
connect supplementary data units to main data units, and (2) to connect
index units to main data units. We address these two parts separately, one
after the other.
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Connect index units to main data units
Index units usually provide a link to a corresponding details page. The
following rule can be identified: Let IU be an index unit and let E be the
content source of this index unit. If a corresponding details page exists, i.e.
a page class that contains a data unit DUmain presenting members of entity
type E in detail, then IU is connected to DUmain via a link.

Example 98 In the scheme of the university department’s web site, every
index unit has been connected to a corresponding main data unit. For
one thing, index unit Course Index in page class Course Overview
has been linked to the details page of courses, i.e. to data unit Details
in page class Course Details.

Tdef

ConnectIUtoMainDU
PC

DETAIL_PC
MAIN_DU
{main_unit}

IU

ENT

=

IU

⊕L

MAIN_DU
{main_unit}

ENT

Q

G

Figure 8.7: Definition of transformer ConnectIUtoMainDU.
Fig. 8.7 depicts the definition of transformer ConnectIUtoMainDU, which connects index units to main data units. The query template selects those combinations of index units and main data units that have the same content
source. Index units and main data units are represented by result variables
IU and MAIN DU, respectively. Again, a main data unit is characterized by
user-defined property main unit. Both units must have the same content
source, which is represented by non-result variable ENT. For each pair of
an index unit IU and a data unit MAIN DU selected by the query template,
the generative template generates a link from IU to MAIN DU. This link is
represented by new-element variable L.
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Example 99 Suppose that transformer ConnectIUtoMainDU is applied
to a scheme that comprises two index units Staff Overview and
Authors and a main data unit Details, where all these content units have entity type Staff as content source. In this setting, the query template of transformer ConnectIUtoMainDU achieves
a result relation RelQ (IU, MAIN DU) comprising two tuples, i.e.
hStaff Overview, Detailsi and hAuthors, Detailsi. Consequently,
the generative template is instantiated and achieves two new links targeting data unit Details, one from index unit Staff Overview and
one from index unit Authors.
Connect supplementary data units to main data units
Supplementary data units usually provide a link to a corresponding details
page. The following rule can be identified: Let DUabstr be a data unit that
abstracts from details, and let E be the content source of this data unit. If
there exists a corresponding details page, i.e. a page class that contains a
data unit DUmain presenting members of entity type E in detail, then DUabstr
is connected to DUmain via a link.
Example 100 In the scheme of the university department’s web site, every supplementary data unit has been connected to a main data
unit. For one thing, data unit Leader, which is placed in page class
Course Details and which presents the name and the position of a
course leader, has been linked to the details page of staff members, i.e.
to data unit Details in page class Staff member.
Fig. 8.8 depicts the definition of transformer ConnectSupplDUtoMainDU,
which connects supplementary data units to main data units. This transformer works analogously to transformer ConnectIUtoMainDU, but instead
of index units, the query template selects supplementary data units that
have the same content source as a main data unit.

8.2.4

Providing for category index

According to modelling task “Provide for category index”, index units that
are to present a large number of items often get a category index attached.
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ENT

Q
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Figure 8.8: Definition of transformer ConnectSupplDUtoMainDU.

It is assumed that the set of items can be split into groups depending on the
value of a particular attribute, which is referred to as a category attribute.
Defining a category index works as follows: Let IU be an index unit presenting
a list of members of entity type E, and let CAT ATT be an attribute of E serving
as category attribute. Then, an index unit CAT IU is created that presents
a list of all distinct CAT ATT-values of entity type E. This category index is
linked to index unit IU, where a link parameter carrying the selected category
value is attached to the link. Index unit IU is then extended by a selection
condition such that whenever a user selects a category, then items only from
this category are presented.
Example 101 In the scheme of the university department’s web site, modelling task “Provide for category index” has been applied twice for the
publication overview, i.e. once with attribute year and once with attribute type serving as category attribute, respectively. The resulting
page class Publication Overview is depicted in Fig. 8.2.
Fig. 8.9 illustrates the definition of transformer CategoryIndexForIU, which
supports modelling task “Provide for category index”. The query template
returns a relation RelQ (PC, IU, ENT, CAT ATT), where each of its tuples contains a page class PC and an index unit IU, which represents the index unit to
be complemented by a category index, and IU’s content source ENT together
with one of its attributes CAT ATT, which serves as category attribute.
For each tuple of RelQ , the generative template extends page class PC by
a new category index as follows: (1) A new index unit serving as category
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CategoryIndexForIU

PC

PC
IU

PARAM
:= strcat (“p_”, CAT_ATT)
CAT_IU := strcat (CAT_ATT, “-values”)
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=
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CAT_ATT “AS”
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ENT

Shown Attributes:
CAT_ATT

ENT
[ CAT_ATT =
PARAM ] “implied”

G

Q

Figure 8.9: Definition of transformer CategoryIndexForIU.

index is generated. It is represented by new-element variable CAT IU, and its
content source is the same entity type as that of index unit IU, i.e. entity
type ENT. Index unit CAT IU displays exactly one attribute, i.e. the category
attribute CAT ATT provided by the query template. (2) A link from new
index unit CAT IU to index unit IU is generated. This link is represented
by new-element variable L. Further, a link parameter, which transports the
value selected by the user in the category index, is attached to the link.
This parameter is represented by new-element variable PARAM, and its label
is derived by preceding the name of the category attribute by literal “p ”.
(3) The existing index unit IU is extended by a new selection condition of
the form [CAT ATT = PARAM] implied.
Example 102 Suppose a scheme that contains a page class
PublicationsOverview with an index unit Publication Index,
where entity type Publication is the content source of this index unit
and comprises, among others, two attributes year and type. Suppose
that transformer CategoryIndexForIU is applied to this scheme having
variable CAT ATT constrained such that only entity types year and
type are considered. In this setting, the query template achieves a
result relation Res Q (PC, IU, ENT, CAT ATT) containing two tuples, i.e.
hPublication Overview, Publication Index, Publication, yeari
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and hPublication Overview, Publication Index, Publication, typei.
For each of these two tuples, the generative template is instantiated.
The first tuple, i.e. that one having variable CAT ATT bound to year,
imposes the following result: (1) a new category index unit, which is
named year-values and which is placed within page class Publication
Overview; (2) a new link from index unit year-values to index unit
Publication Index; (3) a new link parameter, which is named p year
and which is bound to attribute year of index unit year-values, (4) a
new selection condition, which has the form year = p year and which
is attached to index unit Publication Index. The second tuple is
treated analogously and again yields a new category index, a new link,
a new parameter, and a new selection condition.
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Figure 8.10: Overview of the development process with transformers.
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Developing the scheme with transformers

With the transformers developed in the previous section, sites like the department’s web site can be developed more rapidly and conveniently. This
section demonstrates how one modelling task after the other is performed
by applying transformers, each time extending and refining the scheme until
the final scheme is achieved. Fig. 8.10 gives an overview of this development
process, which is explained in detail in the remainder of this section.

8.3.1

Defining the content scheme

The first step in developing the department’s web site is to define the content
scheme. This task has to be performed manually because it is the first task
during conceptual design and, consequently, there does not exist any other
part of the scheme from which the content scheme could be derived. The
result of this first step is a content scheme defined manually as depicted in
Fig. 8.1.

8.3.2

Providing for overview and details pages

The next step in the development of the web scheme is to provide overview
pages and details pages by applying transformers OverviewPageForEnt and
DetailsPageForEnt, respectively. Transformer DetailsPageForEnt generates a details page class simply for each entity type of the scheme. Transformers OverviewPageForEnt generates an overview page class for each entity type except for those that are marked as singleton. Further, only those
attributes are considered that are not marked as details. Consequently, the
content scheme has to be annotated with these user-defined properties such
that transformer OverviewPageForEnt works as intended.
Fig. 8.11 depicts the content scheme of the university department’s web
site, now annotated with user-defined properties singleton, detail, and
representative. Attributes marked with property representative are
to be displayed in supplementary index units and data units. Property
singleton is attached to entity type Department such that transformer
OverviewPageForEnt does not consider this entity type. Property detail
is attached to attributes photo, description, and abstract, which are intended to be presented only in details pages. Hence, these attributes are
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Figure 8.11: Annotated content scheme of department’s web site.
considered only by transformer DetailsPageForEnt are neglected by transformer OverviewPageForEnt.
Fig. 8.12 illustrates the result of applying transformers DetailsPageForEnt
and OverviewPageForEnt to the annotated content scheme. The application of transformer OverviewPageForEnt generates the landmark page
classes Course Overview, Staff Overview, and Publication Overview.
The index units define that all those attributes are to be displayed
that have not been marked as detail in the content scheme. Note
that no overview page class has been generated for singleton entity type
Department. The application of transformer DetailsPageForEnt generates
the page classes Department Details, Course Details, Staff Details,
and Publication Details. The data units contained in these page classes
have user-defined property main unit set. Further, these data units define
that all the attributes of their respective entity type are to be displayed.
Note that the page classes, data units and index units generated by the
applications of transformers DetailsPageForEnt and OverviewPageForEnt
do not yet correspond exactly to those of the scheme of Fig. 8.2 defined
manually. For example, page class Department Details is not yet declared
as the site’s home page. To achieve a total correspondence, one has to rework
the transformer’s result as follows: Page class Department Details has to be
marked as home page and has to be renamed to “Department Page”. Further,
data unit Details representing the sole department record has to be renamed
to Department. These adaptations are illustrated in the illustrations of the
hypertext scheme that follow.
Of course, the transformer applications could have been individualized such
that above mentioned particularities would have been considered already by
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Figure 8.12: Hypertext scheme with isolated overview and details page
classes.
the transformer. For example, the construction expression for the name of
the department’s details page could have been overridden. However, this
individualization probably had required more effort than simply reworking
the scheme after the transformer application.
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Providing for supplementary units

In the next step, details page classes, which are for presenting one item
in detail, are extended by supplementary content units. These content
units present information that is directly related to the page’s main item.
For this purpose, transformer GenerateSupplementaryUnits is applied to
the scheme that has resulted from the previous step. Note that supplementary content units are to display only representative attributes. These
attributes are marked in the content scheme with user-defined property
representative, which is considered by the query template of transformer
GenerateSupplementaryUnits.
Fig.
8.13
illustrates
the
result
of
applying
transformer
GenerateSupplementaryUnits to the hypertext scheme of Fig. 8.12.
Please ignore the gray links for the moment, they will be explained together
with the next modelling task to be performed. The application of transformer GenerateSupplementaryUnits has generated supplementary data
units Head of Department and Course Leader, and the supplementary
index units Publications, Courses, and Authors.
Note that the transformer application is individualized by application-specific
constraint RELROLE 6= "Dept", which excludes relationship role Dept from
consideration. In absence of this application-specific constraint, page class
Staff Details would get extended by a supplementary data unit representing the department that is headed by the respective staff member. Although
this could make sense as well, it is probably not intended if the name of the
sole department is presented in the header of the web site anyway. Thus,
entity type department does not declare any attribute as representative,
since no supplementary unit representing this entity type is to be generated.
The scheme of Fig. 8.13, which is the result of a transformer application,
differs from the scheme of Fig. 8.2, which has been edited manually, only
by different captions of two data units: Data units Head of Department
and Course Leader in Fig. 8.12 are captioned Head and Leader in Fig. 8.2,
respectively. Of course, if an individual caption is desired, a modeler may
simply rework the transformer’s result.

8.3.4

Interconnecting units

In the next step, links are generated from index units to main data units
and from supplementary data units to main data units. Each data unit
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Figure 8.13: Hypertext scheme with page classes comprising supplementary
units; Gray links: result of applying transformers ConnectIUtoMainDU and
ConnectSupplDUtoMainDU.

that is not marked as a main data unit is considered as supplementary.
These two tasks are captured by transformers ConnectIUtoMainDU and
ConnectSupplDUtoMainDU, respectively, which are applied to the scheme
resulting from the previous step. Fig. 8.13 illustrates the result of these
applications, where the newly generated links are shown in gray color. Note
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that these links are ordinary links, and the gray color is used for illustration
purpose only.

8.3.5

Providing for category index

In the last step, two index units year-values and type-values serving as
category indices for index unit Publication Index are defined. Index unit
year-values displays a list of year-values that, upon selecting one of these
values, constrains the items displayed in index unit Publication Index.
Index unit type-values, which displays a list of publication types, works
analogously.
L Publication

L Publication
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Publication

∪
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Figure 8.14:
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application
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For generating these category filters, transformer CategoryIndexForIU is
applied as shown in Fig. 8.14(a). The application-specific constraints express
that only index unit PublicationIndex and, from all the attributes of the
underlying entity type, only attributes year and type are to be considered.
Fig. 8.14(b) illustrates the result of this application. It corresponds exactly
to page class Publication Overview of the scheme that is shown in Fig. 8.2
and that has been defined manually.
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This chapter summarizes the concepts of TBE as presented in this thesis and
gives an outlook to future work.

9.1

Summary

We have presented the language TBE for defining and applying web scheme
transformers. Such transformers facilitate the process of modelling web applications in that they assist modelers in performing recurrent modelling tasks.
Each transformer is executable in the sense that, when applied to a scheme,
it performs extensions and refinements as they would otherwise have to be
performed by the modeler again and again in the same way.
For defining transformers, we have introduced the language TBE that combines a visual approach with a by-example approach. TBE is a visual language because it is based on visual scheme elements that are used by conceptual modelling languages for defining web schemes. TBE is a by-example
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language as a transformer is defined by giving a generic example of a scheme
element configuration before transformation (the input configuration) and
a scheme element configuration after transformation (the output configuration). These two parts are represented by a pair of a query template and
a generative template, respectively, which make up the transformer’s definition. From this definition, an executable transformer is derived as follows:
From the query template, a query is derived that, when applied to a scheme,
selects all scheme element configurations that match the transformer’s input
configuration. The operations derived from the generative template are applied to each scheme element configuration selected by the query template,
each time generating an extended or refined scheme element configuration.
Defining transformers by-example facilitates understandability because the
transformer definition by itself is a comprehensive and comprehensible description of the transformer’s behavior.
For applying transformers, we have presented off-the-shelf applications,
where the transformer is taken as is, and individualized applications, where
the transformer’s behavior is adapted specifically for each individual application. When applied off-the-shelf, a transformer behaves as described above.
For adapting this behavior, one can individualize applications as follows:
(1) Application-specific constraints further constrain the transformer’s query
template such that particular scheme element configurations can be excluded
from consideration. (2) Application-specific expressions override expressions
defined in the transformer’s generative template in order to adapt, for example, naming policies for the scheme elements to be generated. (3) Individually pinned new-element variables adapt a generative template such that
particular scheme elements are generated only once per transformer application rather than once for each scheme element configuration selected by the
query template. (4) New-element variables can be individually turned into
parameter variables such that the generative template extends or refines an
existing scheme element instead of generating a new one.
Applications of transformers that may be individualized provide for flexibility and adaptability as necessary for using transformers in the process of
web application development. Expressing individualizations in a practicable
manner is particularly supported by graphical transformer applications.
In addition to the basic concepts of TBE, which cover many of the modelling
tasks recurrently performed by modelers, advanced concepts have been developed that further increase the expressive power of TBE. We have introduced
complex query templates, which allow to express disjunctions, negation, and
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universal quantification. We have presented complex generative templates,
which provide delegation of details to separate, conditional, or hierarchically organized sub-templates. We have provided complex transformers, that
(1) support nested query templates and nested generative templates for processing nested relations, and (2) cascading transformers for performing subsequent modelling tasks with a single transformer application.
The concepts of TBE, despite abstracting from a scheme’s internal representation, provide enough expressive power for expressing typical modelling
tasks. This has been demonstrated by developing a web scheme for a department’s web site. It has been shown that, when developing the scheme manually, several modelling tasks are applied repeatedly. By utilizing transformers
supporting these tasks, this web scheme can be developed more rapidly and
conveniently.
Of course, as for any visual language, some modelling tasks cannot be expressed in a practicable manner with TBE. For example, TBE is not adequate
for defining a transformer that derives an arrangement of scheme elements
such that links do not cross each other. However, we feel that TBE is adequate for defining and applying transformers that considerably facilitate the
process of conceptual modelling of web applications.
We have precisely defined the semantics of the visual by-example language
TBE based on a relational representation of schemes, which is independent of
the representation of schemes as defined by particular modelling languages,
and based on a calculus called TBE-QML defined over such relational representations. Thereby, the concept of TBE can be easily employed for various
modelling languages and not only for WebML, which has served as example
for illustrating the use of by-example transformers.
We have investigated how TBE can be incorporated into existing CASE
tools, i.e. how CASE tools can be extended towards defining and applying
transformers. This extension requires to (1) allow for specifying by-example
transformers and their application in a practicable manner, and (2) to implement the TBE-QML language, which has been used for defining the semantics
of by-example transformers. For achieving a prototypical TBE system, two
master’s theses cover the aspects (1) and (2), respectively. In [136], TransEd
has been developed, which is a prototype of an editor for WebML schemes
that allows to define and apply transformers. In [81], a generic implementation of TBE-QML is presented, i.e. an implementation that can be easily
adapted for transforming different schemes of different modelling languages.
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Figure 9.1: Fulfilment of requirements for web scheme transformation: Comparing TBE to other approaches.

Fig. 9.1 summarizes the benefits of TBE when compared with existing approaches for web scheme transformation. These existing approaches and their
benefits and drawbacks have been investigated in the introduction. They
have the major drawback that they require the specification of operations
over the internal representations of schemes and confine thereby understandability, adequateness, and generality. Further, existing approaches do not or
only moderately fulfill the requirements of flexibility and adaptability. The
benefit of TBE stems from abstracting from a scheme’s internal representation and from providing individualized transformer applications.

9.2

Future Work

This thesis has focused on transformers for extending and refining conceptual schemes of web applications during the development process. Beyond
this focus, research can be continued in several directions, which are briefly
discussed in this section. In particular, we plan to (1) apply the concepts
of TBE to different modelling languages, (2) to utilize query templates for
asserting design criteria, and (3) to apply transformers as continuous in order
to maintain dependencies between scheme elements.
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Application to different modelling languages

The language constructs of TBE are not limited to web modelling languages
but can be easily applied to other modelling languages as well. Transformers
are particularly useful where one part of a scheme typically is derived from or
depends on another part of the scheme. For example, as described in [126],
the Unified Modelling Language (UML) provides various diagram types for
describing a system from different perspectives or abstraction levels. Hence,
various UML models of the same system are dependent and strongly overlapping. Based on these dependencies, TBE can be utilized for transforming
one diagram into another one.
Further, the concepts of TBE can be used for expressing transformations
between schemes of different modelling languages. This make sense where
different modelling languages have to be used for modelling overlapping and
interdependent aspects of the same system. Such transformations can be
expressed easily in that a transformer’s query template accesses a scheme of
one modelling language whereas the generative template extends a scheme
of another modelling language. For example, the web modelling language
WebML (and its CASE tool WebRatio) supports the definition of different
hypertext views for different groups of users. For the purpose of modelling the
different user groups, use-case diagrams could be utilized, yet such diagrams
are not part of WebML (and are not supported by WebRatio). However, in
TBE, one could define a transformer whose query template extracts groups
of users as defined in a use-case diagram drawn with a UML editor and whose
generative template generates WebML hypertext views for each selected user
group.
Moreover, TBE ’s concepts could be beneficially employed for precisely describing software design patterns and for facilitating their instantiation. They
could be used for transforming diagrams of general-purpose diagram editors
like Microsoft Visio, or they could perform transformations between models
describing business processes at different levels of abstraction.

9.2.2

Utilizing query templates for asserting design
criteria

TBE ’s query templates are capable of checking whether scheme element configurations exist that fulfill particular constraints, and consequently, whether
scheme element configurations exist that violate such constraints. Thus,
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query templates could be used for asserting design criteria just like SQLqueries can be used for asserting data consistency criteria. If a query template Q is applied to a scheme S as an assertion of the form CHECK NOT
EXISTS (Q), then an error would be raised whenever scheme S is changed
such that query template Q returns any tuple. However, it would be impracticable if the assertion reacted on every atomic change applied to the scheme,
because fulfilling a design criteria may require a couple of changes. Thus,
reasonable events that trigger the assertion need to be defined, e.g. when the
modeler decides to have a prototype generated from the scheme.
Example 103 Consider a query template NonReachPC that selects nonreachable page classes, i.e. page classes that are neither targeted by any
link nor are a home page or a landmark. If a non-reachable page class
is considered as violating a design criterion, then this query template
could be applied as CHECK NOT EXISTS (NonReachPC). Henceforth, an
error is raised whenever a page class becomes not reachable.
Note, however, that if this assertion would react on every change of the
scheme, it would become impossible to define a new page class. Since a
page class first must be defined before it can be targeted by a link, every
page class newly created is isolated and causes the assertion to fail.
This thesis has focused on transformers supporting modelling tasks, and
query templates provide adequate expressive power for this purpose. However, expressing assertions may require additional expressive power. For
example, it may be required to check whether a generalization hierarchy is
cyclic or whether two page classes are connected transitively. For this purpose, query templates could be extended to support recursion.

9.2.3

Continuous transformer applications

Transformer applications as presented in this thesis “die” once they have been
processed, and any correlation between the initial scheme elements and the
scheme elements generated based on them is lost. Consequently, if the initial
scheme elements are changed later on, these changes are not propagated
to dependant scheme elements. In order to maintain such a dependance,
continuous transformer applications could be introduced that, once applied,
keep track of which scheme elements have been generated based on other
ones. Then, if the initial scheme elements are changed, dependent scheme
elements are adapted just as if the transformer had originally been applied
to the (changed) initial scheme elements.

9.2. FUTURE WORK
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Example 104 Reconsider transformer EntryUnitForEnt, which generates
an entry unit with entry fields based on entity types and their attributes.
If this transformer is applied to an entity type e, a corresponding entry
unit with entry fields is generated. However, if the entity type is changed
later on, e.g. by adding a new attribute to e, then the corresponding
entry unit is not extended by a new entry field.
In contrast, if the same transformer EntryUnitForEnt were applied as
continuous to entity type e, then this application would maintain a coherence between the entity type e and the entry unit generated therefrom
as follows: (1) new entry fields are added whenever entity type e is extended by new attributes; (2) entry fields or the entry unit are deleted
whenever attributes of e or entity type e itself are removed, respectively,
and (3) entry fields or the entry unit are renamed whenever the name
of their corresponding attribute or the name of entity type e is changed.
Technically, supporting continuous applications of transformers requires a
“memory” such that the application remembers the query template’s result
relation and which scheme elements have been generated from which tuple of
this relation. If the scheme changes such that re-evaluating the query template achieves a different result, then the following cases are distinguished:
(a) for each tuple that has not yet been in the query result, new dependant
scheme elements are generated; (b) for each tuple that is not contained in the
query result any more, the dependant scheme elements are removed; (c) if it
is identifiable that a tuple has changed, then the changes are propagated to
the scheme elements generated based on this tuple.
Of course, it may be difficult to detect whether a scheme element is to be
modified or whether one scheme element is to be deleted whereas another
one is to be generated. We have also to keep in mind that a modeler might
have modified scheme elements generated by the transformer or might have
referred to them such that a conflict would arise if these scheme elements
were adapted by the continuous transformer application. Furthermore, analogously to query templates that are applied as assertions, continuous transformer applications should not react on every change applied to a scheme.
Discussing these issues in detail is subject to future work.
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